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I 
Einstein, Richard Petty, Hippocrates, Columbus, Copernicus 
have in common? 
Bubble bursting. 
Take Richard Petty. This concept bugged 
him: that Chrysler engineered cars didn't win 
long distance stock cor races. 
Petty, in his competition-equipped Plymouth, 
burst the whole bubble. He finished first in the 
1964 Doytono 500--ond set a new track record 
in the bargain! This was the first of many wins 
that mode him the 1964 NASCAR Champion. 
The Doytono race is tough. 500 miles around 
Valiant * Plymouth * 
the fastest track in the world. It takes courage 
and stamina ond engineering superiority to win 
that race. Superiority developed through years 
of research ond testing on the proving grounds 
and in the laboratory. Engineering reflected 
in our 1965 showroom cars. 
What bubbles bugged the others? Time is on 
absolute; evil spirits cause disease; the world 
is flat; the sun revolves around the earth. You 
knew thot all along. 
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OUR PRINCIPAL 
B. W. BROWN, B.A., M.E. 
We enjoy a special privilege in belonging to 
Walkerville Collegiate. 
But the only ones who think so are those who 
help to make it a good school. If we have made 
no contribution, all we see are its faults. And all 
students can help - not just the members of a 
championship basketball team or the top scholar-
ship group. We do this by our daily work and be-
haviour and by joining in the activities the 
school has to offer. It is when we thus become 
part of the school that we know it is a privilege 
to belong to W alkerville Collegiate Institute. 
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WHAT IS SCHOOL FOR? 
I believe that our school provides a good en-
vironment for teenagers. 
Our twelve hundred odd pupils and teachers 
form a community which reflects the total of the 
efforts of all of us. It would be a perfect com-
munity only if all of us were perfect. It will im-
prove or deteriorate as we, in character and in 
act, achieve or fail to achieve a better way of life. 
Each of us-pupil, teacher, principal-becomes 
"his brother's keeper" in this close-knit com-
munity, and an act which hurts one, hurts all; an 
act which helps one, helps all. As we gain from 
our experience in this community ( or, we could 
say, as the pupils are educated) the prospects for 
each becomes better. We can look forward to a 
life which is richer, fuller, happier. This is the 
prime objective of our school. Pupils may incid-
entally be better prepared to earn a living, but 
first and foremost comes the necessity of learn-
ing to live. 
I believe that our school provides a good en-
vironment for teenagers. 
OUR VICE-PRINCIPAL 
H. E. NIGHSWANDER, B.A. 
WALKERVILLE TEACHERS 
Fifth Row: Mw. Burling, Mr. F. 0. Montour, Mr. Lindblad, Mr. Tesolin, Mr. Kupnicki, Mr. Lozinski, Mr. Thomas, Mr. W. Young, Mr. 
Cruickshank. 
Fourth Row: Mr. Armstrong, Mr. Orr, Mr. Burr, Mr. A. C. Brown, Mr. Allmeyer, Mr. Lowden, Mr. Waddell, Mr. Sinclair. 
Third Row: Mr. Parr, Mr. Curry, Mr. Wood, Mr. Allison, Mr. Monforton, Mr. Testani, Mr. Marchini, Mr. Russell. 
Second Row: Mr. Krouse, Mr. Bunt, Miss Wright, Mrs. Waddell, Miss Parkinson, Miss Shillinglon, Miss Skelly, Mrs. Thurgood, Mrs. Monger, 
Mr. M. Young, Mr. Hogger!. 
Front Row: Mr. Nighswander, Miss Hutchinson, Mrs. Birch, Miss DeMarco, Mrs. Mcleod, Mrs. Lawson, Miss Robbins, Miss Holler, Miu 
Duda, Miss Falls, Mr. B. W. Brown. 
NEW· TEACHERS 
Mr. E. A. Bice received his B.A. degree at the University of Western Ontario. At Walkerville he 
teaches Art, and sponsors the art club. He previously taught at Harry Guppy School, David Maxwell, 
and Herman Collegiate. 
Mrs. C. M. Birch came to Walkerville after teaching at the University of Detroit, University of 
Windsor, and McMaster University. She earned her M.A. at the University of Toronto, and is a valu-
able addition to the English Department. 
Mr. D. H. Burling attended the University of Windsor, where he took Honours in Physics and 
Chemistry. He teaches Grade 10 Science and Grade 13 Physics. 
Miss J. M. DeMarco is a Windsor native, and received her education at St. Mary's Academy and 
the University of Windsor. She specializes in French here at Walkerville. 
Miss E. J. Duda graduated from Assumption University with a B.A. degree. She teaches History 
and French at W.C.I. Previously, she taught one year at the Pines in Chatham. 
Mr. F. Lindblad was born in Copenhagen, Denmark, and lived there for five years and came to 
Canada when he was 10. He earned a B.A. in History and Psychology at Mount Allison University, 
New Brunswick. He coached our reserve basketball team this year. 
Miss M. I. Parkinson attended the University of Western Ontario. She came to our Physical 
Education Department, from Stamford C.I. in Niagara Falls. She coached the girls' Volleyball and 
Basketball teams, and sponsored the G.A.A. 
Mr. D. A. Tesolin attended Detroit Institute of Technology where he obtained his B.E.E., and the 
University of Michigan, earning his B.S.C. (E.E.). He taught Grade 9 Science and Grade 11 Physics at 
W alkerville this year. 
Mrs. J. I. Williams taught Latin this year at Walkerville, coming to us after teaching at Port 
Perry H.S. (2 yrs.), Smooth Falls H.S. (2 yrs.), Elenheim H.S. (1 yr.) and Massey C.I. (3 yrs.). She 
attended University of Toronto after she finished secondary school in Cochrane, Ont. 
Mr. J. D. Wood earned his B.A. at Assumption University, and did graduate work at the Univer-
sity of Western Ontario. He teaches geography here, and previously was a laboratory instructor at 
Assumption and Western. 







Earlier this year I attended the Student Press Symposium at the 
University of Windsor where I learned the fundamentals of how to 
produce a · good yearbook. From the discussions heard there, I realized 
that a yearbook is supposed to be a "picture-book of memories". Ad-
hering to this purpose, these last nine months have been spent in the 
preparation of this magazine, making sure that every student in this 
school has been accounted for and that no one has been left out of this 
book. 
As you glance through the following pages I hope you will come across 
many pleasant memories of the preceding year; and, if in future years 
this book awakens in you even a vague recollection of the happy days 
you spent at Walkerville, then I will have a succeeded as a yearbook 
editor. 
ACK NO WL ED GEM EN TS 
I am very proud of this year's Blue and White and being editor has 
been a very rich and rewarding experience for me. Many thanks are due 
to my industrious and enthusiastic staff without whose combined effort 
the publication of this annual would not have been possible. 
Thanks are also extended to: 
Mr. Haggert-our staff advisor; 
Wild Studios-our photographers; 
My family who did all the typing; 
Our advertisers-who made this book possible; 
The student body of W.C.I. to whom we dedicate this 1965 Blue 
and White. 
ANN KORENICH 




&LUE AND WHITE EXECUTIVE 
Bock Row: Richard Storrey, Bob Asselstine, Sorry Spooner, Mory Winterburn, Suzanne Lutsch, Vicki Wright, Florence Rosenbaum, Cathie 
Porr, Meg Johnson, Dianne Berkeley, Ian Mcleod, Reed Smith, John Ritchie, Joy Haddad, Richard Reader. 
Front Row: Mary Topliffe, Kerry Sheehy, Mory Kelch, Liz: Clork, Ann Korenich (advertising mgr.), Kim Graybiel (ass·t. editor), Rommel 
Masse (editor), Jennifer lacy (advertising mgr.) , Marilyn Haddad, Mary Masse, Jone! Graybiel, Art Lyon, Mr. Hagger! (staff ad-
visor) . 






ANN KORENICH JENNIFER LACY 
Advertising Managers 
MR. J. G. HAGGERT 
Staff Adv isor 
-Staff-
Business Manager 
Girls' Sports ... 
......... BARRY SPOONER 
.. .............. . MEG JOHNSON 
DIANNE BERKELEY 
. ........... RICHARD READER 
RICK STORREY 
Photography .... MARY TOPLIFFE, ART LYON 
Literary Art .. MARY KELCH, VICKI WRIGHT 
Activities ...... .. .. MARY MASSE, SUE LUTSCH 
Boys' Sports . 
Secretary ............. .............. .. ... ... .. CATHIE PARR 
Cadets.......... . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . ....... IAN McLEOD 
Illustrator............. .. ........... .... TOM JANICK 
Patrons' Ads ................ MARY WINTERBURN 
Exchange .. ... ............ ........ ..... ... ....... .LIZ CLARK 
Society Page ..... .................. ...... ... JAY HADDAD 
CT,ass News .... ............ ........... JOHN RITCHIE 
JANET GRA YBIEL 
Candid Camera ............ ..... BOB ASSELSTINE 
BOB LENNON 
"New Look" - these two words best describe the 1965 Blue and White. A number of classes 
donated the space they had bought, enabling us to have four candid camera pages. The book was 
printed by the offset method. This is the first time the pictures have been "bled" - we feel this is 
more attractive, and it also saves space. 
The 1964-65 budget was $3,380, and the dedicated work of Ann Korenich and Jennifer Lacy, 
advertising managers, who raised $1600, kept us in the black. 
Rommel Masse, editor, headed the staff, and was assisted: by Kim Graybiel, assistant editor. 
The annual "Blue and White Bounce" was a great financial and social success, thanks to Art Lyon, 
and Kim Graybiel, co-convenors. 
We hope you like the Blue and White - we've done our best to make it a souvenir of the 1964-65 
school year. 
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AGORA 
3rd Row: Kim Graybiel, Jamie Holland, Bruce Graham, Charlie Clark, Cam Innes, Scott Cawon, Ken Copeman, Bob Thompson, Dan 
Macleod, Bob Gibb. 
2nd Row: Pete Asselsline, Kirk Lyon, M.ary Lynn Anderson, Kate Innes, Elizabeth Reader, Del Dion, Cathy Whiteside, Mary Topliffe, 
Nancy Spoiala, Ruth Hillman, Rommel Masse, Doug Ferguson. 
1st Row: Mrs. Lawson, Nancy Marshall, Vicki Wright, Art Lyon, Eva Kalman, Marilyn Bradley, Sadiq Hasnain (president), Sue Meredith, 
Donna Tweedell, Mike Nenadovich, Mory Winterburn, Ivana .Zega, Mr. Brown. 
AGORA 
At the beginning of the new school year of 
1964-65, the Rump Agora immediately assumed 
responsibilities for student activities. A Get Ac-
quainted Dance was attended by many students 
of the school. 
Shortly, the new Agora Executive 
was elected. Marilyn Bradley, Donna 
Tweedell and Susan Meredith were 
elected as Vice-president, Secretary 
and Treasurer respectively. 
Walkerville re-adopted its foster 
child from Greece and proceeded in 
financing aid for Constantine. Mary 
Winterburn was in charge of all cor-
respondence involving our Foster 
Child. Series of letters were written 
to Constantine by various grade nine 
classes. 
The Agora sponsored an Activities 
Night in the fall and due to the co-
operation of the students and staff it was a 
success. 
Later in the fall, as examinations drew close, 
the annual semi-formal dance was held. The 
theme was "A Night in New York". Many thanks 
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go to the Art Club members, Arlene Nicholson 
and Libby Havelock, who worked diligently to 
decorate the gymnasium. I would also like to 
show my appreciation to Mr. Bice and Miss Duda 
who gave up their time and energy to give aid 
to our efforts. 
W alkerville took part in raising 
funds for the Red Feather and UNICEF 
campaigns. The staff aided the cam-
paign by donating photographs for the 
baby contest. 
I would like to take this opportunity 
to thank Mr. Brown, Mr. Nighswander 
and Mrs. Lawson, who gave the Agora 
their full support, and to me the neces-
sary guidance. 
Feelings exceed expressions for my 
gratitude towards the Inner Executive 
members, Marilyn, Donna, Sue, Eva, 
Art, Mike, and Mary. 
Last but not least, I would like to express my 
thanks to the student body since without their 
support the efforts of the Agora would have been 
futile. 
SADIQ HASNAIN 





MAYOR W. JOHN WHEELTON 
COUNCIL: 
J. W. Atkinson 
Thomas R. Brophey 
Roy Perry, D.D.S. 
Wm. C. Riggs 
Oliver M. Stonehouse 
Mrs. C. H. Montrose 
Roy A. Battagello 
Frank Wansbrough 
Donald J. Clarke 
William Benson 













MICHAEL BOTSFORD, 1 JA 
P.P., Eng. Lit. 
P.O.: Teacher. 
T.M., Red holr. 
Amb.: Teacher. 
Fut. ' 75: Teoching . 
N.N.: Benny. 
Weok.1 Chlcks. 
Post. t Playing cords. 
JOE CIPPARONE, IJA 
App,, Shy type. 
P.P.t Going up to the 
board In PHYSICS. 
A.4, Football, Bosketbol I. 
P.O., ???? 
F.S., You'r• kidding. 
T.M.1 Curly hair. 
Amb.t None. 
fut. '751 Professional 
athlete (BIiliard, ). 
SCOTT COWAN, 13A 
App.: Uniqyt, 
A.4t Sports, cadets. 
P.O.: It Won't be heaven. 
F.S,t Nothing worth 
hearing. 
T.M.i Homework done. 
N.N.t None--who needs 
it? 
Weak., Work. 
Post., Writing book 
reporll. 
DOUG fEIGUSON, l3D 
P.P., Judo George. 
P.O.: Point brush tester_ 
F.S., I've seen better 
cows in the posture. 
Amb., Anti-liberal 
leader. 
fut, '75, Learning Judo 
for H.S. Teaching. 
Weak., living . 
JOHN FLETT, 13A 
App., A bfush,. o sigh, a 
Quiver. 
P.O.i Something easy. 
F.S.: .. Squod one". 
T.M.1 ''From ear to ear· ·, 
Amb.1 Adventures in 
forodi1e. 
N.N., flfTTY. 
Past.: looking for 
Porodise. 
KEN FOID, IJA 
App.: Handsome, charm· 
ing, debonair, etc. 
P.P.1 Shonboum calling 
him Henry. 
A . .f: Clowning around in 
Chem. lab. 
T.M.1 Pens that don' t 
write. 
Amb,t To ,.tire at 20. 
N.N.: Henry. 
Weak. , loud sweaters & 
shirts. 
Post., Foillng Moth tests. 
HUCE GOODHAND, 13A 
App,: 150 lbs. of yogurt 
In o 100 lb. bog. 
f ,P,, Shonboum, 
P.O., Bochelor. 
fut. '75: Bouncer ot the 
"Notional". 
F.S., "'I'm turel" 
T .M. Knobby knffl. 
Weak., Moth•r. 
Palt.t Submarln• races at 
th• pits. 
HUCE GRAHAM, I 3A 
App., Goldylocks. 
A.4: Cadets, class, 
Shella. 
P.O.: Working on the 
line. 
F.S., "Okoy, okoy you 
guys.'' 
Amb., Class distlnction 
(lower clan:). 
fut. '75, Pulling tHth. 
Weok., Amber flome etc. 
Post.1 Win•, women, 
,ono. 
GHRY GIANT, 13A 
App., Sick. 
A.41 Kup"s clan. 
F.S.1 Don't sweat it. 
Amb. , To moke $$. 
Fut. '75, Ditchdigger. 
Weak.1 8runettet. 
Past., Slff1)in9. 
IAN GRANT, 13A 
App.1 Forgot lt. 
P.P., "The Hond of 
Doom". 
A.-'1 "Nick't M.or 
Market. 
P.S., "HI Guy". 
T.M.: 11C, .. r1 Hornet". 
Amb., a.at a ''Chev 
409". 
fut. '75, Telling Flot he's 
ugly,.. .. 
N.N. , Guy . 
IOIIHT HALPERT, I JA 
App.: Undescrlboble. 
P.P.: The French 
longuage. 
A.,: Special classes. 
P.O., Teo<hino French. 
f.S. t ''What', in it fo, 
me?' ' 
Amb .. 1 To out-smart 
Vacratsis. 
fut, '75: Teacher. 
WMlk,1 Non•. 
SADIQ HASNAIN, 13A 
App. 1 Ambushed. 
P.P.1 Hand of doom. 
A . .C1 Resting. 
P.O., Doubtful. 
F.S., "Well .• So •. 
T.M.: Sleeping In French. 
Amb.i Are you kidding? 
fut. 'n, Medic for Mod. 
101 HIND, 13A 
App.; Grav•. 
P.P.a lively people. 
A.41 Zombie Room. 
f.D., Dead. 
f.S,1 "I'm still olive?" 
T.M. 1 Tomb1tone. 
Amb.: Undertaker. 
fut. '75, Lying around. 
CAM INNES, 13A 
App .• 1 What'1 th• nexr 
question? 
~ .P., English. 
A.Ai Dione, footboll, 
I . A.A., Cadets, 
f .S., Con' t be put on 
po~r. 
Amb.: .~"?in~.•r (troin?). 
N.N., B:rd . 
W.ak.1 Gimpy kt1ffs. 
Post ., "I'll never t.11". 
IOI JOHNSON, 13A 
App .s Official boots. 
A.4, "C.f.R. Olympic 
C•lub". 
P.O., Studying Arctic 
wolves. 
F.S., " HI Guy." 
T.M.: Wolf whistle. 
fut. '75, 13 y•an older. 
N.N. , The Guy. 













P.P.t Ninth period lotin 
cloues, 
A.-': Curling, girling, 
61Jrling. 
P.D.: A.A.R. 
T.M.: A "Conodion Club" . 
Amb.: Canadian Curling 
Chomp. 
fut. '75: Room 203: Eng. 
lit. 
Weak.: A certain redhead. 
aoa LANDRY, 13A 
App,: None too swifr. 
P.P.: Used cars. 
A.4: Buying ports at 
C.T.C. 
P.D.: Good guess. 
T.M.: Pontiac slowbock. 
Amb.: 75%. 
fut. '75: 2nd yoor U. of 
w. 
Wo<ik.: Spood ,hilling. 
JOHN LOZINSKI, 13A 
App,, Frightful. 
P .P .i Which one? 
A.,: Complaining. 
F.S.: "'Is that right?" 
T.M., Ink stained fingers. 
Amb., limited. 
Fut. '75: S.rry picker. 
Weck., M .. tol dilordor. 
TIM LUTZ.AC, 13A 
App., Good. 
P.P.1 Mr, L's "Maybe 
you'll oet it next year". 
P.D., Selling icebergs lo 
the Eskimos. 
Amb.s Success. 
rut. '751 Marine Biologist. 
N.~., Slockor. 
Weak.1 My oirl. 
DOI'! MACTAVISH, 13A 
App,: Some as next year. 
A . .f: Soccer and serving 
detentions, 
P.O.: Who knows (Prime 
Minister)? 
F.S., "Oh no, not 
another one.'' 
T.M.: Yawning. 
Amb.: Got out of 13 be-
fore lutzoc. 
N .N., Puddles. 





DON MAVINIC, 13A 
P.P.: Mr. Ed ond Ferger. 
bur90,. 
A.,, Clobbering Zusko. 
F.S., "Hoy Fink." 
T.M.: Official glosses, 
Fut. '75: Gome ov•r. 
N.N.: Yonk. 
Weak.: Embouy. 
STUART McLEOD, 13A 
A.4, Physici detentions, 
woiting for big "D". 
P.D., Morr;od & 20 kid1. 
F.S.: "Does it look os if 
I care?' ' 
T.M.: Donna. 
Amb.: Anything that's 
easy. 
fut, '751 Dunno. 
N.N., S.W.A.K. 
Weak.: lig 1oD11 • 
NORMAN MILNE, 13A 
App, 1 Toll, dork and ... 
P.P.: Tire biters. 
P.D., Hitched. 
F.S.: "Hi Guy." 
T .M. 1 Super-charged 
Vaux. 
Amb., Clyde-climber. 
Ful. 75, Lum~riock In 
the Sahara. 
N.N., Guy. 
RON PHANEUF, 13A 




P.O.: Mad Scientis.t. 
F.S., "You Gotta Be 
Kiddin." 
T.M., loud Sweaters. 
N.N.: "Fuff". 
Weak., Bonk Books 
Decorated In Rod . 
JULES QUENNEVILLE, 13A 
P.P.1 Astronaut choirs. 
App., Tlrod. 
A . .41 Behind the meat 
counter. 
F.S.1 ''Get owoyl .. 
T.M.? Tempest. 
CHARLES SILINSKAS, 13A 
App,: (See picture above) 
room for improvement. 
A.4: Perfecting titration. 




fut. '75: ??? 
N.N., Slinky. 
Weok.1 Math. 
DOUG STEWART, 13A 
App.: See obovo. 
P.P.: Gr, 10 girls. 
A.,, Golf, B-Boll, 
Volloyboll. 
F.$., "Hi frogl" 
Amb.1 Get marks like 
c.w. 
fut. '75, P.E. teochor. 
N.N.1 Toad. 
Weok., l,\Qrk1, 
ROl'I SWINTAK, 13A 
App,: Seldom, 
P .P.: Getting up in 
moming. 
A.4: Home. 
F.S., " Good grief." 
T.M.: Maroon ford. 
Amb.: You would be 
surprised. 
Post.i Knocking fordt. 
fARL TAYLOR, 13A 
App. a lntelleduol. 
P.P.: Everything, 
A.,, The books. 
F.S.r "Is that right?" 
T.M., Glaue,, Golf dubt. 
Fut. '75: Writing James 
Bond S.Quels. 
N.N.: Big??? Eorl. 
Post.: Anything. 
FRED VEGHEL YI, 13A 
App,, Brilliantly po,trayed 
above. 
P.P.: Eorly morning 
cloues. 
A.,, Lot, qftemoon 
clones. 
F.S., "Dong ii." 
Amb.: To own a tropical 
island. 
Fut. '75 1 Owning tropical 
Island. 
Weak.: Mints. 
Post,: Day dreomine. 
EDWARD ZUSt(O, 13A 
App.1 Depends on the 
tim• of day. 
P.P.1 Ferguson', socks. 
A.4: Wolking Movinic 
home. 
P .0., Big brother lo 
Mavini(. 
T.M.: Swin9in' fiddle. 
N.N., Mr, Ed. 
Weok.1 Punching Movini 
Po,t.r Follint off chain 
Miss Robbins 
138 
JOYCE BIALKOWSKI, 131 
App., 5 ft. midget. 
P.P.1 Boy& with yellow 
socks. 
A.41 Waiting for letters. 
P.D.1 Street cl.aner. 
F .S., "I went to '" Derf 
this morning." 







A.4: Muisic, track, art. 
P.O., Teacher. 
F.S.1 "TIius 11 ridiculous.'' 
T.M., A flopped flip. 
Amb., Philologist. 
Weok., DIii picklH, 
MAIIILYN .. UADLEY, 131 
App., Sunday School 
Teacher. 
P.P., ,"Wlngle". 
A.4, Busy, Busy, Busy. 
P.O., Bachelor girl. 
F.S., "Piddle." 
Amb., •' Betty Crocker." 
Fut. '75, Who knows? 
Weok., I.A.I. 
CARALLE CHllSTIE, 131 
App., S.. for yourself. 
A.41 Writing letters. 
Fut. '75, Mrs.? 
Past. t Trips to Ridgetown. 
f.S.1 "Godzooks. 11 
P.P., John. 
Weak., Crowded Eng. 
Classe,. 
N.N., C 3. 
CHARLES CLARK, 131 
App,1 Aslff(> ot awake. 
P.P., A slip for a tip. 
A.4, Football, Cadets. 
P .D., Educated bum. 
Amb.1 Millionaire 
bachelor. 
Fut. '7$, Bachelor. 
N.N., Cha,. 
Weak.i Money. 
CONNIE CLAltKSON, 131 
App., Blond, blond, 
blonder. 
P.P.1 Early curfew. 
A.,, Walkln11 Bob home. 
T.M., Coloured shoes. 
Amb.: To stay out till 1 
A.M. 
Fut. '·15, Picking up her 
Oscar. 
Weak.a Cherry Ice cream 
bar,. 
Past., S.WlRV 1omethlna 
far Friday night. 
BEVERLEY COOPER, 138 
,\pp,, Tall, blonde. 
P.P., Algebra. 
A.,, Essex. 
P.O., Teacher . 
Amb., Pass Gr. 13. 
Po1t.1 Going to Eswx. 
N.N., a... 
GLlNN GRAY, 131 
App.t I'm prejudiced. 
P.P., Grade 13. 
P.D., D•oth, 
f.S., I don't talk. 
Amb.t Latin teacher. 
N.N., Sherlock. 
Weak., Kennedy glrl1. 
Poot., Knocking "Ukeo". 
MARILYN HADDAD, 131 
A,)p.1 Oi,oraanized. 
P.P., Yellow porch light. 
A.41 Orchestra, Blue & 
White, Curling, Teach-
ing Piono. 
P.D., Pu,l,lng groceries. 
F.S., "Well HII" 
T.M,t Knff sox. 
Fut. '75, frying to get 
3 day WM kend1. 
Patt.1 Pure Innocence. 
CELIA HALLAM, 131 
App.1 Tall, dark, and .. 
P.P.t People who borrow 
book,. 
A.4, Library. 
T.M.: Swfftneu, and 
light. 
Past., Girls" Fife & Drum 
Corps. 
P.0.1 Nurse. 
Weok., WIid socks. 
MARIANNE HART, 131 
App.t Petite. 
P.P.1 7:45 Orchestra 
practice, 
P.0.1 Home eventually. 
F.S., Ahhh. 
T.M.t Gloues. 
Amb.i Carrying bedpon1. 
fut. '751 White cop 011d 
••II. 
Post.1 Smooching .. 
ELIZABETH "UIIY" 
HAVELOCK, 131 
F.S.1 .. fine, how's 
yours?'' 
T.M., Cold hand,, 
Amb,t To kMP worm. 
Fut. '75, Still freezing. 
N.N., "Libelia". 
Weak.1 Fridays. 
GEORGIA HAWKINS, II 
P.P., Mickey. 
A.4: Saving a s.at for 
Judy. 
P. D .i R .. Ye fro:m So~ 
wich Ea,!. 
,.s., I don't know • 
history review. 
Amb., Ta kick the ho~ 
Fut. '75, Trying to lea• 
Latin. 
N.N.1 Georgia Brown. 
Weok. , f"II ne;,er tell. 
JANET HEARN, 131 
App,, Normal. 
P.P.1 ferns. 
A.,, At Crappies. 
f.S.: ''I can't write, #. 
Burr.'' 
T.M., Bruised thumb. 
Fut. '75, Mro.? R.N. 
N.N.1 Jonnie. 
Weok., Th• great 
pum'pkln. 
JUDY HEWLEn, 131 
App,: Petite Fleur. 
P.P.1 MeHy boolc:s. 
A.4 : Getting rides hom• 
F.S., "Whompl'' 
T.M., Curly locks. 
Amb.1 Marriage .. 
N.N., Hewey. 

























SYLVIA JENKINS, 138 
App.: Stu~nderific. 
P.P., Bod jokes. 
F.S.: " Soy sornething 
funnier,'' 
T.M.: Superb smiles. 
Amb.: Marrioge, what 
ehe? 
N.N.: Jinici•· 
Weok.i Can't soy' no. 
Post.: Semper parotus. 
DANNY JOSIN, 138 
App.: The usual. 
P.P.: Dropping the long 
ones:. , .• 
F.S., Ho Guy. 
T.M.: Flashing spikes. 
Amb., Graduate Gr. XII. 
fut. ' 75, Chrysler Corp. 
Weak.: Les femmes. 
Post. i Running , 
CAROLE KLIPA, I 3a 
App.: Sons su lunettes. 
P.P., friends IC. McN., 
M.H., J.H., C.C.) 
A . .C: Wagon troln. 
P.O.: History teacher 
W.C.I. 







N.N., Klop . 
Weak. : Mustangs;. 
LINDA KRESS, 138 
App., Delightful I 
A.41 Then what. 
P.O., Hash hustlvr. 
F .S.: " Soy something 
funny.'• 
T .M.: Gold chain around 
right ankle. 
Amb.: Home Economist. 
Fut. '75, Whal alsel 
N.N., "Goldy". 
JUDY KWAPISZ, I 38 
App.: Fuzzy or kinky 
kook. 
P.P.: Curls or kinks. 
A.4, life, liberty ... 
f.S.: " You little monkey. 11 
T.M., A pile of book, . 
Amb.: First lady. 
Weak.1 President of 
W.C.I. 
Pait., ArouinSI w,th my 
dod. 
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PAUL LUBORSKY, 138 
App., Good. 
P.P.: Teachers. 
A.A: Homework, dramatic 
society. 
F .S.: Ce nsored. 
Amb.: Complete Grade 
13. 
Fut. '75: Top-rate 
announcer. 
Weak.: Folk music. 
Past.: Seating 0. in ping 
pong . 
MARY M,CONVILLE, 131 
App. : Deceiving. 
P.P.: So-called wits. 
P.O., $10,000 baby 
bonus. 
F.S., "Shut up." 
T.M.: A smile. 
Amb.: Non v ideri sad 
esse. 





P .P .: Talkative teachers. 
A.A, " !)ragging M.M. 
home.'' 
P.D.1 Te,ocher. 
f.S.: "You ' re ugly, kid. ·· 
Amb.: School "Mom". 
Fut. '75: Mrs. who knows. 
Weak., Toll, dork, hond· 
some boys (men). 
Past.: Waiting for some-
one during 5H, P•riod 
spore. 
DIANE MONAGHAN, 138 
App., 3' 9". 
P.P. , , Mr. Mcleod. 
A.A: Rendezvous with 
Dorf. 
T.M.: A scowl. 
Amb., 3' 10". 
Fut. '75 , 3' 9". 
N.N.i Oidi. 





P.P.: Getting to school on 
time. 
F.S.: "Hi, do9 I" 
Fut. '75: lost in an 
Egyptian tomb. 
Weok.1 Apply in pers:on 
far list. 
Past.1 Waiting for long 
dfstonce Phan• calla. 
MIKE NENADOVICH, 13B 
App.1 Anemic. 
P.P., Red h.ads. 
A . .f.: Top secret. 
P.O., Owner of W.C. I. 
F .S.: ''Do I look worried?'• 
Amb., To gel out of W.C.I. 
Ful. ' 75, Grade 13 post-
graduate work . 
Weok.: Blondes and 
Brunettes. 
ARLENE NICHOLSON, 131 
F.S. : " Fine, how's 
yours?'' 
P.P.: The highchair. 
N.N., " R" 
Amb.: Educotion. 
Fut. '7S, Educated? 
Weak.: Honey. 
T.M. : Red P.P. 's wilh a 
flower. 
JUDY SHAW, 138 
App.: It suits Donny. 
P.P. : The di,tonce from 
Wind$or to Sudbury. 
A.A: Running home for 
letters. 
P.O.: Linoleum layer. 
T.M.: A book of stomps. 
Amb.: To get .t straight 
hours of sleep. 
Fut. ' 75 , Raising 4 & 1. 
Post.: Writing letters. 
RICHARD SIMPSON, 138 
App,: Assasin. 
T.M.: "24." 
P.P. , Dowdell, Vande· 
linder1 ond Moue. 
Post.: leader of local 
K.K.K. 
P .0 .: Victim of a lynch 
mob. 
Fut. '75: N. A.A.C.P. pub, 
lie relations worker. 
F.S.: ··A real mental 
giant, eh?" 
Amb.: Vice.president of 
the Black Mu1lem1, 
LYNN TURY, 138 
App. , 5'2", Eyes of 
blue •.. 
P.P., The boy, in my 
physics doss. 
A.A: Avon1 orchestra. 
P.O. : Teacher. 
F.S.: ·'Get serious!" 
T.M. : Violin. 
N.N.: Tin lorry. 
Weak. , Men in uniform. 
DONNA TWEEDElL, 138 
App.: Not like the picture. 
P.P.: Freddies and fiction . 
P.O., lady of the lamp, 
F.S.: "How's your al' 
fern?" 
T.M.: Grey streaks. 
N.N.: Twee. 
Post.: Mother's little 
helper. 
DAVID WARD, 131 
App.: Ru$tic. 
P.P.: freelooders. 
A . .t: Doing what comes 
naturally. 
P.O.: 8ein9 a big free. 
loade r. 
F .S. , " Oh, Hell. .. 
T.M.: A winn ing smlle. 
Amb., James Bond 
library. 
Fut. '75: S.ing one of 
C.G. ' s Pati•nts. 
Miss Hutchin$on 
13C 
JOAN BARRETT, 13C 
App.: Good things come 
in small pockogH. 
P. P.: L.C.: History, 
Physic,., je<Jlous boys. 
P.O., Holl. 
F.S.: "Wonderful." 
T.M.: locket with o 
certain piclure in it. 
Fut, '75, Supporting J.S. 
N.N., Frump. 
RICHARD BlAICE, 13C 
App.: Innocent. 
P.P.: Hutch. lox .• fin. 
P.O., R.C.A.F. ond? 
A.A.? 
T .M.1 Blond hair and 
baby blue eyes. 
Amb.: To get his English 
euay done. 
Fut. '75, Selling u•ed 
drum sticks. 
Weak.: Spore Tuesday 
afternoon. 
Pait.: Getting Ernie's 
Joke book, for spore. 
BRENDA BUCHANAN, 13C 
App.1 Wowl 
P.P.1 7th period lunch. 
A.4, Wotchlng batketboll 
practices. 
P.O.: Raising little 
Tartans. 
F.S., "Mony things." 
T.M.1 Blonde at the front, 
brunette at the bock. 
Fut. '75: Nuning??? the 
sick. 
Weok., Toll, dork, sil..,t 
boys . 
ERNIE CUFTON, 13C 
App.: Sexy eyes. 
P.P.: Teocher1 who talk 
bock. 
A.A: footbalt, sleep, the 
Bun. 
T .M.: Blonde streak. 
Weak.: Morionti' s 
favourite saying. 
P.O., Who ,oret? 
Amb.: Live onother day. 
Post.: Attending Reg's 
meetings. 
JOHN CURRY, 13C 
App., Mol ly, 
P. P.: Empty bottles, cont:, 
etc. 
A.A: Engaged in various 
pursuits of folly. 
F.S., " O.K. Kiddie,." 
T.M.: That's right, you 
guessed ii, 
Amb.: Nil home os 
everyone,. 
N.N-, Cur (Mongrel, etc). 
Weak.: Gouthier, Holland, 




ROMA OANl£l, 13C 
App.1 Everywhere. 
P .P .: Engineers. 
A.4: Til midnight. 
P.D.: Barefoot, pregnant, 
in the kitchen. 
F.S.,, "loter." 
T.M.: Mommy's car. 
fut. '75: Jog Mechanic . 
Post., Teo at Mable',. 
RICHARD FINlEY, 13C 
App., A.A.R. 
T.M., C, H, OH . 
N.N., Fin. 
Post., Thru o gloss 
darkly. 
P.P.t The crew's Friday 
meetinasl 
DONNA GAREN, 13C 
P.P., The Beatles-Bohl 
A.4, Guessl 
P.D.: Unprintable. 
F.S., "In Alberto •.. " 
T.M.: Guitar. 
Amb.1 Teocher-Psy(ho-
logist that sings fol k 
songs in spore time. 
Fut. '75: Your guess is as 
good as mine. 
N.N.: Donno-
surpri,ingly enough. 
CAROl YN GASKIN, 13C 
App.: Dharmingly 
deceptive. 
P.P.: Party poopers. 
P.O.: Inevitable Ju~ceu. 
F.S., "Oh, rots." 
T.M.: Born blonde. 
Amb.: Sociologist. 
Fut. '75: laundromat 
operator. 
N.N.: "Muscles". 
LANEY HATCH, 13C 
App.: Swee:t and innocent 
ho lll 
P.P., School. 
A.4': Fee:ding Don. 
P.D., Mrs. 0 .K. 
F.S. , "Hi Pookl" 
Amb.: White cop & veil. 
Fut. '75, 10 kids. 
Pa, t.: Smooching. 
PETER KHLY, 13C 
App.: Well he didn' t do 
ary ''tippins( ' Friday. 
f'.P.: Not getting any 
''action''. 
A.4 , Football, Basketball, 
Chicks, Swimming. 
Amb.: Make it into 1he 
Wobbwood. 
Weak.: Repeating himself. 
Post.: Waiting in the co,. 
f .S.i "When we lived i1 
Al monte ... ·· 
N.N., Thorpe . 
RICHARD ICU NCIC, 13C 
App.: Innocent lookino. 
P.P.: Smart girls. 
A.4: Special dasse1. 
P.O., .~i.ngl'!. .. 
F .S.: I m innocent. 
Fut. "75: Married. 
N.N., Fink. 
Weak,: Girls with long 
hair. 
JOHN lUCENTE, 13C 
App., Sober. 
A.4, 8u1y nor 1tudyin9, 
P.0.1 Success. 
Amb.: Nooe. 
f ut. '75, Moking $10,000 
or more o yea,. 
Weak.: None. 
Post.s Cheu. 
RICK MAf,IINGHAM, 13C 
App., Well, ---
P.P.: Dumb moth studenh 
A.4: Re-writing ex.onu, 
F.S.: .. Merry Christmas." 
T.M.: Slide rule. 
Fut. '75: Singing for ,., 
supper. 
Weak,, Mory B. 
BARBARA MARSHAll, 131 
App,: Ever chongin9. 
P.P.: Hair. 
A.4, T.Y.W.I. 
P.O., A blonde. 
F.S. : "Dummy. " 
T.M.: Conot top. 
Amb.: Teacher. 

















CHERRYL MEYRICK, I 3C 
App.: Sparkling eyes. 
A . .Ci Joe's Pool Room. 
P.O.: Teaching Botany. 
f.S., "What did he say? .. 
T .M.: Sidekick Diane. 
fut. '75: Carrying 
bed pons. 
N.N., Pooky. 
Weolc.: Mr. Oavicbon. 
DON MIDDLETON, 13C 
App.: Tris petit. 
A.-4: Walking Clar home. 
P.O.: Janitor at W.C.I. 
F.S.: "I don't think so." 
T.M.1 leg weights. 
Amb., Who knows???? 
N.N., Speed. 
Post.1 Hoving funl Ouill 
REG MORIANTI, 13C 
App.: Strange, than dirt. 
P.P.i Guys who miss the 
meetings. 
P.O.: Married. 
F .S.: "There's a mHfino 
ot noon, Ernie.'' 
T.M., Poinled heod, 
Amb.i To become Pres i , 
donl of e.c.o.c. 
N.N., Edgio. 
Weak.a Wine, women, 
liquor, girls, beer. 
ELLEN REAUME, I 3C 
App.i laughing eyes. 
P.D.1 Coach of Spitfires. 
F.S., "I •oally oughtaf" 
T .M.1 Spark plugs. 
Amb.1 None. 
N.N.: Eli, •• 
WtQk,, Spitfire,. 
Past.1 Cheering on Spit. 
fires. 
;...----··---··········· ·---~ 
• App. r Appearance 
l • ......... ,,, 
A • .C.i After Four 
P.O., P,obablo Oesliny 
F.S.r Favourite Soyino 
T.M., Trade Mark 
Amb.1 Ambition 




• • l • J 
PAULETTE RICHER, 13C 
P.P.t 4th period history. 
A . .C: listening to CKAC. 
P.0.1 Who knows? 
Amb., Poli-Sci., 8.A. 
Fut. '75c Diplomatic 
service. 
N.N.i Paulo. 
Weak.: Mitchell Trio. 
Past., C/Jaumol. 
SANDRA SCOTT, 13C 
P.P., Men's College In 
Halifo:11:. 
P.D.o Mrs. G.$. 
F.S., "Anatomy Is 
Destiny." 
T.M.: Private. 
Amb.1 Fut. Nurse for Fut. 
Doctor. 
Fut. '751 Homemaking. 
Weok,1 A 6''" Dr. Kil· 
dare (Gary). 
RON SHULGAN, 13C 
App., Lenny of the D.C. 
5. 
P.P., Thor.,.. 
A.•, Foolball, W.R.T. 
F.S.: .. ,.11 never do it 
again.'' 
T.M.: Pen name Myron 
Wain. 
Fut. '75, Wilh Bill. Ba, 
Bill and Abbott In tho 
whiskey a go,go. 
N.N., The Bull, Shulu. 
Weak., Wobbwood. 
SHARON SPIWAK, 13C 
App. , Dluy. 
P.P.1 Boys with long hair. 
A.•, Marbles In fronl of 
school. 
P.O.: lntemotional marble 
champ. 
T.M., A large foliage. 




MARY TOPLIFFE, 13C 
App.: In love. 
A . .Ct Anywhere but home. 
P .0.: Model for elevator 
shoes. 
F.S., "Hi Cano. ' 1 
T.M., Football & Batkol· 
boll tickets. 
Amb.: Teacher. 





App. , Judge for you11elf, 
El Cid. 
P.P.: No booze in th.e 
punch. 
P.D., Good Uke. 
T .M., C,own Royal. 
Amb.: To ride ,hot,gun 
for the milkman. 
Fut. 75r President of 
l.C.8.0. 
N.N., "Bulba". 
SILAS VACltATSIS, 13C 
App.1 Loos• and mellow. 
P .P.1 Anybody over 5'6". 
A • .C: Basketball, soccer, 
foolball. 
P .D., Stoa• hand on lho 
"telly". 
F.S.: "You little wiener." 
Amb.1 P.E. teacher. 
N.N., Greek. 
WN.k.1 Blue eyes, blond 
hair. 
RICHAID WILLIAMS, 13C 
App. , Sun•bumed neck. 
A.4, Wind,ar Are11a. 
P.D., Goalle??? 
f.S., "HI g~yl" 
T.M., Official boots. 
N.N., Off;cial Guy. 
Pa,r., Grade 13. 
..................................................... 
Best Wishes from 
JAMES CHEVROLET OLDSMOBILE 
LTD. 







JOHN APAMS, 13D 
App.: Opticol illusion. 
P.P., W.C.I. 
A.,: Sleeping. 
P.O.: Hell ond Beyond. 
F.S.: "Peasant." 
Fut. '75: Uneducated bum. 
Weok., G-1-R-L-S. 
Past.: lonely Hearts Club. 
HUGH ANDERSON, 13D 
App. : Handsome, debo· 
noir, 2 dab man, etc. 
A.4, The weed. 
P.O.i Cancer word. 
F.S.1 "l'l'l'I sure." 
Amb.1 Nturosyrgeon. 
fut. '75, Hustler. 
N.N., B.f.H. 
Weak. , lotony lob. 
IILL ASSELSTINE, 13D 
App., Not Ilk• .Stelnl 
A.,, Drama, coffN with 
Mr. T, 
P.O. ; Jolly Green Giant. 
F.S., "Good morning" 
(even If It's oft.) 
T.M.1 Early morning jokes. 
Amb., Ski bum ol Mt. 
Morit%. 
fut. '75, Ski bum ol Mt. 
Grom pion. 





P.P.1 Weirdos, PhoniH, 
false modesty, 
A ... : With Dennis, K.K. K. 
meetings. 
f.S., "Aw Geei." 
T .M.1 Denni,. 
Amb., To get her M.R.S.? 
fut. ' 75, She's got her 
M.R.S. 
Post.: Oennls, R.C.M.P. 
JUDY IINDNER, 13D 
App., Humon (I think). 
P:P.1 People in general. 
P .D. : A neN01.u wreck. 
f.S.: "You're unsociable. 
Shoke (honds thot is):· 
T.M.1 Peppermints. 
Amb.: Teocher, to stop 
fut~;~:g. 6ochu, still 
shaking. 
Weok., Old spice, 
Peppermints. 
LYNNE CAPE, 1 JD 
App.: love-sick. 
P .P.: Richard's curling ond 
Comp lpperwash. 
P.D., Mrt. R. Blake. 
f.S.i ··1 con't, l'm goin9 
steady." 
T.M.1 Richard's ring,. 
fut. '75, Mrs. R. Bloke. 
N .N.1 Hon. 
Post. , Smooching. 
LAUHL CLAY, 13D 
App., Wow. (•- plct.) 
P.P.t Foilin9. 
F.S., "I'll never tell." 
Fut. '75, Heolin9 noUves 
in South Africa. 
Weak., Persian cats with 
green eye,. 
Post., Tai Mohal. 
SHAION COOK!, 13D 
App., 611/1" toll. 
P.P., Toll people. 
P .D.t Teacher. 
f.S., ••1 reolly o-ughtol" 
Amb.t To graduate. 
N.N., Shorty. 
LIO DANDURAND, 13D 
App., Poclfl,t. 
P.P.: Hones. • 
A ... : lifting or loafing. 
P.O.: Adventure. 
f.S., " Somedoy." 
Amb.i Paris. 
fut. '7S: Bio ei:ecutive. 
Weok., Redheads. 
CHUCK DOHERTY, 13D 
T.M.: le nez. 
A.4, St. Poul, Steeves. 
P .P.i Teenage booi:e 
hounds. 
P.O. , Joll, 
f .S. : "You'll get yours." 
Amb.1 Coup d ',cofe. 
fut. ' 75, a.w:, lob. 
Weak.1 Food, booze ond 
fogs, 














A.4, Sh•'II •••tr toll, App 
l~A.)? ~~ 
P.D., Alkie. T.M 
f .S., "Egods.'' Ami 
Amb.: Tester for H.W. l, 
(Hiram Wolke,~. W11 
fut. '75: Still te1tin1. Pa, 
N .N .1 Pinky. 
Post.: Gang war,, smok, 
ing on comen. 
RICK HAIIIS, l3D SH. 
App., Sophlsticai.d. N.~ 
P.P., Algebro. A.4 
A.Ar Roule Da.zzle. P., 
P.0,1 Toronto. p 
T.M., M.G.T.D. Po, 
Amb., M.G.T.f. Ful. 
Wtok., Htothe,. 
Po1t.1 Heattt.r. 
DON KENNE'lf, 13D 
App., Close one eye. He 
may look bett.er. Ap1 
A.~, Short tide will, , P.P 
short girl. T.N 
P.D., $10,000.00 Am 
F.S., " HI big lot Hugh." Po, 
T.M., 4 cylinder J.J.S. I 
Amb., $1,000,000.00 We 
fut. ·75, B.Sc. 
N.N., Speed. 
DENNIS KOROLL, 13D P>. 
App.i Quiet. Ap 
P.P.i "Sii: cylinder a11to· P.P 
motic". A,4. 
A • .f.1 Trying to study P.t 
Algebra. f.$ 
f .S. , "Your kidding." A"' 
Amb.1 To pau Algebra. ! 
fut. '75: Anyone·, gu,u fut. 
Weok.1 large powerful N.I 
eight cylinders. 
DIANE lANGUY, 13D 
App,, Th• morning oltt, 
P.P.: 3M', Marshall • .Moc 
Kay. McCroc k. 
A.4 : "Amor vincit omi,ic 
Post.: Converting 
Catholiu. 
Weak. : Jolly Gfffn Gia111, 
gin. 
Amb.i To have on• G~ 
weekend. 
P.D., Regulor on Ttel 
Town. 




ROHif LENNON, 130 
App.: Eool• eye. . 
P.P.: Soyino boot 1nst.eod 
of ships. 
P.O., The novy. ,. 
f.S.i "Smile please. 
T.M.: Camera, 




SUSAN McKENZIE, 130 
App., Une blogu•. 
P.P.1 Adipose tiuue. 
T.M., l.A.R. 
Amb., "lody of !he 
Lamp", 
Weak.1 8011 weevil. 
Post.t Helping mother. 
SHAION MELOCHE, 130 
N.N., Sherry. 
A.4, Orchestra. 
P.P., 7,45 o.m. string 
prodic•1. 
Post.a WoUino for fatten. 
Fut. '75, lob h<hnlcian. 
SUSAN MHEDITH, 13D 
App.1 Un Cauchemar~ 
1h o P.P., P .. try & Hyperbole. 
T.M., S.F.l.M.-M.D. 
Amb., lody of the lamp. 
9h." Past.1 Mother', lhtle 
s. helper. 
I Weak., Wheeler-Dealer. 
I 3D PAUL MHKLINGEI, 13D 
App., Mouchy. 
HM· P.P.1 Gordle. 
A.4, Flett', bor and grill, 
lr P.O., Truck (W.U.C.). 
F.S,1 "fight on Innes.•• 
Afflb.1 kst man at Clork's 
tbro. $5 wedding, 
i.utH. Fut. '751 Obtaining B.A. 








COllfl MILES, 13D 
App, , Cutie. 
P.P.1 John' s nose. 
T.M.1 lounc-y blonde hair. 
Amb.1 lob. tech, in 
Hawaii. 
Weak., .. Ju..t John,;. 
N.N. , Smile,. 
Post.; Spe:ndino it with 
John. 
JOHN NACCAltA TO, I 3D 
App., Tall, darlt and ?? 
P.P.t Annoying teachers. 
A.4, Eating lunch. 
P.O., Regarding shapely 
structures. 
F.S., "I don't know.'• 
Amb.1 To get o lunch 
period. 
fut. '75, Archlh<I, 
Weok., Girls. 
DENNIS N05ELLA, 1 :JO 
P.P., Ed, T. 
"·'· 5. P.O., Production. 
T.M.1 u51" ford. 
Amb.1 None. 
N.N., Denny. 
Weok., long holr. 
Past., L. and l. 
AlAN IICHAIDSON, 13D 




F.S., "What do you wont 
from me.'' 
J.M., L .. 1,, loofen and 
Keoh. 
Amb., To be right. 
Fut. '75, Right. 
N.N., Ask Si. 
IICHAID SHANIAUM, 
13D 




Amb.1 To hove th• potato 
market cornered. 
Fut. '75, Potato King. 
N.N., Shon. 
Weok., Redhead,. 
Post., Ktu Klux Klon. 
NADIA SHYSHAK, 13D 
App.i O.Celvino, 
P.P.i Anyone who knock, 
Uke,. 
f.S., "Worm (Nick-Nlck-
bo,bld::, bo nana,bana, 
bo bick, fl fie, mo rnick, 
Nick)." 
Amb., Teacher. 




CATHY SINClAII, 13D 
App.1 Happy medium. 
P.P., Beatie haircuts. 
A.4, Study???? 
F.S., "S- what I'm say-
ing.'' 
Amb.t Bachelor of Science 
of Nu[fino .•• 
N.N., Can , 
Weok., Doug S. 








Amb., R.H. (-1 nut), 
Weok., Midnight movles. 
Post.1 Gord. 
F.S., "Oh Dam:· 
fut. •75, Nursing 1kl•rs. 
N.N., "hthy", 
IOI STEWAIIT, 13D 
App., Ilg ugly Bear. 
P.P., Being called fat. 
A.4, Bcsketboll. 
P.D.1 Sllm and trim. 
f.S., .. , gotta lo .. five 
pound,," 
T.M., 5 o'clock shadow. 
Amb.1 Teache,. 
N.N., Fat S-. 
IONNIE TODD, 13D 
App., Petite. 
Amb., To M on the other 
.,..d of o t.acher'1 stick. 
N.N., I.J. 
Weok., loysl loysl Boysl 
Fut, '75, On the opposite 
end of the stick. 
P.P., People who know It 
all. 
P.O., School teacher. 





Fut. '75, Artlsh 
Anonymous. 
Past., Waltln1 for letters. 
I 
1963-1964 SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS 
Back Row: Raber! Atkinsan, Dave Goadbrand, Charles Meanwell, Margaret Wishart, Alex Fetterly, Anne Topping, Art Zolev, John 
Pelfon, George Wilkki. 
Front Ro,w: Diane Coombs, Bev Tovell, Mr. Brown, Lindo Flohr, Donna Fenlon. 
WALKERVILLE SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS AND OUTSTANDINGS GRADUATES 1963-64 
ARTHUR ZALEV: 
Carter Scholarship (2nd highest in Essex 
County); 
Ontario Scholar (80% ~ 8 papers); 
Problems Paper Prize; 




Thomas A. Russell Scholarship (University of 
Toronto); 
Ontario Scholar (80% on 8 papers) 
Value: $700. 
JOHN PELTON: 
Archibald McMurchy Scholarship (University 
of Toronto); 
Ontario Scholar (80% on 8 papers) 
Value: $700. 
MARGARET WISHART: 
J. L. McNaughton Scholarship; 
Ontario Scholar (80% on 8 papers) 
DONNA FENTON: 
Value: $450. 
University of Windsor Tuition Scholarship; 
Ontario Scholar (80% on 8 papers) 
ALEXANDER FETI'ERL Y: 
Value: $2,460. 




University of Windsor Tuition Scholarship; 
Ontario Scholar (80% on 8 papers) 
GEORGE WILKKI: 
Value: $2,460. 
University of Windsor Tuition Scholarship 
Value: $2,060. 
LINDA FLOiffi: _ 
University of Waterloo Lutheran Scholarship 
Value: $2,000. 
MARIO PERETTI: 
University of Waterloo 1st Year Scholarship 
Value: $540. 
H. N. Ball Memorial Scholarship: Students-
other than above scholarship winners, with 
highest marks in given subjects 
ROBERT ATKINSON (History) 
DIANE COOMBS (Languages) 
RICHARD LIDDELL (Science) 
CHARLES MEANWELL (Mathematics) 
BEVERLEY TOVELL (English) 
Value: $50. each 
Ernest Creed Memorial Medals: Top boy and 
girl students, who have demonstrated outstilhd-
ing academic, athletic, and leadership abilities 
CHARLES MEANWELL 
ANNE TOPPING. 
Class V aledictorian: BRIAN SPOONER. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1965 
---
THE HONOUR SOCIETY 
The Honour Society was set up in 1959, and is an elite group of students of Walkerville. It 
was established to honour and encourage students to excel in academics, athletics, and various school 
organizations, hence developing a keener interest in the school, and developing leadership qualities, 
with points awarded accordingly. 
Standards for Membership: 100 pts.-Honour Society Crest. 
175 pts.-Honour Society Ring. 
250 pts.-A Special Trophy, picture mounted on wall. 
Points must be accumulated in at least 3 of the 4 classifications, so members must be outstand-
ing all-around students. 
There are 68 members at the present time, of whom 33 are graduates. All current student mem· 
hers are listed.. Anne Topping is the only student in the 250 bracket but several students are near 
this goal. 
MEMBERS GRADUATED 1964 
Individual trophy and framed picture displayed in school hall-250 points or over. 
Anne Topping 
First awarded since 




Frances J enich 
Tim Laird 
John Zdrahal 







RING (175-250 points): 
Mary Lynn Anderson 
HONOUR 
MEMBERS STILL ATTENDING SCHOOL 
Celia Hallam Don Mavinic 
Sadiq Hasnain Ian McLeod 
Libby Havelock Stuart McLeod 
Cam Innes Susan McKenzie 
Eva Kalman Susan Meredith 
Ann Korenich Richard Simpson 
Kim Graybiel Cathy Meanwell 


















President .. ..................... .. ............................. .. ....... ... . CAM INNES 
Vice-President ........................................ ............. SCOTT COWAN 
Secretary..... ... .. ..... .. .... ......... . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . JON ELCOMBE 
Basketball .. ....... ............ BRUCE GOOD BRAND, J ON ELCOMBE 
Volleyball .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .... . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . KIM GRA YBIEL 
Cross-Country ... .... ................... .... ................. ....... RICK STORREY 
Track ............... ... .................... ..... JAY HADDAD, DON MORGAN 
Football ............................ JOE CIPP ARONE, JOHN V ACRATSIS 
Golf .... ...... .................... DOUG STEW ART, MIKE NENADOVICH 
Curling.............................................................. BARRY SPOONER 
Soccer and Ping Pong .............................................. ...... ART LYON 
Tennis . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . JIM ASHWELL 
BOYS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
Bock Row, Joy Haddad, Jim Ashwell, Don Morgan, Barry Spooner, Doug Stewart, Bruce Goodbrand, Mike Ner>adovich, Kim Graybiel. 
Front Row, Rick Storrey, Art Lyon, Jon Elcombe, Cam Innes, Scott Cowan, John Vacratsis, Mr. Allison. 
FOO TBALL 
Third Row: Charlie Clark, Rich Simpson, John Chorlton, Paul Shulgan, Joe Fuduric, Com Innes, Jon Hyslop, Ernie Clifton, Bob Mortin, 
Bryon Keen, Ed Tremaine, Eugene Dubel, John Basich. 
Second Row: Pe ter Mateja, Wolter Horris, Joe Cipporone, Steve Kost, Wolter Loxinski, Don Mcleod, Corl Brooke,, Rau MocDonold, Bob 
Anderson, Ron Shulgon, Po to Ke lly, Tom Janick, Terry Mochino. 
First Row: Rick Doherty, Den.,;, Larose, Bob Sounders, Don Jasin, Paul Innes, Loui~ Simprogo, Ken Copeman, Richard Klinck, John 
Vocrotsi,, Mr. Morchini. 
FOOTBALL 1964 
This year's Tartans lacked that certain ingredient which transforms a good team into a champion-
ship team. Handicapped by a tough early season schedule and starting the season as favorites, we 
had an auspicious start, jolted by Herman and then losing a heartbreaking 1-0 decision to Vincent 
Massey. 
At this point the team showed their poise and spirit, rebounding to whip their next four oppo-
nents by a composite score of 129-48. Our team possibly hit its peak too soon as it thrashed arch-
rival Kennedy Clippers 38-7. The Tartans then lost a tough decision to Patterson who went on to win 
the W.S.S.A. championship. 
The Tartan gridders played well as a unit and also had outstanding individuals, Ron Shulgan, Bob 
Anderson and Jon Hyslop were selected to the First All-City Team, and Ed Tremaine narrowly missed 
a well-deserved berth and was named to the second team. 
Next year with the combination of Mr. Marchini's fine coaching, a nucleus of returning veterans 
and most important of all better school support, our Tartans will r eturn to glory and capture the 
W.S.S.A. championship. 




Mr. Curry (cooch), Doug Stewort, 
Don Morgan, Richard Reader, 
Tam Hartleib, Kim Graybiel. 
This year's W.S.S.A. golf tournament was held at the tough Beach Grove golf course. The five 
W alkerville team members were: Kim Graybiel, Tom Hartleib, Don Morgan, Doug Stewart, and Rich-
ard Reader. They had to settle for a fifth place finish in spite of a fine round by both Kim, and Tom. 
All the team members, with the exception of Doug, will be returning next year. The team thanks 
Mr. Curry for his interest and coaching. 
VOLLEYBALL 
This year, there was a large turnout, especially from the lower grades. As a result, there were 
many new faces on the first string. The team played very well throughout the season and finished 
with a 4-4 record. Under the hands of Mr. Allison and Mr. Lindblad the team scored victories against 
Commerce, Patterson, Forster, and Lowe. We hope next year that the new experienced members of 
the team will help bring back the championship to W alkerville. 
SENIOR BOYS' VOLLEYBALL 
7th Row: Arunas Januska, Nick Spoialo, 
Scott Cowan, Art Lyon, Jon Elcombe, 
Ri~k Bowey, Ian Mcleod, Jon Hough, 
Joe Stewert. 
6th Row: Mr. Allison (coach). 
5th Row, John Stein, Doug Stewart. 
4th Row: Terry Machina, Bruce Goad-
brond. 
3rd Row: Bob Kozma, Mervin Routliffe. 
2nd Row, Barry Spooner, Jerry Raltu1. 
l sf Raw: Mike Wansbaraugh. 
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CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM 
Back Raw: Jeff Cowan, David Pillon, Eli Sukunda, Dan Margan, Colin Bradley, Howard Weeks, Bill Homilton, John Mocko, Harry Rosen-
boun,, Keith Wendorf. 
Middle Row, John Steworl, John Kromer, Bob Scott, Billi Curry, Tom Sprague, Richard Storrey, Bob Clark, Richard laty. 
Front Row: Leslie Gill, Paul love, Richord Reader, Bob Thompson, Kim Groybiel, Mr. Montour, Joy Haddad, Roy Anderson, Scott Cowan, 
Don Abrash, Eric Jenkins (manager). 
CROSS-COUNTRY 1964 
This year's team, though losing three varsity members due to ineligibility, had great determina-
tion and continued the tradition of outstanding Tartan cross-country teams. Led by Jay Haddad and 
Kim Graybiel, the squad finished a close second in W.S.S.A. competition and bounced back to capture 
the S.W.0.S.S.A. Intermediate team championship. Haddad, Graybiel, Ray Anderson, Bob Thompson 
and Richard Reader represented Walkerville in Toronto in the Ontario championships. The team 
gained 7th place out of the 36 teams competing. 
Our fine coach, Fred Montour spends a great deal of his time coaching the team. More upper-
school members are needed. Come out and be a member of next year's championship team! 
BOYS' CURLING 
Early in December the boys' first team composed of skip Bryan Keen, third Cam Innes, second 
Scott Cowan and lead Barry Spooner won District 3 after winning 3 games. Next they travelled to 
Sarnia, where they beat Centralia in 3 straight games. On the 16th of January they travelled to 
Oshawa for the Ontario Schoolboy Finals where, after winning their first game, lost to last year's 
champions, Owen Sound. At S.W.0.S.S.A. with Richard Blake at lead the same team lost to this 
year's champions. 
BOYS' CURLING 
left to Right, Scott Cowan, Bryon 
Keen, Com Innes, Barry Spooner. 
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BOYS' TRACK, 1964 
Bock Row: Keith Wendorf, Richord Klinck, Rondy Fleming, Wolter lorynski, Scott Cowon, Richord Simpson, Stuort Mcleod, Ston Gorek. 
Middle Row: Cloren"t loliberte, Rich Willioms, Sadiq Hosnoin, Don Middleton, Roy Anderson, Doug Stewort, Bob Kozmo, Eli Sukundo, 
Poul Stewort, Paul Love. 
Front Row: Terry Mochino, Bob Clark, John Vocrotsis, Reed Smith, Mr. Montour (cooch), Don Morgon, Donny Josin, Kim Groybiel, 
Arunos Jonusko, Joy Hoddod, Rick Storrey. 
TRACK-1964 
Last year's Tartans, {llthough not as powerful as a few years ago still provided formidable op-
position in track and field. They also firmly entrenched themselves as the top power in distance 
events, and amassed a total of 6 new individual W.S.S.A. and S.W.O.S.S.A. records. 
Team performances: 
W.S.S.A. SENIOR-2nd Team- Dan Josin: 2nd, 100-yd. dash; 3rd, 220-yd. dash; 2nd, broad jump. 
Charles Meanwell: 1st, two-mile (record); 2nd, mile. Gord Wonsch: 1st, shot put (record); 2nd, 
javelin; 3rd, discus. 
S.W.O.S.S.A. SENIOR-2nd Team-Dan Josin: runnerup individual champion. 
W.S.S.A. INTERMEDIATE--4th Team-Kim Graybiel: 1st, mile; 4th, 880-yd. John Vacratsis: 2nd, 
120-yd. hurdles. Rich Williams: 1st, high jump. 
W.S.S.A. JUNIOR- 3rd Team- Rick Storrey: 1st, mile; 1st, 880-yd. (record). Jay Haddad: 2nd, 
mile. Paul Stewart: 2nd, 220-yd.; 4th, 100-yd. 
S.W.O.S.S.A. JUNIOR-2nd Team-Richard Storrey: runnerup individual champion. 
SOCCER 
Despite the enthusiasm and hard work of this year's young soccer team, they could not produce 
a win. However, even though the team could only manage a tie (Patterson) in the seven-game sched-
ule the Tartan Kickers never lost by more than one or two goals. Now, with the valuable experience 
of one season behind them we hope that these novice players can help the veterans to produce a win-
ning season next year. The team adds thanks to its capable coach, Mr. Altmeyer for his valuable 
instructions. 
BOYS' SOCCER TEAM 
3rd Row: Mike Etemic, Denni, 
Solet, Jon Moltby, John Weiss, 
Bill Brockell. 
2nd Row, Ron St. Louis, Rondy 
Fleming, Steve Molnar, Rick 
Mortin, Mike Beoton, Greg Dul-
moge, Dovid lamed. 
1 st Row: Mr. Testoni, Bill Leon, 
Bruce Ciebin, Jerry Sokolik, 
Dovid Cape, Tim Filipic, George 
Polmer, Mr. Altmeyer. 
AbHnl: George Perich. 
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VARSITY BASKERALt TEAM 
W.S.S.A. AND S.W.O.S.S.A. CHAMPS 
Back Row: Art Lyon (monoger), Bob Stewart, Pe le Kelly, John Stein, Jim Fletcher, Jon Chorlton, John Basich. 
front Row: Mr. Allison, Wally lozynsky, Joe Cipporone, Mr. Armstrong (coach), Bruce Goadbrond, Jon (Scoop) Elcombe, Mr. Brown. 
BASKETBALL 1964-65 
At the start of the season the Tartans seemed no better than the fifth best team in the strong 
Windsor Secondary Schools Athletic Association. But, jumping off to a quick start they were unde-
feated upon eatering the University of Windsor Holiday Tournament. We beat Sir Adam Beck of 
London in the first round, then were eliminated by Corpus Christi Collegiate in the semi-finals. The 
Tartans finished off the rest of the regular season with six wins and five losses, looking far from 
champions. 
Then they entered the W.S.S.A. semi-finals, underdogs to a strong Patterson team, which had 
whipped them just two weeks before. But in the tense, exciting clash the Tartans mustered a deter-
mined last half comeback to upset Patterson 53-50. The following night, W alkerville beat Herman and 
became W.S.S.A. champs for the first time in eight years. 
With All-City members Jon Elcombe (first team), Bruce Goodbrand (second team), and Walt 
Lozynsky, John Basich and Captain Joe Cipparone in the starting lineup the Tartans copped the 
S.W.O.S.S.A. crown the following week, again beating Herman. 
Walkerville fought its way past St. John's of Brantford and Adam Beck of London into the 
Ontario finals only to be beaten in a tremendous championship game, 43-40 by Hamilton Hill Park. 
Mr. Armstrong should be commended for his fine coaching in his first season, and although he 
will not be returning next year, he has built up a solid nucleus of returning players who should give 
the Tartans a fine chance to defend their title successfully next season. 
RESERVE BASKERALL TEAM 
left to Right: Bruce Ciebin, Rick 
MC1rtin, Blair Stevenson, Jim 
Fletcher, Don Mcleod, Bob Clork, 
Reed Smith, Bob Scott, Bill 
Brockell, John Weiss, Bill Gro-
hom, Mr. Lindblad. 
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GRADE 9 INTERFORM 
VOLLEYBALL 
Back Raw: Greg Pretty, Neal 
Carriere, Carias Dezan, Mike 
O'Raurke, Mike Mady. 
front Row, Dennis Robertson, Paul 




Standing: Bill Todd, Bill Hamil-
ton, Dennis Robertson, Paul 
Innes, Mr. Allison, Bill 
Schertzer, Carlo, Dezo n , 
Robert Konyu, Patrick Ca•-
tella. 
Kneeling: Bab Thomp,on, Jeff 
Cowan, Jahn Stewart, George 
Palmer. 
GRADE N INE CROSS-COUNTRY 
CHAMPS 
Back Raw: Mr. Montour, Carla, 
Dezan, Paul lnneo, Don Mac-
lead. 
Front Raw: Wayne IJrquhort, 
Barry Corriere, Neil Michon. 
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' • Th i.s i.s one. ~four 
.B-boLL 
heros? ..... , -
IIOYS' SWIMMING TEAM 
Sitting, David Young, Jon Hough, Barry Spooner, Kim Groybiel, Jeff Cowan, Richard Easton, John Topping, Bruce Gold, William Curry, 
David Brown, Jim Smith, Rod Vanstone, Brion Bigelow, Jim MacDonald, Mike Latimer. 
In Woter: Bill Hamilton, Pou I Innes, Jamie Dunn, Tom Sprague, Pele Kelly, Richard Finley, Scott Cowan, Eli Sukundo, David McKenzie, 
Charle, Gouthier. 
BOYS' SWIMMING 
For the second straight year Walkerville's senior team finished a close second to Kennedy, with 
53 points. 
Here are some results: Team: 1st, 200-yd. freestyle rehy. Pete Kelly: 1st, 200-yd. freestyle; 
3rd, 100-yd. backstroke. Scott Cowan: 2nd, 100-yd. medley; 2nd, 100-yd. backstroke. Barry Spooner: 
3rd, 100-yd. medley; 6th, 100-yd. backstroke. Richard Finley: 1st, 50-yd. freestyle; 4th, 100-yd. free· 
style. 
The junior boys' team finished second to Herman, with 45 points. A vast improvement over last 
year's finish, the team was led by Dave McKenzie, Bob Rudak, and Grant Gibson. 
Compliments of 
UNIFORM CENTRE 




Complete Rental Service for Any Occasion 
1201 Ottawa St. Ph. 253-4797 
STUDENTS RECEIVE SPECIAL ATIENTION AT 
VARSITY SPORTS CENTRE 
LTD. 
RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
"The Right Equipment for Every Sport" 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1965 
BORDER PATIERNS LTD. 
PRODUCTION PATIERN EQUIPMENT 
METAL - PLASTICS - SHELL MOULD 
2547 Doty Pl., Windsor, Ontario - 254-0143 
1695 OTIAWA ST. PHONE 254-2236 
OTTAWA SHOE REPAIR 
IE. JAMES PEKAR, Prop. 
- WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK -









This year, despite a small turnout, we had the strongest team in a number of years. The team 
played a number of preliminary tournaments before participating in the city and S.W.0.S.S.A. 
tournaments. 
Leading the Girls were: Dianne Berkeley, Meg Johnson, Dianne Nicholson, Barb Gentsch, Carol 
Ashwell, J anis Craig, Mary Lynn Anderson. 
Top Boys were: Kim Graybiel, Richard Reader, Jay Haddad, Barry Spooner, Jim Fletcher. 
BADMINTON TEAM 
Top Row, Mr. Altemeyer (coach). J im Fletcher, Richard Reader, Joy Haddad, Mr. Testani (coach). 
Middle Row: Kim Groybiel, Randy Fleming, Carry Spooner, Mary Lynn Anderson, Janis Craig, David Lameck, Nick Spoiala, Jim Ashwell. 
Front Row, Cathy Provost, Sharon Al bu, Dianne Berkeley, Vicki Marcuz, Cathy Popovich, Barb Genl>ch, Diane Nicholson, Meg Johnson, 
Carol Ashwell, Colhy Siewert. 
TENNIS 
GIRLS' TENNIS 
Sack Raw: Carol Ashwell , Heather 
Berkeley, Elaine Baldwin, Kerry 
Sheehy, Wendy Steele, Patty 
Green, Lindo Keane. 
Front Row: Dianne Berkeley, Meg 
Johnson. 
This year's Tartan Tennis Team didn't make the sports pages' headlines, but it was a strong squad. 
Meg Johnson and Dianne Berkeley captured the Girls' Doubles title in the W.S.S.A. tournament. 
Creditable performances were turned in by Carol Ashwell and Reed Smith and Patty Green and 
Bryan Keen (mixed doubles); Kim Graybiel and Scott Cowan and Jay Haddad and Jim Fletcher 
(boys' doubles); Linda Keane in Girls' Singles; and Wendy Steele and Elaine Baldwin who battled 
Meg and Dian:;:e in the Girls' Doubles final. Next year, most of the team will be returning, and pros-
pects for a few more W.S.S.A. champions are bright. 
BOYS' TENNIS TEAM 
Seated: 81)::in Keen, Richard Easton. 
Standing from left: Kim Graybiel, Stuart 
Mclead, Scott Cowan, Jim Ashwell, 
Roby Banda, Reed Smith, Jay Haddad. 
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GIRLS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE 
President ................... ........................... MARY LYNN ANDERSON 
Vice-President ..................................... ............ .SUSAN MEREDITH 
Secretary .................... .. ................................ MARILYN BRADLEY 
Chief of Referees .......................................... CATHY MEANWELL 
Basketball ...................................... PATTY GREEN, KATE INNES 
Volleyball ........................ KATHY THOMPSON, MEG JOHNSON 
Swimming .................................................................. JANIS CRAIG 
Track . . . .. .. .. . . . ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. .. . . . . .. . ... . .. .... . . .. EVA KALMAN 
Badminton ...................................................... DIANNE BERKELEY 
Tennis............... ........ ... .......................................... LYNDA KEANE 
MARY LYNN ANDERSON 
President 
GIRLS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
Top to Bottom, Bock Row: Miss Parkinson, Dionne 
Berkeley, Meg Johnson, Janis Craig, Calhy 
Meonwell. 
Back Row: Miu Parkinson, Dianne Berkeley, Meg 
Johnson, Janis Craig, Cathy Meanwell. 
Middle Raw: Linda Keane, Mory Jean Stewart, 
Kate Innes. 
Front Row: Evo Kalman, Kathy Thompson, Patty 
Green, Marilyn Bradley (secretary) , Susan Mere• 
dilh (vice-president), Mary Lynn Anderson 
(president) . 
GIRLS' TRACK 
Back Row: Evo Kalman, Cathy Meanwell, Diane Nicholson, Cathy Stewart, Miu Wright, Barb long, Fron Dion, Mary Anne Flohr, Mary 
Clark, Mory Lynn Anderson. 
Middle Row: Lynn Terry, Mory Moue, Sally Turnbull, Kathy Thompson, Dionne Berkeley, Meg Johnson, Kathy Seagull, Pauline Blum-
hagel, Janis Craig, Mary Topliffe (manager). 
front Row, Wendy Steele, Bonnie Hulton, Heather Berkeley, Gabrielle Bocioaga, Barb Stewart, Liz Fletcher, Emily Lozinsky, Barb Maclennan. 
GIRLS' TRACK, 1963-64 
Last season the girls' track team was most 
successful. The Juniors won both the W.S.S.A. 
and S.W.O.S.S.A. championships, and the Inter-
mediates captured the S.W.O.S.S.A. title in a 
close contest between Walkerville and Kennedy. 
Although the Seniors did not win they put up a 
good fight. 
Barbara Stewart won the W.S.S.A. and 
S.W.O.S.S.A. Junior Girls' Individual Champ-
ionship. She established two new records at 
S.W.O.S.S.A. and tied a third. 
New S.W.O.S.S.A. records were set by the 
following: Eva Kalman who broke the old rec-
ord of 4'6" in Intermediate High Jump and set 
a new record of 4'9". The Intermediate girls' 
440 relay team beat the old record of 54.7 sec. 
and established the new record of 51.5 sec. 
Thanks go to Miss Wright for her excellent 
job as coach, and congratulations to the team 
for their outstanding success this year. 
INTERMEDIATE GIRLS' TRACK 
Back Row: Mary Lynn Anderson, Janis Craig, Eva Kalman, Cathy 
Meanwell, Mory Ann Flohr. 
Front Row: Miu Wright, Kathy Thompson, Barb long, Meg 
Johnson, Mr. Brown. 
GIRLS' JUNIOIR TRACK 
Back Row: Gabrielle Bocioago, Barb Stewart, Heather Berkeley, 
Bonnie Hutton, Liz Fletcher. 
Fran! Row: Miu Wright, Barbara Maclennan, Emily Lozinsky, 
Wendy Steele, Mr. Brown. 
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SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Ioele Row, Kathy Thompson, Eva Kolman, Barb long, Mary Boyd, Miu Parkinson, Kale Innes, Mary Lynn Anderson, Cathy Meanwell, 
Mary Anne Flohr ( manager). 
front Row: Potty Green, Meg Johnson, Morijeon Stewart, Janis Craig, Marie Parrott. 
SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
This year's Senior Girls' Volleyball Team went to the S.W.0.S.S.A. finals at Riverside. The team 
had an uncertain first string consisting of Kate Innes (capt.), Cathy Meanwell, Kathy Thompson, 
Lynn Anderson, Marijean Stewart, Janis Craig, Patty Green and Eva Kalman. At the S.W.O.S.S.A. 
meet they were defeated by Kennedy in an extremely close game. Next year with most of our 
team members back Kennedy will have trouble defending her championship. Thanks goes to Miss 
Parkinson for her wonderful coaching, and to the members of the team. 
SENIOR GIRLS' INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
Bock Row: Sharon Dearing, Margaret McCallum, Marsha 
Mongeau, Elaine Baldwin, Mary Kit O'Rourke. 
front Row, Judy James, Jacqueline Pask, Cheryle Hamara. 
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JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
Standing: Miss Shillington, Meg Innes, Liz Reader, Bonnie Hulton, Barb Maclennan, Jennifer Locy, Carol Ann Vendrosco, Nancy Marshall, 
Wendy Percival, Emily Lozinsky. 
front Row: Jone Micsinszky, Cathy White,ide, Erika Gentsch, Barb Stewart, Heather Berkeley. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
This season our Junior Girls' Volleyball Team came very close to winning the W.S.S.A. and the 
S.W.O.S.S.A. Championships. However they were edged out by Kennedy. When Kennedy and Walk-
erville tied for a place in the semi-finals, Kennedy was successful. Next year with most of the team 
back we will !have a good chance to win the championship. The first string consisted of Nancy 
Marshall (captain), Carol Ann Vendrasco, Heather Berkeley, Barb Stewart, Cathy Whiteside, Barb 
MacLennan, and Bonnie Hutton. Miss Shillington and the girls are to be congratulated for an ex-
cellent season. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' INTERFORM 
VOLLEYBALL, 1 OE 
Bock Row, Ruth Kozak, Joon Fletcher, 
Cathy Macisaac, Delio Dion, Lindo 
Vrabel, Penilou Pacey, Gail Jeffrey. 
Forni Row, Carol Chouinard, Anne 
McConville, Jonelle Doobous. 
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GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
Back Row: Mary Anne Flohr (manager), Kate Innes, Patty Green, Kathy Thompson, Marijean Stewart, Mary Clark, Linda Swintak, 
Diane Varga, Wendy Percival, Bonnie Hutton, Pal Swinlak, Emily Loz:ynsky, Barb Stewart, Miss Parkinson (coach). 
Front Row: Cathy Meanwell, Mary Lynn Anderson, Eva Kalman, Janis Craig. 
GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
The 1964-65 season was a good one for the girls' basketball team. Fighting their way into the 
semi-finals they met defeat at the hands of the Patterson Panthers 32-39 in overtime. The sportsman-
ship displayed by the girls was excellent and never at anytime did they show any signs of lack of in-
terest or enthusiasm. Special recommendation goes to Patty Green our high scorer, Cathy Meanwell, 
Mary Lynn Anderson (captain) and the two Stewart sisters. The guards held our opposition to only 
196 points. Miss Parkinson was a constant asset to the team and because of this she deserves a 
great vote of thanks from everyone. 
GIRLS' CURLING TEAM 
The Walkerville Girls Curling Team was very successful this year. The team consisted of Susan 
Rider, skip; Susan Meredith, vice-skip; Margie Anderson, second; and Marilyn Haddad, lead. Walker-
ville defeated Blenheim, Leamington, and Chatham, to win the S.W.O.S.S.A. championship. 
GIRLS' CURLING TEAM 
(Left to right): Marilyn Haddad, 
Susan Rider, Sue Meredith, 
Margie Joy Anderson. 
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GIRLS' SWIMMING TEAM 
Slonding: Miu Shillington (cooch). Miu Wright (cooch). 
Seoled: Valerie Boker, Barb Gold, Jonol Groybiel, Shon Spooner, Liz Reader, Janet Hind, Lindo Kreu, Vicki Wright, Kerry Sheehy, 
Donna Wright, Coral Magda, Bev Wright, Bonnie Hulton, Mory Lynn Anderson, Joan Sanderson, Wendy Percival, Janis Craig, Meg 
Innes, Marcia Glos. 
In Pool: Borb Stewart, Susan Sanderson, Brenda Keen, Carole Strotton, lyndo Macleod, Cathy Meonwell, Evo Kolman, Donna Stewart, 
Cheryl Haddad, Lynn Perri!, Lynda Young, Potty Steele, Cathy Maclennan. 
Absent, Heather Berkeley. 
GIRLS' SWIMMING 
This year Girls' Swimming Teams were very successful at the meet held at the Riverside pool. 
The Junior Girls' teams won the W.S.S.A. championship and Susan Sanderson was the individual 
junior champion. Joan Sanderson also put forth an outstanding performance. The Senior team placed 
second due to the aquatic abilities of Mary Lynn Anderson, Cathy Meanwell, Janie Craig and others. 
Meg Innes won the junior girl's individual style championship. All this was made possible through 
the excellent coaching of Miss Wright and Miss Shillington. 
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OUR COMPLETE STOCK OFFERS A 
WIDE CHOICE OF ALL REGULAR 
ITEMS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES ! 
In addition, you will find many other items that are 
sometimes very difficult to obtain elsewhere. Our ex-
perienced sales staH will be happy to serve you and 
assist with any back-to-school problems you may have. 
HEADQUARTERS FOR COLES NOTES 
G.B. COPELAND 
BOOKS and STATIONERY 




Bock: Kerry Sheehy, Carol ln-
dzeowsky, Mory Kelch. 
Front: Lynda Stewart, Nancy Mar-
shall, Ivana Zega. 
Absent: Judy Percival. 
During this school year the cheerleaders, in conjunction with the B.A.A., organized successful 
cheer rallies which helped to boost school spirit. In addition to our new mascot, "Charmin", the 
W alkerville cheerleaders have expanded to fourteen, which includes a new squad of seven juniors. 
We wish to express our gratitude to the student body and teams for their faithful support and 
co-operation. Special thanks are also extended to Mr. Russell for his useful ideas, and to the girls 
themselves for their wonderful leadership in promoting school spirit at all Walkerville sport events. 
CAPTAIN: Dione Longley . 
MASCOT: .. Chormin". 
C0°CAPTAIN: Mary M,Kay. 
SUB CHEERLEADERS 
left lo right: Cathy Stewart, Carol-Ann Vendrosco, Helen Mortin, 





Today I weep; but in the uncertainty of my 
Tomorrow, I see a time ... And the tree of my 
being 
Shall loose the ripe fruit of fulfillment; the wing 
Of dear delight shall bear me upwards to 
The noon day of my ecstasy; And 
The river of sorrow shall not pass my door. 
Then will all these faded dreams grow roses, 
And whip-poor-wills will sing of sweet success; 
Yet but a little while . . . 
For nurtured bliss but a temoral thing, which 
Flees when cultivated by ambition's hand, or 
Fades into the embers of discontent. 
And what is left but memories of such happiness, 
And what remains but shadows of your joy? 
LINDA PELTON 12A 
SECOND PRIZE 
NO BEGINNING, NO END 
I stand at the shore fearsome of my unworldly 
vision. 
The waves escape. Smash, and die. 
Their peoples follow them anticipating only to 
be crushed. 
Fini. 
Why do they follow when their destination is 
proved? 
See for yourself. 
Corruption is angry. He lunges down annihi-
lating his disciples, 
After corruption is a lull as is the waves. 
Reality comes with the virgin raindrops, 
I feel the freshness and the awareness of hope. 
As day follows night. 
JILL ROBINSON llF 
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TIIlRD PRIZE 
SMILE WHEN YOU SAY THAT 
Whatever the barbarous Scythian fights for, or 
the complacent housewife swears o'er 
Neverless, we love it! Give us profanity, we want 
sarcasm, let us swear at the people we abhor. 
We, as human beings, possess many undeniable 
rights which we exercise to the fullest, 
And I don't think I would be trespassing when 
I say swearing is the commonest, 
To this end I present you these samples 
And hope you see yourselves as examples. 
Take the "traffic jammed" man, how he enhances 
his vocabulary, 
While the women in the preceding car hail the 
closest "constablary", 
Nor disregard the dishevelled "5:30" grocery 
shoppers 
Racing their carts through the multitudes of 
bread and lamb choppers. 
The woman on the street swears, her little chil-
dren swear 
(They think it's French) 
The Canadians, the Separatists, they swear at 
each other, the Americans secretly curse 
their stench, 
Meanwhile provincial premiers call open season 
on Ottawanians, 
And Lester B. is voted the person most likely 
to be cursed on; 
There ought to be a law against people swearing, 
The same as they restrict what people are 
wearing, 
heaven knows--is not in the dictionary, 
but does the little kid across the street 
know it? 
The way he cusses at the postman, the milkman 
and the neighbourhood fix-it, 
You'd think education rather ragged, or the ed-
ucators a bit illicit. 
H I could speak dog language I am sure I would 
find, 
That under each bark was a monosyllable word 
unrefined! 
Oh well, so goes the world, no man will ever stop 
it 
Only Webster and T. Barnhart will be able to 
draw profit. 




He was just a weatherbeaten, old soul who 
drifted in the tide of time like a tumbleweed in 
the wind. While I gazed at him, he sat there 
quiet and aloof, only noting my presence with 
a flick of his eyes, his tired, blue eyes. 
Beneath an ancient, hole-ridden straw-hat, a 
tangled ring of sweat-soaked, iron-gray hair out-
lined the prospector's face. His leathery, gnarled 
features were worn, and rippled as if carved by 
the wind. His tall forehead, contoured with 
wrinkles, gave evidence of his constant squint-
ing into the hot sun or into the far horizon. But 
nothing was really important about his face 
except the eyes, the tired, blue eyes. They seemed 
to be the key to his whole character. 
There he sat on a rock as if he were a figure 
in a painting. Behind him was the desolate, 
wind-battered Colorado Desert with its faded 
reds and burnt browns. The sky was a burning 
blue in which hung ne'er a cloud. As the old 
prospector sat there, his eyes scanning the mesas 
of this silent, immoble world, I began to wonder 
about his past. Were there any "old glories" he 
could relive at night while staring into the camp-
fire, or were there memories only of trials and 
tribulations? I wondered. about the blackened. 
calluses on his gaunt hands. I wondered how 
many times he had swung his pick over his head, 
and how many times it had been in vain. 
The sun began to set and reluctantly I knew 
that I had to leave. Without a word I turned 
and walked away. On an impluse I whipped 
around; yes, he was still there. Suddenly the 
wind arose, howling and catapulting sand in all 
directions. I wondered where it would blow the 
tumbleweed next? 
IAN McLEOD 12A 
SECOND PRIZE 
REVENGE 
"There he is crouching like a dog in the corner. 
Let's beat him, knife him, and pound his inferi-
ority into his dark head. How dare he walk so 
closely behind us? How dare he inhale the very 
air we breathe?" 
This is the solemn testimony of the "white 
gods" of our earth. The war between the men of 
light skin and those of charcoal black had long 
ago planted a seed in our society and way of 
life. This seed has been nourished by the constant 
rains of terror and has grown strong with the 
abundant rays of heat from that forever glowing 
flame of hate that man calls his soul. 
From the time when negroes were harnessed 
to toil and slave like wild beasts guided by cruel 
whips to the position in society where they are 
led by injustice and hate, the fire of revenge has 
been kindling in their hearts. For a negro's 
hunger is not to be replenished at any nearby 
restaurant; a negro's thrist, is not to be quenched 
at just any water fountain; a negro's child is not 
BLUE AND WHITE , 1965 
to find security and warmth in the outside world. 
Man was born to live as a unit and die as a 
unit. Simply because some are born with skin 
of a different colour, must they be cut off this 
circle of life, separated like exiles to live alone 
among their own kind? 
Let us picture a little scene with children 
playing and laughing and enjoying life. Then let 
us visualize our very own child, coloured black, 
shyly walking towards the grand circle of merri-
ment and bright colours. He tries to enter into 
this beating heart of life but no doorway opens 
to him. Suddenly the background and joyous 
colours become blurry and begin to fade slowly 
out of sight. We see our black child standing 
alone in a grey room with grey walls and a grey 
ceiling. We sadly watch his glistening tears; 
we listen to the laughter echoing in the far dis-
tance; we hide ourselves from the hurt and sor-
row flickering in his eyes. He does not under-
stand that those merry, white children should not 
be blamed. He can not know that an atom of hate 
has been passed down to those children from 
generation to generation long before he had been 
given a chance to prove himself before the eyes 
of everyone, a chance to show that he is equal. 
The flame of pride in his spirit, guarded by 
every man, slowly fades and dies. But in its 
place a new light glows in his body. This is a 
light which sends its rays to every organ and 
to every cell. But his body is too strong to cona 
tain and guide this fire in his soul. It fills his 
very being with a new pride, a warm desire that 
heats him and helps him through all his cold 
and torturing trails. The flames in different souls 
will unite and from this will spring a light that 
will blind the earth. The neg:ro will prove his 
equality. He will have his revenge. 
EVA KALMAN 12A 
TIDRD PRIZE 
A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE 
From my perch on the middle of the Ambas-
sador Bridge I can look around me and see the 
continual ebb and flow of life beneath me. 
As I lean against the cold unyielding grey 
railing of the bridge I try to forget the problems 
pressing on my mind as I view the ball of fire 
emerging from the river. As it gains altitude in 
the crisp November air, it washes the lapis sky 
with a replendent red hue, and tones down this 
colour with a yellow tinge. 
With a turn of my head to the right I can see 
city lights twinkling in the darkness, like fire-
flies in a hedge. Soon the grey city seems to 
waken from its short-lived slumber and sits up 
to take stock of the new day. Shortly thereafter, 
the grey ribbons of roads are dotted with cars, 
moving like an army of ants. They move quickly, 
their huge eyes burning with excitement. 
The factories which squat along both sides of 
the river bank soon awaken like a tribe of 
Indians. The smoke-stacks in Windsor send up 
a puffy message to the receiving factories in 
Detroit. Presently the recipients signal back 
their equally puffy answe1. The two tribes con-
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tinue in this way and soon the sky becomes 
clouded, thereby concealing both senders and re-
ceivers, and their messages become a constant 
stream of smoke drifting upwards. 
I turn my eyes from the cities and look to the 
river beneath me. Four steam-ships, like large 
canoes, pass by deftly in Indian file. They move 
without a sound and steal into the distance, 
perhaps hiding around the bend. 
A regiment of noisy tug-boats take up pursuit 
of these stealthy craft. They move down the 
river like huge turtles as they chug along. Their 
presence does not go by unoticed, for even the 
cars are up on the bridge to see what the noise 
is all about. But they do not stay for long. They 
pass by me quickly and soon the tugs too, have 
disappeared. 
By this time the sun has supremely established 
itself in the sky above the menial clouds which 
once hid it. I no longer care to remain here, 
and so I hastily walk down the ramp. It leads 
to the world which I had tried to escape from 
momentarily, 'but I realize that what I saw was 
all an integral part of the life around me. Thus 
I walked down with an open mind and greeted 
the city. 
PAULINE BLUMHAGEL, 13B 
Junior Prose 
FIRST PRIZE 
Wind rustled tall grass and tangled vines 
where the rabbit snuffled and nibbled among the 
sun-dried herbs. It was autumn and the mult-
coloured leaves fell from the gnarled old oaks 
in bright showers. The rabbit was out foraging 
for food to prepare for the long hard winter 
ahead. But there were many dangers around 
him. The predators were like demons haunting 
him. They would take any opportunity to tear 
him to pieces. 
The rabbit walked cautiouly like a soldier 
walking through a minefield; one unwary step 
would be his last. He crossed back and forth 
across the grass covered meadow in search of 
more food. Then he froze; he had heard some-
thing. He sat motionless as the weasel passed. 
The weasel's body seemed to glide over the earth 
like some serpent. His blood red eyes flashed 
greedily at the thought of the coming meal. His 
mouth hung open and his tongue drooled at the 
thought of the rabbit whose trail he was on. 
After the weasel had passed, the rabbit stole back 
into some bushes and curled up in a ball and 
went to sleep. 
He did not sleep long though for he was 
awakened by a rustling outside the bushes. It 
was the weasel. The rabbit was out of the bushes 
like a gunshot. He bounded through the grass 
as if the very devil were after him. The rabbit 
dodged back and forth in an effort to shake off 
his pursuer. Then he tried to double back, but 
the weasel was waiting for him. The rabbit gave 
a scream and it was all over. The weasel shook 
him like a terrier shaking a rat. The weasel 
stood triumphantly over his prize, gloating over 
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an easy kill. His red eyes gleamed, and blood 
dripped down his muzzle. He tore out his vic-
tim's throat and sucked greedily at the blood 
which gushed out like a geyser and flowed in 
rivers down the rabbit's torn throat and over the 
already blood-soaked ground. The morning 
found the mangled and bloodied carcass the 
scene of another tragedy. The weasel had been 
so busy eating that he had not seen the huge 
hawk, and now his blood too flowed beside that 
of his victim's. The hawk had devoured the 
weasel so that now all that was left of him were 
a few bones and a bloody and worthless pelt. In 
spite of this, the winter came and went and 
there were more rabbits and more weasels to 
continue the struggle. 
DICK STEPHENS, 9G 
SECOND PRIZE 
THE ROOM 
It was a warm room, one that had been lived 
in despite its enormity. The walls were high and 
towering, reaching for the domed ceiling, their 
linking sealing the vast library. The floors had 
nary a scuff on their shining faces, the fragile 
and antique furniture was placed gently upon it 
like regal thrones. His chair was there. Sir 
Thomas Graham's favourite retiring place. Lady 
Monica, his graceful and poised wife, had never 
missed bringing his tea and brandy to this 
familiar parlour. 
Sir Thomas was a sophisticated man, mayor of 
the busy French town of Rommel. He was in-
deed a handsome lad, but his witty and sarcastic 
personality invited hate and despite from the 
poor peasants. Lady Monica was strikingly 
beautiful, and it was a mystery as to how she 
could tolerate living with Sir Thomas, who was 
only interested in riches. 
Her very presence seemed to cause the house 
to sing in reply to her dancing heart. The wind-
ows beamed, their sparkle like a glow in one's 
eyes. 
War began! Sir Thomas although weak in 
heart was summoned. People mocked and ridi-
culed him, sarcastically bidding him their best, 
in his attempt to be a real man. 
Two weary, struggling years later, a letter was 
delivered to Lady Monica. The woman, now 
very thin and petite, was horrified. Sir Thomas 
Graham had gallantly given his life. 
His last words were, "My dear Monica, I am 
truly sorry for being the selfish one. I placed 
riches before our love. Please for ... " Heart 
broken, Lady Monica took one last look at the 
library, at his regal chair. The enormous room 
was warm; it was once lived in, but now it was 
vacant. Their pictures still hung on the wall. but 
the smiling faces had a forlorn look about them. 
Love was stronger than riches, but they had 
found out too late. 
PAT KWAPISZ, 9G 








Torn Janick 12A 
Second Prize 
John Vacratsis 12A 
Third Prize 
Cheryl Wilde l3D 
SENIOR PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Sandy Beaton - Tam Dooley. 
Margaret McCallum - Reincarnation. 
SECRETARIES 
I am sure that if the secretaries had the op-
portunity, they would hustle into Mr. Brown's 
office and hand in their resignation but unfor-
tunately, they are kept too busy adding figures, 
fixing up time tables, making announcements, 
and typing out notices and letters. Even if they 
had the chance I don't think we could accept 
their resignation for where else could we find 
such fun-loving, understanding, co-operative, 
and hard-working secretaries. 
On behalf of the student body we would like 
to thank Mrs. B. Hanna, Pat McMullen and Zilda 
McKelvie for your help. 
SECRETARIES 
Pat McMullen, Zildo McKelvie. 
JUNIOR PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Doug Atkinson - Flying Saucers. 
Susan Cohen - Our World of Atoms. 
MAINTENANCE STAFF 
Again this year, the maintenance staff has 
been kept busy by finding lost shoes, books, gym 
suits, etc. and by keeping the building clean and 
warm. Their jobs are innumerable and we are 
unable to mention them all but we would like to 
thank Marcella Allevato, Jim Brown, Victorio Di 
Pietro, Robert Green, Yuri Toroshenko, Tom 
Collins and Paul Bunjar and let them know that 
we appreciate every thing that they have done 
for us. 
We would like to extend our farewells to 
Peter Karlechuk who has left us after many 
years service. 
MAINTENANCE 
Victoria Di Pietro. 
ART CLUB 
left to right: Libby Havelock, 
Solly Turnbull, Mr. Bice, Brian 
Keane, Doug Ferguson, Arlene 
Nicholson, Donna Tweedell. 
ART CLUB 
This year the Art Club had a large turn and also more enthusiasm due to the guidance of our 
art teacher Mr. Bice. 
Decorations for a Night in New York as well as supplying the needs of the various school activi-
ties has kept the fall term busy and we are looking forward to decorating for the Military Ball. 
HISTORY AND U.N. CLUB 
Last year the History and U.N. Club got off 
to a slow start, but with a depressing lack of 
membership, the club still sent a delegation to 
the Model United Nations at the University of 
Detroit. The main purpose of the club is to pre-
pare for M.U.N., forming a study of the country 
which the school's delegation represents. Last 
year our delegates successfully represented 
Burma. This year through much work the club 
has managed to find 10 persons interested in 
representing the sch ool in this international 
affair. Our delegates this year will represent 
Spain and Trinidad Tobago. We feel that some-
how Canadian students lack interest in world 
affairs, thus causing our lack of membership, 
while our neighbouring American Cousins have 
up to 75 students in view for the 5 positions on 
a delegation. In conclusion I hope that in the 
following school year more students will take an 
active interest in world affairs so that W.C.I. will 
be able to say she has sent her cream of the crop 
to represent her at the Model U.N. rather than 
having to beg students to become members. 
DOUG FERGUSON 
UNITED NATIONS TRIP, 1964 
"Since wars begin in the mind of men, it is in 
the minds of men that the defences of peace 
must be constructed." 
It was perhaps with this thought that the 
Board of Education sent twelve students and one 
chaperon to the United Nations last December. 
I was fortunate enough to be one of those s.tu-
dents. For four days we saw New York and the 
U.N. in particular. It was here in the United 
Nations that we received our first lessons in in-
ternational co-operation for world fraternity and 
peace. We heard Poland, Guatemala and Kenya 
make str ong speeches expressing their diverse 
opinions. 
This whole experience at the U.N. was stimu-
lating and worthwhile. I sincerely hope to be 




2nd Row: Ken Dowdell, Randy Fleming, Rich Simpson. 
1 st Row : Susan Merideth, Doug Ferguson, Miu Falls, Susan Mackenzie, Ian Mcleod. 
Absent: Celia Hallam, Ron Phaneuf, Tom VanDelinder. 
ORCHESTRA 
Violins : Edward Zusko, Milulin Droboc, Alex Grkovich, Gerold Sokolik, Mory Boyd, Francine Bordoff, Barbaro Gold, Joni, Clarke, 
Geraldine McDonald, Sherry Meloche, Lynn Terry, Gloria Winterburn, Catherine Maclachlan, Ruth finch, Marianne Hori, Mory 
Topliffe, David Young, Patricio Ryder. 
Violas: Peter Young, Barbaro Maclennan, Judy Percival, Coral Rymor. 
Cello: Mory Anne Flohr, Jennifer Locy, Marjorie Monton, Fred Veghelyi, lee Boughner, Lindo Rymor. 
Bou, Barry Spooner, Richard Locy, lorry Patrick. 
Flute , Shannon Curry, Kathy Cernouskos, Mory Clark, Rou Wetmore. 
Oboe: Sheila Secord, Christine Goggins. 
Clarinet: Bruce Graham, Bill Curry, John McRobb, John Vocrotsis, Louro Cory, Kathy Kushnir, Donna Paterson, Bonnie Bryant, Ted long. 
Saxophone: Ion Mcleod, Richard Plontus, Tom Lynd. 
Baritone: Bruce Goodbrond. 
Trumpets: David Cockerham, Coru Hong, Bill Irving, David Brown, Richard Monninghom. 
Trombone: Lynda Swintok, Dennis Ferenc. George Cory, Earl Taylor, Murray Nohnybido. 
Drums: Ken Copeman, Roger Miller, Syd Girling, Glenn Gray. 
Piano, Marilyn Haddad. 
Tuba, Jim Klipo, lorry Konyu. 
French Horn: Morda Glos, Wayne Ferguson, David Posikov, Catherine Whiteside. 
WALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE CONCERT ORCHESTRA 
The Walkerville Collegiate Concert Orchestra this year will add to its growing list of concerts 
by playing at high schools in Brantford, the University of Western Ontario, Riverside High School and 
the Windsor Teacher's College. The Orchestra will also be playing Lohengrien in the Chatham Music 
Festival. New selections included in the Orchestra 's repertoire this year are the Trumpeter's Lullaby, 
Safari and Miserlou. The Rhapsody in Blue and White is the musical evening of the year and 
the orchestra will also include selections from previous years in the concert such as Exodus, Camelot, 
Canadian Sunset, Prelude for Orchestra and Tchaikovsky's Fifth. The orchestra wishes to express 
its sincere appreciation to Mr. B. W. Curry, without whose constant direction and understanding we 
would not have been able to have such a successful and gratifying year. 
CAMERA CLUB 
This year's President was Ron Worby. Bob Lennon was the Vice-President and Stocker. 
Mr. Tesolin and Mr. McLeod were the teachers assisting the club. THANKS FOR YOUR AS-
SISTANCE MR. TESOLIN AND MR. McLEOD. 
This year's membership consisted of more than a dozen members. 
Free paper and chemicals were provided by the club to all members from last year's profits. 
All grade nine students are welcomed to join next September. 
CAMERA CLUB 
Bock Row, John Juwrinen, Bruce Gold, Allyn-Elaine Keagy, 
Kevin McCabe, Tom Boyd. 




4th Row: Jill Bernard, Sharon Wendorf, Scotty Kant, Peggy Saunders, Claire Wilson, Linda Brenner, Mary Konyu, Heather Collins, Lynda 
Young, Shan Spooner, Gwyn Robson, Elizabeth Asselstine, Barb Gold, Meg Innes. 
3rd Row: Rosemary Levac, Donna Garen, Coral Taciuk, Bonnie Bryant, Stephanie Glos, Linda Lucier, Maragret Quinn, Dagmar Fischer, 
Maureen Lespearance, Louanne Hansom, Janice Jeffrey, Mary Dunlop, Marcia Glos. 
2nd Row, Barbara Maclachlan, Sonia Cybak, Judy Evans, Rose Pawlychuck, Cathy Maclachlan, Susan Pacey, Liz Fletcher, Mary Lou 
Robitaille, Judy Wilson, Jackie Thurlow, Brenda James, Sandy Peterson, Ruth Hillman. 
hi Row, Mr. Madill, Sharon Sellers, Lindo Barnier, Meleva Maodus, Marjorie Monton, Lindo Tessier, Sera Tocco, Cathy Mailloux, Barbara 
Smith, Gail Jeffrey, Penny Pacey, Marg Hallam, Marg Baker, Susan Mitchell, Beth Allen, Susan Martinuzzi, Miss DeMarco. 
Absent, Linda Surski, Linda Paterson, Allyn-Elaine Keagy. 
FRENCH CLUB 
FRENCH CLUB 
2nd Row: Judy Evans, Pat Stechy, Margie Filman, 
Laura Cory, Meleva Moadus, Margaret Sawatzky, 
Christine Goggins. 
I st Row: Wendy Steele, Mary Winterburn, Mr. 
Waddell, Elizabeth Clark. 
In the French Club we learn extra French by enjoying ourselves. Games such as "Twenty Ques-
tions", I Spy" and "Bingo" are played. By the use of the tape recorder we are able to detect our 
faulty French. The French radio programmes as well as being entertaining, a lso provide us with a 
wealth of useful vocabulary. 
Mr. Waddell, our capable sponsor, has succeeded in making each meeting interesting. 
HOSTESS CLUB 
2nd Row, Sylvia Needham, Meryl 1Keyes, 
Mary Martin, Hedy Dudek, Carol Taciuk, 
Wendy Consection, Wanda Crovet, Carol 
Perkins, Sharon Meredith, Barbara Mac-
laughlin. 
ht Row: Anne Lembke, Ruth Hillman, Miss 
Holler, Nancy Spoiala, Karen McNaygh-
ton, Roso Piccolo. 
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H. P. C. 
HOCKEY'S POCKET BOOK CWB 
EXECUTIVE 
left lo right: Mory Boyd, Mr. Hockey, 
ltichord Simpson, Ken Dowdell. 
Books are for reading, insist the 250 or so members of Hockey's Pocket-book Club. For that 
reason H.P.C.'ers are anxious to give orphaned paperbacks a home where they will be borrowed and 
read with tender, loving care. 
This year members could read some 1200 books, thanks to efforts in the past by such diligent 
members as Mary Boyd, Joanne McCallum, Richard Simpson, and Ken Dowdell. To the many other 
contributors, H.P.C. expresses its gratitude. 
MATH CLUB 
Bock Row: Elizobeth Clork, Mory Winter• 
burn, Lindo Pellon, Suson Mitchell, 
Chorles Silinskos, Cothy Stewort, Morgie 
Anderson, Bonnie Hulton, Cothy White-
side, Gabrielle Bacioogo. 
Front Row: Mory-Thereso Masse, Ion 
Mcleod, Mr. lozynski, Ruth Hillmon, 
Roymond Anderson, Solly Turnbull. 
THE MATH CLUB 
Now in its third year of existence at W.CJ., the Math Club 207 under the guidance of Mr. 
Lozynski, is busily making plans for the future. Members hope to visit other math clubs in the 
vicinity to discuss new mathematics problems and get to know students from other schools. In the 
past two years, the Club visited the Mathematics Department of the University of Windsor to see 
computer operations, and entered interesting projects at the Windsor Science Fair. The M.C. 207 
has always taken great pleasure in the decorating of the Christmas tree in the front hall as the 
members made the decorations themselves. All the students in the Math Club feel that the association 
with other girls and boys and the new methods solving math problems, makes membership in the 
Club a rewarding experience. \Ve hope that the Club will keep up its good work for years to come. 
GEOGIIAl"HY CWB 
DRAMATIC SOCIETY 
This year the dramatic society is producing 
William Shakespeare's comedy, "Twelfth Night". 
We hope that it will be even more of a success 
than last year's play. 
The club is running smoothly with Mr. Thomas 
as director, Miss Demarco producer, Bill Assel-
stine president, and Marilyn Haddad as secretary. 
The society again consists of two essential groups, 
the cast and the set construction crew under the 
direction of Mr. Wm. Sandford, the resident stage 
manager of Windsor Little Theatre. 
The play this year necessitates a large cast, and 
thus gives an opportunity for many Walkerville 
students to participate. Our players in this pro-
duction are: Bill Asselstine, John Callard, Rom-
mel ~-fasse, Pete _ iinni.s, Bob Asselstine, Pete 
Asselstine, Bill Irving, Joe Stewart, Paul Lubor-
sky, David Lam.eck. Connie Clark.son, Maureen 
Forbes, Kathy Seagcll and Barbara Letourneau as 
;:iromptor_ 
DRAMA CLUB CAST 
Bock Row: Ken Dowdell, Dove 
tameck, Dennis Ferenc, Paul 
Innes, Peter Asselstine, Pete 
Minnis, Peter Young, Paul Bar· 
ref. 
2nd Row: Richard Simpson, Lynn 
Woth, Mory Boyd, Borboro 
long, Gord Mephom, Shannon 
Curry, Cothy Cernauskos, Mory 
Clork, Rommel Masse. 
1 st Row: Mr. Thomas, John Col-
lard, Cathy Seagull, Bill Irving. 
Maureen Forbes, Bill Auelstine, 
Connie Clarkson, Bob Assel-
stine, Joe Stewart, Paul lubor· 
sky. 
DRAMA ewe UECUTriE 
Left o ,~111- i; ·ss P,:;"""''· ~r .. 0.1,1,.,,~,.,, t I As-.!•""•· 11-,dtn 
"""e~d, IJ,1. il'h?....,, (s,o,.,d·,,,1, Y- "°~""'·· 
-:b.e stage cre'Wl" was .co-operati,.·e a:1c worl-:e-: 11.·ery .o.a.r~ V> ~~ ,-e t."'E: ~""Y r-E,G • r~. AK~ 
oe::=i <the S""_.age are: Ji=y S-:::i..=-G., fuu-~ r...:,.,~, .Ji;;;;. :V..b.cD?!lZ,; ~.;",;: ~;.>Wl'" l°A:t.r 7 l'At:.JR ~ 
bs., !lary 30';,-:,. ~ ~~al--J., !liry Olz.r...; ?::1-:l .-fa::::is Cu .-h 
Compliments of 
11 F 
PEOPLE'S CREDIT JEWELLERS 
302 Ouellette Ave. 
Ph. 254-7533 
JACK'S CATERING SERVICE 
JACK VIZARD 
Phone 252-4637 
We Cater to Weddings, Parties and Banquets. 






Young men attending the Canadian Services 
Colleges and Canadian universities under the 
tri-servicc Regular Officer Training Plan (ROTP) 
train for challenging and rewarding careers as 
officers in Canada's Armed Forces. High school 
graduates of Senior Matriculation or Junior 
Matriculation standing qualify for entrance 
on a competitive basis. These young men are 
selected and will advance on one basis alone-
ON THEIR MERIT. 
For information regarding tuition, board, ' 
lodging, uniforms, books, instrumellts, 
medical and dental care, and salary, con-
sult the Navy, Army or Air Force Re-
cruiting Office in your area, or write to e 
the Director Ge11eral Officer Cadets, 




Compliments of the 
New 
DOREE'S LADIES' WEAR 
l)rua,, <;gats, Sportswear, lingerie, Hose, Accessories. 
1347 Ottawa St. Ph. 2S3-7265 
Compliments of 
BYERS TRUCK AND 
TRAILER E9UIPMENT LTD. 
Compliments of 
C-lOA 
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C.O.'s MESSAGE 
In the five years that I have been associated 
with the Cadet movement I have often heard 
asked the question, "What good is Cadets any-
way?" Indeed, in this particular school, the 
common opinion of the student body has been 
that "the only value of Cadets is the sponsoring 
of the highlight of the social year at W.C.I., the 
annual Military Ball. If my sole accomplishment 
this year has been only to explode this myth, then 
I am satisfied. 
Our Cadet Corps, through its individual mem-
bers and its renowned Pipe Band, has represented 
W.C.I. at National Cadet Camps held at Banff, 
Alta. The corps is the only group in the school 
which affords our students the opportunity of 
meeting other students from all across Canada. 
Last Summer it was my privilege to represent 
this school and Canada in a Cadet exchange pro-
gram with Barbados, West Indies. There is no 
doubt t h a t we shall continue to participate 
actively in this new and growing phase of Cadet 
training. 
The Cadet Corps provides the chance for those 
interested to learn marksmanship and weapon 
safety, first aid, radio-signals, musical skills, and 
leadership qualities. However, what about those 
boys who do not seek out this specialized train-
ing? What "good" is the Cadet organization to 
them? 
A great majority of the boys in this school 
never join in any activity, they do nothing for the 
school, and thus it does nothing for them. It is 
for these young men that the Cadet Corps has its 
greatest importance. The corps gives every boy 
at least one night in a year when he may excel 
for his school and for himself, regardless of his 
scholastic or athletic abilities. 
This, in the final analysis, is the true worth of 
"Cadets" in Walkerville Collegiate. Through our 
corps, all boys have tl:e chance for a moment of 
pride and a sense of accomp!ishme:1.t in their 
school, and themselves. 
C LT. COL. BRUCE S. GRAHAM, O.C. 
SIGNAL CORPS 
Back Row: Mr. Kupnicki (Over-
seer), Tom Latouf, David Du-
quette, Bill Gachnick, Cart, 
Hong, Tely Papodimoulis, Luigi 
Zarlenga, Ken Bialkowski, David 
Tollington, Paul Skowron. 
Front Row: Ron Phaneuf ( Instruc-
tor), Jim Smith, Doug Atkinson, 
Paul Worby, David Logan, Pot 
Goggins, Richard Simpson (In-
structor). 
SIGNAL CORPS 
"Never have so few served so many so futilely," were the immortal words of Mr_ Kupnicki. Twice a 
week in room 309 this truism could be seen in practice. Nevertheless, last year under the tutelage of the 
aforementioned, many cadets qualified for cash awards. Varied tours of dubious interest were made. 
Our motto-"We never steal, just borrow, if it can be done honestly_" 
THE GIRLS' FIFE & DRUM BAND 
Although the military fife dates back to 1555, W_C.l.'s contribution to fife life began this year with 
Mr. Hockey's organization-the Girls' Fife and Drum Corps_ Twenty-four fifers and sixteen drummers 
comprise the corps_ 
Last Fall several girls, eager not to let the fife band remain a pipe dream, bought their own instru· 
ments. A successful car wash and chocolate bar sale led to the purchase of more equipment. 
With Cathy Cernauskas as Fife-Major and Beverly Lossing as lead drummer, the girls find that 
"fifing" is fun. 
GIRLS' FIFE AND DRUM BAND 
Front Row: Jo-Anne Porrolt, Beverly Lossing, Laura Cory, Carol Vizard, Peggy-Lynn Sounders, Scally Kant, Coral Straiton, Marg Fillman, 
Marie Parrott. 
Middle Row: Susan Mitchell, lee Boughner, Marion Keith, Pal Steele, Mary Gee, Mr . Hockey, Abigail St. Louis, Modeloine St. Pierre, Mari -
lyn Peters, Sonia Cybok, Morcio Glos, Cathy Mcloughlin . 
Top Row: Brigiltc Smith, Bonnie Wright, Candy Ryan, Dione Ric hardson, Susan Gee, Maleva Maodus, Bonnie Br'(ant, Mory Ann Flohr, 
Co thy Cernauskos, Vicky Affleck, Marjorie Monton. 
Absent: Linda Rymer, Joanne Montgomery, Celia Ho llo m, Ruth Finch, Maureen Power . 
SOCIAL EVENTS 
School got off to a rather slow start this year but more important, it got off to a start! 
Nothing out of the ordinary took place in the first month of school as we had the usual cheer rally 
which called the attention of the police and fire departments and the usual initiations \vhich left the poor 
Grade Niners in a state of shock for the first month. On September 26, things started to move as the 
Grade Kiners and the rest of the school "got acquainted" at our annual "Get Acquainted'' dance. On 
Ylonday, September 28, elections were held for the inner executive of the Agora in which Sadiq Hasnain 
was elected President, Marilyn Bradley Vice-President, and Susan Meridith Treasurer. 
On the weekend of Friday and Saturday, October 23 and 24, Walkerville sent six of our girls to 
Toronto to take part in a display of basketball and gymnastics. Those included were Cathy Meanwcll, 
Marijean Stewart, Mary Lynn Anderson, Kate Innes, Janis Craig, and Kathy Thompson. 
On Saturday, November 14, Walkerville had its first semi-formal dance entitled "A Night in New 
York" and it was a roundabout. 
Our exams halted our dance swing and our football enthusiasm, but they were soon over on Novem-
ber 30, and the school turned to basketball. 
On Monday, December 21, our Grade 13 Graduation ceremonies took place in the auditorium. Brian 
Spooner presented an excellent valedictory speech addressing his former classmates of 1963-64. 
The Christmas holidays then came which brought a sigh of relief to almost everyone, and on Christ-
mas Day, Santa Claus in the form of the Walkerville students visited a fatherless family of seven. This 
was indeed a very kind gesture on the part of Walkerville. On Saturday, January 10, 1965, our boys' 
curling team went to Oshawa to compete in the Ontario Championships. They made an excellent show-
ing but lost to the previous champions in the final round. Congratulations! 
On Thursday, Friday and Saturday, February 4, 5 and 6, our Drama Society presented its annual 
performance entitled "Twelfth Night", by William Shakespeare. Congratulations to Mr. Thomas and 
Miss De Marco for a very fine display of drama. 
On Monday, February 15, Mr. Allison, along with Mr. Brown and the colour party, commenced 
ceremonies to officially raise our new flag (however way that may be). A special mention must be made 
of our W.S.S.A. and S.W.O.S.S.A. Senior Varsity Basketball champions. Mr. Armstrong led the team all 
the way to the W.S.S.A. and S.W.O.S.S.A. championships. We were runners-up to Hill Park High School 
from Hamilton in the 0.F.S.S.A. "Golden Ball" Tournament. 
Our annual Rhapsody in Blue and White is scheduled for April 9 and 10, and our annual Military 
Ball is scheduled for May 8. It has been a good year here at W.C.I., and we only hope that this year's 
Blue and White helped to make it so. 
Compliments of 
S. M. GREEN 
Plumbing and Heating 
3012 TECUMSEH RD. E. 
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Compliments of 
Bill COURTNEY 
YOUR HOST AND DISC JOCKEY 
FOR WALKERVILLE 
SOCK HOPS 







4th Row: Ray Andenon, Art Lyon, Richord 
Locy, Barry Spooner, Joe Stewart, Tom 
Janick, Richard Reader, Tim Hall, Ion 
Mcleod, Allon Magda. 
3rd Rowi Bob Gibb, Carol Ashwell, Susan 
Rider, Claudette Kehl, Faith Baldwin, 
Cotherine Meanwell, Connie Horton, 
Kathryn Cemai.lskos, Eva Kolman, Rommel 
Mone. 
2nd Row1 Kim Groybiel, Mory Winterburn,. 
Mory Lynn Anderson, Lindo Pelton, Col· 
leen Markle, Mary Clark, Darleen Stechey, 
Mary Kelch, Anne Korenich, John Vocrot• 
sis. 
ht Rowz Kathy Thompson, Solly Turnbull, 
Sharon Zappia, Mr. Haggert, Lynda Moc· 
leod, Elizabeth Clark, Janis Craig. 
128 
4th Row, Greg Stevenson, Tim Mcleod, 
Gory Hrynyk, Corl Brookes, Mork Voa· 
Keitx, Joe lendotf, Ron Balley. 
3rd Row, Jim Pegg, Ron Reiss, Bryon H.ad, 
Jim Bartko, Bob Mortin, Bob Radigan, 
Ken Woshbrook. 
2nd Row, Joe Palko, Judy Percival, Ros•· 
mary VonKeitz, Marilyn 8ardsl•Y, Oonno 
Wright, Don Abrash. 
1 st Row: Carmen Marier, Karen Gieno•, 
Honey Abbott, Miu Falls, Lynda Stewart, 
Bonni• 8rond, Linda Kean•. 
Absentt Jomie Hollond, Tim Lamberton, Jim 
Landry, R1chard Logan, John SM in, 
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THE DYING WORDS OF 12A 
12A MARY LYNN A.: "Bury me with my basketball, my track shoes, . . . my 
tank suit ... " 
RAY A.: "What was that remark doc? You 
want that I should break your head?" 
CAROL A.: "Just keep on writing to Bill." 
FAITH B.: "Is Bill coming too?" 
KATHY C.: "Can I take my flute?" 
LIZ. C.: "Hurry, we'll miss the bus to heaven." 
MARY C.: "Let's do heaven in early American." 
JANIS C.: "I don't understand, where do we go 
after we die?" 
BOB G.: "We're going to the big chess game up 
in the sky." 
KIM G.: "Is it worth honour points?" 
TIM H.: "I want a Christian burial." 
CONNIE H.: "Can I take my purse?" 
TOM J.: "I've been hit by one tackler too many." 
EVA K.: "Do they serve dessert in heaven?" 
CLAUDETTE K.: "Let me give one more an-
swer before I go." 
MARY K.: "I thought she said a straight jump?" 
ANN K.: "Does St. Peter like bikinis?" 
RICHARD L.: "Is it on the exam?" 
ART L.: "At least I'll pass death." 
LYNDA MacL.: "See what happens when you 
sign Mr. Haggert' s book." 
IAN McL.: "Down with harps! Up with bag-
pipes!" 
ALLAN M.: "It's too "deep" for me." 
COLLEEN M.: "Do I get a coffin?" 
ROMMEL M.: "There's going to be a little 
French-fry tonight." 
CATHERINE M.: "Well you see, I was sitting 
on my stool in chemistry when .... " 
LINDA P.: "Vos videbo postea aguae lacerto." 
RICHARD R.: "I can put my halo to some use." 
SUSAN R.: "Let's just "skip" it." 
BARRY S.: "I wonder if there's a swimming pool 
down / up there." 
DARLENE S.: "The heat may clear my throat." 
KATHY T.: "I thought that "non-toxic" spray 
felt funny, Mr. K." 
JOE S.: "Bury me facing the "right." 
SALLY T.: "I hope St. Peter doesn't call me 
"Sarah"." 
JOHN V.: "I'm on my way to Mt. Olympus." 
MARY W.: "Somebody please finish that letter 
to Constantine!" 
SHARON Z.: "That's what I get for coming at 
the end of the alphabet." 
MR. HAGGERT: "HO, HO, HO " 
128 IN TEN YEARS 
12B NANCY A.: Looking for Costello. DON A.: Doing "Lucky Charm" 
commercials. 
RON B.: Still leading a double life. 
MARILYN B.: Practicing her part in plays for 
Mr. Bunt. 
JIM B.: Chief chauffeur for "Mummy". 
BONNIE B.: Still smiling. 
CARL B.: A shot in the dark to do anything 
without Bob M. 
KAREN G.: Still running MG's through garages. 
BRYAN H.: Promoted to front seat of Luke's 
car. 
JAMIE H.: Replacement for Jackie Gleason. 
CARMEN M.: Delivering for McCaffery's. 
BOB M.: Speedstar for lions. 
TIM McL.: Supporting a wife and? 
JOE P.: Raising future presidents, (Kennedys). 
JIM P .: Still hot rodding "Daddy's Car". 
JUDY P.: In search of a new pyramid --- in the 
Gobi? 
BOB R.: Head usher at the Vanity Theatre. 
RON R.: Model for female hair styles. 
JOHN S.: Chief auditioner for "Playboy". 
GREG. S.: Still a firm beleiver of "I am the 
greatest". 
LYNDA S.: Still trying to cheer for W.C.I 
Continued on Page 61 
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12D 
4th Row: Brian Tous1gnant, Brion Bigelow, 
Bob Messer, Richard Easton, Jim Klipo, 
Grant Temple, Mike Graham, Arunas 
Jonusko. 
3rd Row: Gord Dingman, 8ob knnet, Ro-
land Bailey, Tom Sprague, Ron Onuch,. 
Doug Edwards, John Gouthier, Bert Jomes, 
Eddy Horar. 
2nd Row: Ken Dowdell, Chris Riley, Joan 
Kirby, Susan MacDonald, Joyce Mortin, 
Janie Bracknell, Barbaro Swfft. Jon Hyslop, 
lab Anderson, 
1st Row: Rosalie Goustello, Shirley Lem-
mon,. Cathy MacDonald, Mrs. Birch, Delores 
Doles, Marnie Jenkins, Pot Coppell. 
Absent; Richard Middleton. Dennis Riley. 
12C 
3rd Row: Gory McCabe, Eric Johnson, Keith 
~~; l~::~ier~o::~kl'Acc~~~~- Harrison, 
2nd Row: Ron Deziel, Barb Letourneau, 
Sheila Secord, Mory Ann Hind, Vicki 
Affleck, Lindo PretzloY", Ron Packer. 
1 st Row, Joanne Pognucco, Pot Crowford. 
Jo Mancini, Mr. Waddill, Judy Ash, Mary 
MacKay, 
Absent1 Jone Stuart. 
12E 
3rd Row: Brion Dziver, Dino Santin, Sandy 
8eoton, Alex Gemmell, Bill little, Fron• 
Reis, John Maclennan, Wolter Horris, 
Paul Shulaan. 
2nd Row: Ralph Thomas, Pete Minnis, Rost 
Sirianni, Maureen Forbes, Gail lhorto?, 
Anne Lewandowski, Dave Corter, Dov,d 
Chalcraft. 
1st Row, Helen Morton, Donna Laymon, Ello 
Hammermeider, Mr. Armstrong, Barbare 
Gaskin, Katherine londe90. 
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12B--Continued from Page 59 
GARY H.: Beach comber on a forgotten South MARK VONK.: and ROSEMARY VONK.: 
Sea Is. with? Revealing high school secret. "They're mar-
TIM L.: Still chasing cats. ried". 
JIM L.: A French professor. KEN W.: You name it. 
JOE L.: Raising a family with S. L. DONNA W.: Still giving Mike the "rush". 
RICHARD L.: Owner of a drive-in for sports MISS FALLS: As likely as not - no change at all. 
cars only. LINDA K.: Showing reruns of Walkerville Days 
WHAT WE LEA VE TO NEXT YEAR'S 12C 
l')f1 VICKI A.: Complete History notes. "lJ KEITH B.: Free tickets to look in store windows. 
PAT C.: Perfect Algebra homework. 
RON D.: The Ambassador Bridge. 
MARY ANN H.: A certain Windsor Spitfire. 
ERIC J.: Unused pens and a phony handicap. 
BARB L.: Hot tongs and test-tubes. 
LARRY L.: His other name in English class. 
JOSEPHINE M.: The clock in the first floor 
hall. 
GARY M.: Free lessons on "How to sleep in 
class". 
MARY M.: Five square feet of Beatle pictures. 
BOB M.: A book of all his philosophies. 
JO ANN P.: '101 Techniques for gum chewing'. 
RON P.: Mary's elbow. 
LINDA P.: Unbalanced bookeeping. 
OREST P.: Measles. 
SHEILLA S.: A birthday as happy as hers was. 
JOHN H.: Every other class except this one. 
JUDY A.: This diamond ring. 
MR. WADDELL: Himself. 
IF THE MEMBERS OF 120 WERE SOMEONE ELSE THEY'D BE 
1'10 TOM S.: A bachelor with a wife and " 3 kids. JANIE B.: Lady Godiva. 
BOB A.: A French scholar. 
DOUG E.: Gomer Pyle U.S.M.C. 
CHRIS R.: Cassius Clay. 
DENNIS R.: A dropout. 
JOHN G.: The president of Hiram Walker. 
JON H.: Bouncer at the Empress. 
DOLORES D.: Advertiser for Metrecal. 
BRIAN B.: Alfred E. Newman. 
KEN D.: Tarzan's little hairy friend. 
GRANT T.: Bat Masterson . 
BRIAN T.: John Lennon. 
RON 0.: Sgt. Snorkel. 
SIIlRLEY L.: Always happy to go to history 
class. 
ARUNAS J.: Rip Van Winkle. 
JOAN K.: A girl Morgus. 
BERT J.: Head salesman for Volkswagons. 
RICHARD E.: "Courteous" in Mr. Burr's room. 
JIM K.: David the Collosus (Gladiator Theatre). 
JOYCE M.: Nancy. 
CATHY Mac.: Stunt girl for Elizabeth Taylor. 
SUSAN' Mac.: Cover girl for Mad Magazine. 
ROSALIE G.: Lady wrestler. 
GORD D.: Beetle Bailey. 
BOB M.: Ancient alchemist. 
BOB B.: Fill in for Tarzan. 
ROLAND B.: Ronald Bailey. 
MIKE G.: Ringo Starr. 
RICHARD M.: Steve Reeves. 
EDDY H.: Hercules Unchained. 
PAT C.: Passing History. 
MARNIE J.: Mumbles (Dick Tracy). 
WHAT WOULD 12E BE LIKE IF: 
l')E SANDY B.: Went back to Assump-" tion? DAVE C.: Found the thief who rob-
bed him? 
DAVE CH.: Got 100% in Algebra? 
BRIAN D.: Didn't get marked in for smokes? 
MAUREEN F.: Had her heart in W.C.I. instead 
of WOIT? 
BARB G.: Her cllr didn't stall? 
ALEX G.: Ate knowledge like he does food? 
ELLA H.: Didn't blush? 
WALTER H.: Wasn't the expert on football? 
CATHY L.: Showed an interest in boys instead 
of Bob? 
DONNA L.: Didn't leave school at 3:30? 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1965 
ANNE L.: Did something we could talk about? 
BILL L.: Wasn't the handsomest guy in the 
world? 
JOHN MacL.: Whose world? 
HELEN M.: Tried being nice to Shulgan? 
PETE M.: Did his own work? 
FRANK R.: Didn't like having company for 
lunch? 
DINO S. and S. B.: Ever came to class on Mon-
day. 
PAUL S.: Wasn't such a smart .... ? 
ROSE S.: Copied other people's notes? 
RALPH T.: Wore suspenders? 




4th Row, Sydney Glrlin9, Don Morgon, 
John Basich, Rick Bowey, John McRobb, 
Mike Dewar, David Posikov. 
3rd Row, John Collard, Sheila Huard, Judy 
Wilson, Sandy Sutherland, Kathryne Sea-
gull, Gladys Fiddes, Gerry Rakus, Joy 
Haddad, 
2nd Row1 Patty Grffn, Donna Storuck, 
Marilyn Lindsay, Nancy Sokolik, Louro 
Cory, Louise Burch, Morie Parrott. 
1st Row: Jon•t GrMn, Pot Delong, Su• 
Collard, Mr. Bunt, Ivana Zega, Alice 
Kemisky. 
Ab,.,,t: Joanne McCollum, Mik• Wons• 
borough. 
12F 
•Uh Row, Dave Norwood, Ron Wilkins 
Bob Whitson, Bob Asselstine Joh~ 
Haines, Bob Brandes, Tony Steph;n,. 
3rd Row, ~oul Rossi, Neil Consection, Carol 
lnd1eosk1, Irene Pawlowicz, Colin Ton-
ner, Barry Corriere, Robert Taylor. 
2nd Row: Shelley Oimmock, Lorraine Mo,ik 
Irene Skladonowski, Ann fitzmouric•' 
Elizabeth Mannlngham, Kerry Shffhy' 
Joyne Kenny. ' 
1st Row; Adele Mohoits, Barb King, lonnit 
Corr, Mt. Orr, Bonnie Rudok, Marij1on 
Stewart. 
Absenti Judy Bisnett, Ron Bloke, Terry 
Edwards, Holly Lamberton, Joan Ramin, 
Louis Simpraga. 
11A 
4th Row : Gordon Gouthier, John Toppin, . 
Steve Kost, Terry Mochina, Stan Go,..l, 
Rffd Smith, Paul Stewart. 
3rd Row, Kirk Lyon, Bob Clark, Judy Evon,, 
Bev Buchanon, Margaret filmon, M1l1Yo 
Moodus, Pot $techey, John Ritchie, Law· 
rence Minden. 
2nd Row; Meg Johnson, Stephanie Glo•. 
Wendy Steele, Margaret Sawatzky, Coth, 
Stewart, Carole Stratton, Susan Mitchell, 
Suzanne lutsch, Dionne Berkeley. 
lst Row: Ethel Ellis, Miriam Muroff, Nonct 
Monholl, Mrs. Mcleod, Mory Moue-, 
Carol.Ann Vendrosco, Gail Croll. 
Absent: Rick Storrey, John MacKenzie. 
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DID YOU KNOW THAT DURING THE PAST YEAR? 
12F 
BOB W.: Tried to grow a "Beatle" 
haircut? 
HOLLY L.: Was a miniature "Bomb 
Shell"? 
ELIZABETH M's.: Big "G" stood for "George"? 
IBENE P.: Always talked about "Gus"? 
IBENE S.: Was a real fire alarmer? 
BRIAN M.: Passed his Algebra? 
ANNE F.: Always got his marks? 
LORAINE M.: "Tim-her"? 
BOB B.: Was Mr. Sinclair's 'Favourite' student? 
TONY S.: Was always 'bothering' Irene S. in 
History? 
BONNIE R.: Had a secret flame? 
SHELLY D.: Was a "Kennedy" fan? 
BARBARA K.: Was Roger's "Dale Evans"? 
JUDY B's.: Favourite subject was "Latin"? 
DAVE N.: Was a whizz in French? 
ADELE M.: Got to "hate" Carol Burnett? 
BONNIE C.: Was a cute thing in a small 
package? 
JAYNE K.: Always had something to tell Carol? 
CAROL L.: Was always saying "But Miss Rob-
bins"? 
BOB T.: Was a brain? 
BARRY C.: Was a quiet one? 
PAUL R.: Always had something to tell Barry 
S. in French? 
BARRY C.: Was Mr. Sinclair's blackboard 
victim? 
TERRY E.: Put up with 12F? 
COLIN T.: Always talked "slang" in French ? 
NIEL C.: Was a real chemist with Brian M.? 
BOB A.: Mastered skiing without any snow? 
MARIJEAN S.: Was not allergic to "Paulin"? 
JOAN R.: Made frequent visits to the U. of W.? 
RON W.: Was always seen with a certain 'M.M'. 
LOUIS S.: Became even more popular in Gym 
Class? 
JOHN H.: Was always away? 
KERRY S.: Liked to sail with a certain "Flying 
Dutchman"? 
Mr. ORR.: Still claims Grade 12 Algebra is easy 
(to Him)? 
FAVOURITE SAYINGS, TRADEMARKS, WEAKNESSES, AND PET PEEVES OF 12G 
12G JOHN B.: P. P. Girls. RICHARD B.: WK. History. LOUISE B.: WK. Her car. 
JOHN C.: WK. BarQ L. 
SUE C.: WK. 100%. 
LAURA C.: TM. & WK. Black. 
PAT D.: WK. & TM. Vern. 
MIKE D.: WK. Les Jeunes Filles. 
GLA YES F.: WK. 1 Calorie Cola. 
SID G.: TM. "Patty Duke's Brother". 
JANET G.: P . P. her cousin P. G. 
PATTY G.: FS. WK. TM. "Boys". 
JAY H.: F. S. "That's good Basich". 
SHEILA H.: TM. Swinging Purse. 
ALICE K.: WK. Debuts at the Cleary. 
MARILYN L.: WK. Clothes. 
JO ANNE M.: TM. A Diamond. 
JOHN M.: TM. Long curly hair and bagpipes 
(Mozart). 
DON M.: WK. "Goddess of the chase". 
MARIE P.: TM. Heartache tears and Willie. 
DAVE P.: WK. Legs. 
JERRY R.: TM. Opened history book. 
NANCY S.: WK. Teutonia Club. 
KATHY S.: WK. Shakespeare. 
DONNA S.: TM. Silence in knee socks. 
SANDY S.: WK. Red hair. 
MIKE W.: FS. Censored. 
JUDY W.: WK. Mr. A. C. Brown. 
IVANA Z.: FS. "Hi sweets". 
MR. BUNT: TM. Broom. 
CLASS NEWS 11A - FUT. '75 
llA DIANNE B.: Writer of "Love and Advice" column. BEV B.: Married to an old school 
chum. (D. H.) 
BOB C.: Making sneakers for the Japs. 
GAIL C.: Gypsy. 
ETHEL E.: Centre for the Pistons. 
JUDY E.: Olympic coach for Women's Left-
Handed Crap Shooting Team. 
MARGIE F.: Never can tell. 
GORD G.: Peanut vendor at Windsor Stadium. 
STEPHANIE G.: Only member of W.L.H.C.S. 
Team. 
STAN G.: Owner of Hand-Made Toothpick Co. 
MEG J.: Owner of the only hand-woven voodoo 
doll. 
STEVE K.: Executed for stealing the Keeshka. 
SUSANNE L.: Yoga Instructor. 
KIRK L.: Vet for sick crawdads and gophers. 
JOHN Mac.: Assistant peanut vendor at Wind-
sor Stadium. 
TERRY M.: Cork soaker for Hiram Walkers. 
BLUE AND WHITE , 1965 
MELEVA M.: Olympic record holder for left-
foot hopscotch. 
NANCY M.: Teaching girls how to sit the bench 
with the cheerleaders. 
MARY M.: Taking the Singing Nun's place. 
LARRY M.: Only person to write in to "Love 
and Advice". 
SUSAN M.: Assassinated in 1967. 
MIRIAM M.: Fortune teller. 
JOHN R.: Eighth Wonder of the World. 
MARGARET S.: Owner of the last Venus Fly 
Trap. 
REED S.: Water boy for peanut vendor at 
Windsor Stadium. 
PAT S.: Counterfeiter. 
WENDY S.: Bookie for Hazel Park. 
CATHY S.: Jockey at Hazel Park. 
PAUL S.: Janitor at W.C.I. 
RICK S.: Warden at a women's prison. 
CAROLE S.: Public Enemy No. 9675328410811. 
JOHN T.: Claim jumper. 
















3rd Row, Tom Gelinas, Charles Lussier, 
Dave Cockerham, E11 Acamovic, Roy Robi-
taille, Paul Morris, Matthew Napier, lorry 
McCain, Richard Doherty. 
2nd Rowi Mr. Morchlni, Brian MacDonald, 
Ken Latimer, Lena Cartier, Pauline Hosler, 
Dennis Solet, Jomes Mitchell, Gerald 
Krewench, Rod Warder. 
1st Row: Robin Knapp, Sharon Hora, .. Barb 
Gentsch, Gloria Myers, Vincent. Acchione, 
Koren kst, Marian Kant. 
118 
4th Rowt Gordon Mepham, Dennis ftrtA< 
David McKenize, Ted Long, Peter Yo"r\9 
lorry Patrick, John Jackson, Roger Mille,' 
Paul Battett. ' 
3rd Row, David Sabolsky, Bill Borton, Jio 
MacDonald, Mory Boyd, Barb lon9, Mory. 
Anne Flohr, Jim Menzies, Jim fletcher, 
Richard Plantus. 
2nd Row: Cathie Maclachlan, Glorio 
Dupuis, Roberto Heam, Mariorie Montot., 
Christine Goggins, Kot. Innes, lon1iie 
Bryant, Cathie Parr, Kathy Kushnir, Mory 
Howison. 
I st Row: Donna Paterson, Marion Ktitli 
Ruth finch, Mr. Sinclair, Mory-Jont Jeffs' 
Shannon Curry, Francine Bordoff. ' 
11D 
4th Row1 Bob Stomp, Jon Hough, Jim As•· 
well, Gerry Sokolik, Jim Broodwtll, 
Richard Antonyk, Bob Kozma, Jon CM~· 
ton. 
3rd Jtow1 Nick Spoiala, Com Brown, lill 
Hoger, John Krom=tr, Douglas GrNn, Oout 
Klinck, Mike Eremic. 
2nd Row: Dove lam6Ck, Fred Worby, Ellt1 
Targachoff, Peggylynn Sounden, Sho.ron 
Wendorf, Barbaro Phaneuf, Bob Eckl'lttf, 
Paul love. 
1 st Row: Virginia Bavetto, Colleen Ken~edy, 
Barb Johnson, Mr. Lozinski, Jeon Wilson, 
Susan Beatty, Lindo Krowc.iyk. 
Absent: Jon Elcombe, Gory Fleming, ro• 
Home, Dole King, Bob Luke, Bob SoundtN, 
Dole Young. 
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF 11 B 
111 BILL B.: Little brown jug. PAUL B.: How to handle a woman. FRANCINE B.: Lollipops and roses. 
MARY B.: Hey look me over. 
BONNIE B.: A taste of honey. 
SHANNON C.: Everbody can't be a winner. 
GLORIA D.: It won't be long. 
DENNIS F.: Leader o. ;he laundro-mat. 
RUTH F.: Fools rush in. 
JIM F.: The strong silent type. 
MARY-ANNE F.: That little wine maker, me. 
CHRIS G.: Follow me. 
ROBERTA H.: I enjoy being a girl. 
MARY H.: Devil in her heart. 
KATE I.: Twinkle toes. 
JOHN J.: Mr. Lonely. 
MARY-JANE J.: What do the simple folks do? 
MARION K.: Hello, Dolly. 
KATHY K.: Sweet and Shy. 
TED L.: You must have been a beautiful baby. 
BARBARA L.: Empty. 
MARJORIE M.: G-string twist. 
JIM MAC.: Stormy weather. 
DAVID M.: You bet your booties Granny. 
JIM M.: More than you'll ever know. 
GORDON M.: Dimples. 
ROGER M.: Chug-a-lug. 
DAVID MacV.: Masseyite. 
CATHY P.: Pennies from Heaven. 
DONNA P.: Temptation. 
LARRY P.: What me worry? 
RICHARD P.: Smoke gets in your eyes. 
DAVID S.: My heart belongs to you_ 
LINDA S.: Pure and Innocent. 
PETER Y.: With a little bit of luck. 
MR. SINCLAIR.: Frustration. 
FAVOURITE TUNES OF 11 C 
lie VINCENTE A.: "Shook up girl". ELI A.: "Paper tiger". LINDA A.: "Big girls don't cry". 
KAREN B.: "Shy girl". 
LENA C.: "Mickey's Monkey". 
DAVE C.: "Devil in disguise". 
RETHA D: "Jolly green giant". 
RICK D.: "Da Doo Ron Ron". 
TOM G.: "How now brown cow". 
BARB G.: "Dancing in the street". 
JANICE H.: "I get around". 
PAULINE H.: "Little old lady from Pasadina". 
SHARON H.: "Itsy bitsy teeny weeny yellow 
polka dot bikini". 
SCOTI'Y K.: "Ring of fire". 
ROBIN K.: "Breaking up is hard to do". 
JERRY K.: "Chug-a-lug". 
KEN L.: "Teacher's pet" (Miss Skelly). 
CHARLES L.: "Charlie Brown". 
BRAIN Mac D.: "Like the big guys do". 
LARRY McC.: "Bachelor Boy". 
GLORIA M.: "Talk about boys". 
JIM M.: "Soldier boy". 
PAUL M.: "Mr. Lonely". 
MATT N.: "Looking for a girl". 
BRIAN N.: "Thou shalt not steal". 
RAY R.: "Only the lonely". 
BILL S.: "Wild wild weekend". 
DENNIS S.: "Shout". 
ROD W.: "G.T.O.". 
MR. MARCIIlNI: "You've got to be a football 
hero". 
11 D IN 10 YEARS 
110 RICHARD A.: Just as big and muscular as ever. 
JIM A.: Found a new sport, dating. 
VIRGINIA B.: Still shopping for elevator shoes. 
SUE B.: Taking math at night-school. 
JIM B.: Publishing all those jokes he told in 
English class. 
CAM B.: Selling ice-skates to Aborigines. 
JON C.: Use your imagination. 
BOB E.: Still studying Geography. 
JON E.: Still doing grade 11 math. 
GARY F.: Passing onto others his gift of speed 
reading. 
DOUG G.: Lord Nelson of the H.M.C.S. Hunter. 
BILL H.: Only his hairdresser knows for sure. 
PAM H.: Still looking for a Jolly Green Giant. 
JON H.: Still learning to swim with water-wings. 
BARB J.: Hates class tests even more now. 
COLLEEN K.: Still hearing "Hey Shorty" from 
one J.A. 
DALE K.: Absence makes the heart grow fonder. 
DOUG K.: Still whistling "All I want for Christ-
BLUE AND WHITE, 1965 
mas are my two front teeth". 
BOB K.: Teaching Latin - what else? 
JOHN K.: Anything is possible. 
LINDA K.: Still giving Mr. A. trouble. 
PAUL L.: So fast a track star, we can't see the 
future. 
DAVEL.: Another Richard Burton (actor). 
BOB L.: Still remembering his Geography and 
the chicks. 
BARBARA P.: Still taking Latin. 
PEGGYL YNN S.: Baking another fruitcake for 
a certain English teacher. 
BOB S.: A football hero. 
NICK S.: Still remembers Botany Bob. 
BOB S.: Has visions of the ceiling in Physics. 
ELLEN J.: Still trying to get a seat behind 
Sharon. 
SHARON W.: Still has unsavoury words for 
Mr. A. 
JEAN W.: Still attends Assumption dances. 




3rd Row, Geore• Perich, Roy Simrok, Dove 
Goeb.l, freeman Renaud, Joe· fuduric, 
Brion longdow1, Ed Mulawka. 
2nd Row, Clarence loliberte, Marie Mac• 
hooc, Carol Tociuk, Carolin Wood, Cheryl 
Morris, Steve Cox. 
1st Rowt 8ev Perritt, Betty Hind, Mr. 
BurHng, Janice Harrison, Jill Robinson. 
Absent, Judy Bolsdon, Ken Copeman, 
Carolin• Rein, Jerry Sokolik, Morris 
Tho01son, Judy Welch. 
11E 
4th Row, William Curry, Tim Fillplc, fra,k 
Votoi, Ken Brandes, G.rofd kMJo, 
Steve 801.anfch, Alan Anderson, Mi~ 
Wood. 
3rd Row, Ell Sukunda, Diane Nicholson, 
Vicki Wright, Irene Boldlzar, Pat Marti, 
Winnie Macisaac, Foye Renaud, S~ 
Langmaid, Lynne Watts, Janet Macphtr. 
son, Rocco Lucente. 
2nd Row, Jeon De Young, Undo Paltrida• 
Sonia Cybok, Susan Morris, Dione Ahr: 
man, lindo Gelinas, Valerie Bohr 
Elizabeth Dinnendahl, Sandy Rice, Ad~ 
fields. 
1st Row: Lindo Sunki, Tris Gordon, Joyct 
Kneole, Mr. Burr, Sandy Thomas, S.tt, 
Lou Nosella, Jeon Gelinas. 
Absent, Karen McCann, Ran St. laul~ 
Margaret McCallum, Julie l~howia, 
Dennis laRose, Lynda Fallon, Atseo Mi,-
sour. 
11G 
4th Row, Phi! Hodges, Gerry ButwilowlCI, 
Jim Hinton, Ke'W'in McCabe, Ken Copeman, 
Pete Dunn, Ross MacDonald, Terry Ciebin, 
Ron Burnside. 
3rd Row, Lesley Camlls, Mike Koll, Jo.Iv! 
Pask, Pete Asselstine, Michael Cieb1n, 
8111 lamb, Jim Baker. 
2nd Row: .Sharon WIison, Doreen Dimmoc,k, 
Barbara Eckhert, Margaret NHly, Morsho 
Mongeau, Claire Whlhon, Adele Yamka, 
Madeline Meneguzzl. 
1 st Rowa Sharon Dearing, Sandy Smil!Y, 
Judy James, Mr. Monforton, Jocquel11M1 
Pask, Cheryle Hamara, Mallory McKay. 
Absent, Rosemary Morriuey, Tony Sc•ni, 
Peter Root, Dave Kozma, Bob Kenny, 
Vicki Gibb, Elaine French, Stvart Bowdoo, 
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS OF 11 E 
llE DIANE A.: App. Always smiling. SUSAN M.: P.P. Miss DeMarco's nag-ging "Sue keep quiet". 
DENNIS L.: App. Silence please. 
LYNNE W.: Amb. French professor with collec-
tion of French prize books. 
LYNDA F.: Amb. trying to curl her hair. 
JULIE-ANNE.: Weak. Lady Clairol. 
VICKI.: Past. Waiting for letters from Okla. 
RENE.: F.S.: "I like him. a whole bunch." 
SANDY T.: App. Short but sweet. 
JEAN D.: Weak. Being ready £or inspection. 
LIZ.: F.S. We don't know; she says it too fast. 
LOIS.: P.P. People that talk too fast. 
PAT.: Past. Losing drivers licenses and rings. 
WINNIE.: Fut. '75. Writing cartoons for Mr. 
Peabody. 
KAREN.: Past. Writing notes to V. W. 
SONIA.: Amb. To hit the high notes at choir. 
LINDA G.: F.S. "No I'm Linda, Jean is my 
cousin." 
SANDRA R.: Past. Receiving presents from J.H. 
RON L.: Past Making noises in Latin classes 
with G.K. 
DIANE N.; You know what . .. and with whom. 
MR. BURR: P.P. People who don't stand up. 
LINDA P.: P.P. People who call her poultridge. 
SUSAN L.: Weak. Going hairy over ... ? 
LYNDA S.: Amb. To keep ants supplies in order. 
BETTY-LOU.: Amb. To learn how to talk after 
her laryngitis. 
JEAN G.: P.P. Miss DeMarco getting her mixed 
up with her cousin L.G. 
JOYCE.: Past. Writing E.T. all over her books. 
ADELE F.: App. Married to Ringo and living 
on a plantation in Africa. 
ALAN.: Weak. Haircuts. 
KEN.: Past. Always thinking about himself. 
VALERIE: T.M. Look in the B. & W. literary 
section. 
MARG M.: Past. Developing film at Junior 
Achievement with L. 
ELI S.: Past. Wiping Mantan off himself. 
BILL C.: Past. Beginning to indulge. 
MIKE T.M.: First Muskeeter. 
TIM.: T.M. Second Muskeeter. 
STEVE.: T.M. Third Muskeeter. 
JANET.: Past. Losing a lot of weight during the 
holidays. 
ROCCO.: Past. Avoiding the "axe of doom". 
FRANK V.: Amb. To try and be in class before 
one minute to nine. 
GERRY K.: T.M. His bright yellow sweat shirt. 
llF 
AN EXPERIMENT WITH 11 F 
Location: In an old WOODEN house MULA WKA stand, and heat to 
90° SIMRAK with a BALSDON of DOCTOR BURLING. 
Purpose: To prove to COPEMAN the 
SOKOLIK theory. 
Apparatus: 1 MULA WKA stand. 
2 BALSDON burner. 
3 THOMSON flask. 
Method: 
4 RENAUD aluminum. 
5 ROBINSON freezer. 
1 Mix together FUDURIC dioxide, 
LANGDOWN fluid, COX acid and 
and po-TACIUK MACISAAC. 
2 Place together into THOMSON 
flask, which is held up by a 
burner. 
3 Add a pinch of LALIBERTY and 
stir. 
4 Place in RENAUD aluminum and 
chill till cool in a ROBINSON 
freezer. 
Observations: .................. SMOKE!!! ................ .. 
REISSults: 1 There was a MOR-RIS explosion. 
2 From this explosion the HARRIS-
ON his head PERICHed. 
Conclusions: He won the GOEBEL prize which 
was the HIND legs of a PERRITT. 
RECORD RESEMBLANCES OF 11 G 
llG 
girl. 
MADELINE M.: Shy Girl? 
PETE D.: Devil or Angel? 
CHERYLE H.: Mixed up Shook up-
KEVIN M.: Theme of "The Jolly Green Giant". 
MIKE K.: Ahab the Arab. 
SHARON D.: Where is Johnny now? 
JUDY J.: Blame it on the Bossa Nova. 
ROSS M.: I Feel Fine, Chug-a-lug. 
TONY S.: I Want to Hold Your Hand. 
MALLORY M.: Tan Shoes and Pink Shoe Laces. 
PETE A.: Theme from The Apartment. 
MIKE C.: Dedicated to the One I Love (soccer 
ball). 
ELAINE F.: Dominique. 
BILL L.: In a Shabby Little Hut????? 
MARSHA A.: Come See About Me. 
JACQUELINE P.: Little Town Flirt. 
BOB K.: Puff the Magic Dragon. 
CLAIRE W.: Ragdoll. 
SHARON W.: Little Old Lady from Pasadena. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1965 
ROSE M.: Good-bye Cruel World. 
PHIL W.: Soldier Boy. 
ADELE Y.: This Time We're Really Breaking 
Up. 
JERRY.: The Name Game. 
SANDY S.: Don't Say Good-night and Mean 
Good-bye. 
TERRY C.: A Loser in Love. 
JIM H.: Playboy? 
BARB E .: Sealed With a Kiss. 
STEWART B.: Drummer Boy. 
LESLEY C.: The Reverend Mr. Black. 
JOHN (POOPSIE) P.: You Must Have Been a 
Beautiful Baby. 
RON B.: Mr. Lonely. 
DOREEN D.: Do the Robot Wallk. 
VICKI G.: Talk to Me. 
JIM B.: M-1-C-K-E-Y M-0-U-S-E. 
DAVE K.: Monster Mash. 
MR. MONFORTON.: What Kind of Fool am I 
( trying to teach 11 G) . 
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10A 
4th Row: Gerry Gut, Larry Konyu, Leslie 
Gill, Wayne Ferguson, Ttly Popodimoulis, 
Don Christie, Jamie Dunn, Don Macleod, 
Alan luborsky, Murray Nohnybido. 
3rd Row: Oovid Brown, KMI Hewer, Sandy 
Leishman, Chris Leishman, Lynn Perritt, 
Janice Drakich, David Pillon, Horry 
Rosenbaum. 
2nd Row: lee Boughner, Carol Rymer, 
Marcia Glos, Ruth Hillman, Margie Ander .. 
son, Donna Baird, Bonnte Hutton, Cathy 
Whiteside. 
1st Row: Erika Gentsch, Gabrielle Bocioogo, 
Barbaro Stewart, Mr. Cruickshank, Sharon 
Corr, Barb Gold, Janis Clarke . 
11H 
3rd Rowr Clifford Brouyette, Robert Simard 
Barry Stevenson, Bill Hewitt, Donald c,.,; 
Gordon McKenzie, Marvin Routliffe, Ste~ 
Molnar. 
2nd Row: Mork Michon, Duncan Hind, Eu, 
gene Dubel, Ro~rt Bonda,. Barbaro Swe.t 
Bruce Mcloughlin, Ronald Werner, Rich: 
ord Jones,. Alex Grkovich. 
1 st Row: Elaine Baldwin, Mory o·Rourkt , 
Bonnie MacDonald, Miss Shillington, Judy 
Silverstein, Lindo Rymor, Maureen Powe,. 
Absent: Roger Addison. 
108 
4th Row: Eric Jenkins, Patrick Goggin,, 
Phil MIies, David Perkins, Jim Smith, 
Wolter lozynsky, Bob Rudok, Scott M'lr· 
tin, Dove Young, Noel Montogono. 
3rd Row: Michel Bisson, Ross Wetmore, 
Wendy Percival,. Barbara Mcclennon, 
Dione Varga, Margaret Stewart, l(ortn 
Hornick, Al Sawatzky, Stuart Kelch, 
2nd Row: Beverly Lossing, Rhonda Beck, 
Jennifer lacy, Carol Dawson, Morgoret 
Hallam, Donna Prampero, Carol Vizard, 
Pot MocDonell, Pot Rider, Gerry McDonald. 
1st Row1 Margaret Keith, Lindo Piper, 
Sharon Sellars, Miss Skelly, Janet Grey· 
biel, Allyn~Eloine Keagy, Heather Ber· 
kekey. 
Absent: Milutin Oroboc, Robe rt Jershy. 
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CLASS NEWS OF 11 H 
llu ALEX G.: Only one in the class w~o resourceful, trustworthy, etc., etc. thinks he's funny. MARVIN R.: Prince Routliffe of Rawalpindi BILL H.: Will never change his Faith. West Pakistan. 
RICHARD J.: Still making eyes at the girls. ROGER A.: Struggling to make 2y-6x+l=O. 
BRUCE M.: Red headed brain. DON C.: "What a body." 
LYNDA R.: Only cello player in the Congo. ELAINE B.: Her hairdresser knows, but then, so 
JUDY S.: Not even her hairdresser knows for does everybody. 
sure. GORDON M.: Oh well, there's always next year. 
ROBERTS.: Packers has the meat, BOBBY B.: Keeping the peace between Comrade 
Packers has the price ... ? Dubel and Prince Routliffe. 
BARRY S.: Wishes he were all grade twelve. CLIFFORD B.: Furiously doing homework on 
RONALD W.: Giving inside tips for cutting re- his lunch hour. 
cords. DUNCAN H.: He's everybody's friend, and we 
BARBARA S.: Si quaris peninsulam amoenam mean everybody. 
circumspice. MARY K.: "Marry, that very 'marry' is the 
EUGENE D.: Comrade Dubel of Dneprodzer- theme I came to talk of ... " 
zhinsk U.S.S.R. MISS SIIlLLINGTON: Nervously waiting to see 
MARK M.: Future principal of W.C.I. what her "charming" pupils would say about 
STEVEN M.: Studious, intelligent, hard working, her in the Blue and White. 
1 OA IN THE PAST (P) AND FUTURE (F) 
loA MARGIE A.: (F) Still trying to put Puce on the map. DONNA B.: (P) Collecting Howdie 
Doodie pin-ups. 
GABE B.: (P) Most rugged one in the Peanut 
Gallery. 
DAVE B.: (F) Too old for toys, too young for 
chicks. 
LEE B.: (P) Trying to iron out her cat after it 
slept on the radiator. 
SHARON C.: (P) Reckless tricycle rider. 
JANIS C.: (P) Finger painting with pablum. 
DON C.: (F) Selling newspapers to illiterates. 
JANICE D.: (P) Mommy's helper washing let-
tuce with soap. 
JAMIE D.: (F) Go to jail, directly to jail, do 
not pass go ... 
WAYNE F.: (F) Still visiting Mr. Nighswander. 
ERIKA G.: (P) Up-to-date on Mother Goose's 
latest tunes. 
MARCIA G.: (P) In puppy-love (with her dog). 
BARB G.: (P) Trying to brush her dog's teeth 
with Pup-sodent! 
LESLIE G.: (F) Succeeeding David the Collosus 
TV-9. 
JERRY G.: (F) Subscribing to Don M's maga-
zine. 
KEN H.: (F) Still laughing at T.P.'s jokes. 
RUTH H.: (P&F) Looking under toadstools for 
elves and fairies. 
BONNIE H.: (F) Swims half way across channel, 
tires, swims back. 
LARRY K. {F) Still pushing the wrong buttons. 
CHRIS L.: {P) Gives up Mother Goose for boys. 
SANDY L.: (P) Pulling at Santa's beard. 
ALAN L.: (P) Uses Tonette (with the younger 
man in mind). 
DON M.: {F) Publishes infamous "dit dit" maga-
zine. 
MURRAY N.: {F) Mr. A will finally have his 
head. 
TELY P.: {P) Learns about birds and bees -
gets stung. 
DAVE P.: (F) Owner "Pillon's Boose and 
Bu--k". 
HARRY R.: (F) Talent scout for Pillon. 
LYNN P.: {P) Auditioning for Popeye's "Tiny 
Tot Review". 
CAROL R.: (P) Mickey Mouse's most loyal fol-
lower. 
BARB S.: (F) Replaces monkeys on Red Rose 
Tea "ads". 
CATHY W.: (P) Gives up favourite blanket for 
Teddy Bear. 
MR. CRUICKSHANK: (P) As a blond he had 
more fun. 
A 10B DITTY 
IOB The first day of school MISS SKELLY sat steady 
In marched lOB all smiling and ready. 
GERRY, SHARON and MARGARET H. looked 
pretty 
While SCOTT and MICHEL tried to be witty. 
MILUTIN and DAVE Y. the musicians so great 
Watched as ELAINE, CAROL D., and MAR-
GARET K. sauntered in late. 
Said HEATHER to DIANE, "School sure is 
grand" 
JENNIFER replied - "It's the greatest, man!" 
WALLY and PAT just laughed and laughed 
As ROSS said "Do you feel a draft?" 
The traveller WENDY was glad to be back 
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and ERIC was ready for this year's track. 
BEVERLY, LINDA and PAT M. thought of 
dances 
as STUART, PHIL and BOB threw them glances. 
PAT R. wondered if she would head the class 
But BARBARA, KAREN, and DONNA just 
wanted to pass. 
AL and DAVE P. brushed up on their German 
And NOEL was glad that he didn't go to Herman. 
The Beatles are great thought CAROL V. 
Ahd JIM said, "The signal corps, that's for me." 
RHONDA, MARGARET S. and JANET - they 
round out the rest. 




3rd Row1 David Keen, Chris Edney, Ron 
Micsinuky,. Gory Zoppio, Joe louses, 
8ernie Fitzmaurice, Colin Bradley, John 
Panic, Richard Koroll, Jim Teran. 
2nd Row: Wayne Tomlin son, Daniel Kerr, 
Pauline Gladden, Christine Lagace, Lindo 
Litster', Susan Eckert, Cathy Horn, Dorothy 
Storey, AJlon OeRush, Tom Amsden. 
1 st Row: Susan Mortinuzzi, Gwen Christen-
son, Sherry Wyse, Mr. Allison, Barbaro 
Smith, Doreen Lewandowski, Margaret 
Quinn. 
Absent: Mortin Boch, Lindo Brenner, Joanne 
Parrott, Julie Weedmark. 
lOC 
.Cth Row: Grant Gibson, John Macko, David 
Tolllngton, John Weiss, Murray Maddoms 
Rick Mortin, M!ke lutsch, Jam&s Wahh' 
Mike Robinson. ' 
3rd Row1 David Logan, Randy Fleming 
lorry Morris, Mike S.<1ton, Gordon Andry' 
Bill Rukos, Rolph King, Luigi Zarlengo. ' 
2nd Row: Connie Thompson, Connie Dono, 
hue, Cathy Provost, Margo Bowey, Carol 
Wright, Sharon Albu, Jennif•r Golding 
Carol H&am, Gail Chapman. ' 
lsf Row: Angela OeMartin, Joan Norbury, 
Margaret Lawson, Mrs. Lawson, Susan 
Cohen, Margaret OeMart1n, Cathy Popovich. 
lOE 
4th Row: Ken Bialkows\i, Ronald Worby, 
Howard Weeks, Rol ph Wild, Eric Elcombt, 
Don Allen, Bill Bracktl l, Peter Lembke, 
Robert Hojdu. 
3rd Row, Jon Maltby, Bruce Shand, Beverly 
Wilson, Catherine Modsooc, Delio Dion, 
Joan fletcher, Lindo Vrabel, John Moc· 
lavish, Bruce Gold. 
2nd Row: Pamela Granger, Susan Henderson, 
Kathy Richardson, Penilou Pacey, Pamela 
Ebbinghaus, Patricio louowski, Ruth 
Kozak, Gail Jeffery, Janette Daobous, 
Joanne Montgomery. 
1 st Row: Delores Stam11ler, Anne McCon· 
ville, Caroline Chouinard, Mrs. Mon~e.r, 
Judith Asmar, Joan Stephens, Patricio 
Hunter. 
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FAMOUS SONGS OF 1 OC 
10
(1 SHARON: A Mixed Up Shook Up 
lJ Girl. 
GORD: Wild Weekend. 
MIKE B.: Mr. Lonely. 
MARGO: If I Had a Hammer. 
SUSAN: If I Had a Heart. 
ANGELA: Witchcraft. 
MARGARET D.: Elephant Walk. 
CONNIE D.: Midnight Mary. 
RANDY: The Jerk. 
GRANT: The Swimming Fish. 
JEFF: Two Faces Have I. 
CAROL H.: Don't Be Afraid. 
ROLPH: Drip Drop. 
MARG L.: Leader of the Laundromat. 
MRS. LAWSON: Leader of the Pack. 
DAVE L.: Wild One. 
MIKE L.: Michael Row Your Boat Ashore. 
MURRAY: Tall Cool One. 
RICK: French Blues. 
LARRY: Monster Mash. 
JOHN M.: That Boy John. 
JOAN: Shy Girl. 
PAPO: She's a Woman. 
CATHY: Little Town Flirt. 
BILL: Guitar Man. 
MIKE R.: Killer Joe. 
CONNIE T.: Talk Back Trembling Lips. 
DAVE T.: Live Wire. 
JIM: I'll Be Strong. 
JIM W.: What a Guy. 
JOHN W.: Big Bad John. 
CAROL: It Won't Be Long. 
LUIGI: Louie Louwi. 
FAVOURITE SAYINGS OF 100 
lOD BERNIE F.: "I was just born to lose." JIM T.: "A Walking Miracle." CHRIS E.: "I'm really in the hip." 
DAN K.: "I'll dance in the street." 
DAVE K.: "Devil or angel." 
TOM A.: "No sir, not me Dave!" 
JOE T.: "Oh, Joe, you silly boy." 
JOHN P.: "Dreamy eyes." 
ALAN D.: "Mama!!" 
GARY Z.: "Oh, take these chains from my 
heart." 
RON M.: "I'm iust too much." 
1NAYNE T.: "Come into my heart dear." 
COLLIN B.: "I'm the man, truly the man." 
GWEN C.: "My heart, your heart." 
loE MRS. MONGER (F.S.): You silly billy! JUDY A. (R): Mr. Magoo. 
DON A. (P.P.): Susan H. 
KEN B. (T.M.): Striped sweaters. 
BILL B. (R): The All-American Boy. 
CAROLYN C. (P.P.): Curly bangs. 
JANETTE D. (P.P.): 5 sisters, 1 brother. 
DELIA D. (P.D.): Popeye's heroine. 
PAM E. (T.M.): Telephone. 
ERIC E. (R): Lurch (of Addams Family). 
JOAN F. (F.S.): How come? 
BRUCE G. (F.S.): "Mr. B., these girls are bother-
ing me." 
PAM G. (P.D.): Race-car driver. 
BOB H. (R): Felix the Cat. 
SUSAN H. (P .P.): Don A. 
PAT H. (R) : Blondie. 
GAIL J. (P.D.): Stranded on a desert island with 
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JO ANN P.: "I'll follow the little star." 
BARBARA S.: "Gee I'm beautiful." 
JULIE W.: "I really talk too much." 
DOROTHY S.: "I'll get me a real man." 
CHRISTINE L.: "Did you know I love . . . " 
MARG. Q.: "I'm really cute under the drier." 
SUSAN M.: "I'm Emily Landhurst II." 
LINDA B.: "My Guy." 
SHERRY W.: "Where did our love go." 
LINDA L.: "I know I'm irresistible." 
CATHY H.: "Come with me Honey eyes." 
DOREEN L.: "I'm shy, but I'm effective." 
SUSAN E.: "You know, I'm just a darling." 
RICHARD K.: "Oh, man am I swinging." 
K. L. 
RUTH K. (P.P.): Dagwood. 
PAT L. (P.P.): Glasses, missing boots. 
CATHY M. (T.M.): A blush, a sigh, a quiver. 
JOHN M. (P.D.): Girls ... Girls ... Girls ... 
JAN M. (P.P.): Being early for school. 
ANNE M. (P.P.): Lending out gym suits. 
JOANNE M. (P.P.): Colds. 
PENNY P. (P.D.): Dancer of the Year. 
CATHY R. (R): Charlie Chaplin. 
BRUCE S. (T.M.): Brylcreem. 
DELORES S. (T.M.): Tootsie. 
JOAN S. (P.P.): Red hair. 
LINDA V. (T.M.): Mouse. 
HOWARD W. (P.D.): Member of Olympic Track 
Team. 
RALPH W. (T.M.): Mr. Big. 
BEV. W. (T.M.): Straight hair. 
RON W. (P.D.): President of A.A. 
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10G 
.Cth Row: Gerald Baldwin, Ian Campbell, 
Bruce Ciebin, Charles Gauthier, Rondy 
Brown, Bill Irving, Mike Power, Wayne 
Boboijik, 
3rd Row: Steve Donohue, Bryan Davidson, 
Dave Elliston.. Ron Allison, Bill Leon, 
Keith W&ndorf, George McHollam, Doug 
Atkinson. 
2nd Row1 Cheryle Gammon, Liz Glen, Mory 
Pochinok, Frances Dion, Emlly lozynsky, 
Dionne Wyott, Cathy Mortin, Wendy Ham. 
ilton, Yetto Jones, Sandy Sgroz.zutti, 
1 st Row: Sandy Grenier, Cebbie Weeks, 
Brenda Keen, Mr. Wood, Cathy Taylor, 
Sandy Trott, Linda Laughton. 
Absent: Ron Renaud, Madeline St. Pierre. 
lOF 
4th Row, Darwin Yarish, Bob S.nchuk, Bob 
Tychie., Phll Kander, Malcolm Ar,gus 
Bob Brien, Ken Edwards, Ricky Duronct; 
Jule, Trudel. 
3rd Row, D6ls6y Kozak, Wayne Dubel, Po• 
Nontois, Susan Gee, Leslie Muldoon, lii 
fletcher,. Terry Wilkins, Quentin Mckin-
non, Pat Marcus. 
2nd Row: Ruth Hodges, Montserrat Arcos, 
Connie Fit:zslt'nmons,. Melonie Spoon.r. 
Mory Morton, Marilyn Peters. 
1st Row:i Vicki Morcuz, Janet Bowden, 
Maureen Pegg, Mr. Kupnickf, Carol Vuko. 
brat, Carol Bro,.ton, tl:ose Powluchyk:. 
Absent: Tom Harris. 
ClOA 
3rd Row, Darlene Baschuk, Darlene Belo,, 
ger, Oarilttne Lajoie, Mory Lou Fitzpat• 
rick, Mary Lou Knuckle, Joan McCabe, 
Jennifer Wilson. 
2nd Row: Judy Merlo, Linda Lucier, Ros•· 
morie Wood, Beth Cameron,. Linda Doster, 
Carol Weepers. 
ht Row: Lynne Lombier,. Eileen Taschuk, 
Mr. Krouse,. Donna Beneteou, Gino lo· 
Monaco,. Debbie Corter. 




IF 1 OF JOURNEYED TO RUSSIA 
lOF 
TERRY W .: Would take his drum two. 
sticks. 
DARWIN Y.: Would take a Russian 
dictionary for the class. 
TOM H.: Would take himself. 
MA:::..COLM A.: Would take his little brother. 
RICKY D.: Would take a return ticket. 
BOB B.: Would take his little blue wagon filled 
with madras underwear. 
WAYNE D.: Would take his Gestapo union card. 
DORSEY K.: Would take a girl acquaintance 
of his. 
BOB T.: Would take a mustang. 
LIZ F.: Would take her dentist with her. 
KEN E.: Would take a pair of dull scissors. 
PHIL K.: Would take his Monkey Division and 
his Tommy Gun. 
CONNIE F.: Would take her Stones album in 
"Russian". 
MARILYN P.: Would take her bikini hat. 
PAT M.: Would take his cue-stick and table. 
MONTSE A.: Would take a boy acquaintance of 
hers. 
LESLIE M.: Would take her beanycopter for 
WHAT WOULD 
lOG RON A.: Got a haircut? DOUG: Failed a Latin test? 
GERRY: Didn't have a daily talk with 
Mr. A.? 
WAYNE: Told funny jokes? 
RANDY: Didn't know where the door was in 
French? 
IAN: Doesn't break up with Connie? 
BRUCE: Was more interested in Fr ench than the 
end of a pointer? 
BRYAN: Could find his famous ruler? 
FRAN: Thought more? 
STEVE: Got a 99% average? 
DAVE: Didn't have an imaginary band? 
CHERYL: Didn't have spells in French? 
CHARLES: Wasn't an Albino Indian? 
LIZ: Didn't have a secret r omance with Mr. 
Wood? 
SANDY G.: Liked the French teacher? 
WENDY: Didn't have a determined mind? 
MELANIE S.: Would take her "Learn Russian" 
records to play on the plane. 
MARY M.: Would take the "Beatles". 
JANET B.: Would take her sign, reading "Look 
before you leap". 
VICKY M.: Would take her??? 
CAROL V.: Would take someone named Ron A. 
SUSAN G.: Would take her autograph of 
Khrushchev. 
RUTH ANN H.: Would take the smartest kid's 
notes to catch up. 
ROSE P .: Would take her "borsh". 
CAROL B.: Would take a certain boy named 
Bob. 
PAM N.: Would take Ron. 
MAUREEN P .: Would take her own Dennis. 
QUENTIN McK.: Would take his mooching 
habits. 
BOB S.: Would take his kayak. 
JULES T.: Would take his great mind for 
weighing things. 
MR. KUPNICKI : Would take his tape-recorder 
and "friends". 
1 OG BE LIKE IF 
BILL I.: Wasn't a pal of Mr. Thomas. 
VETT A: Didn't stick her tongue out? 
BILL L.: Didn't have "Sam" as his middle name? 
EMILY: Wasn't Miss Wright's demonstrator in 
gym? 
CATHY M.: Expanded both ways? 
GEORGE: Grew some muscles? 
MARY: Wasn't merry? 
MIKE: Didn't have power? 
SANDY S.: Ever smiled at a boy? 
RON R.: Didn't answer atomic questions? 
MADELINE: Could speak out? 
CATHY T.: Had long fingernails? 
SANDY T.: Wasn't charming? refined .... ? 
DEBBIE: Forgot how to dance? 
KEITH: Didn't put his legs under Mr. Altmyer's 
desk? 
DIANNE: Didn't take judo lessons? 
MR. WOOD: Wasn't two weeks too late? 
FACTS ABOUT C 1 OA - APPEARANCE AND PET PEEVE 
f1 IOA LINDA L.: App.- Out of this world. 
lJ P.P.-School. 
LINDA LA.: App.-A small stick of 
dynamite. 
P.P.- W.S. 
1Th1DA T.: App.- Not certain. 
P.P.- Art. 
DONNA B.: App.- Cool, calm and kooky. 
P.P.-Math. 
KATHY M.: App.-lnnocent. 
P.P.-Homework. 
EILEEN T.: App.-Tasmanian devil. 
P .P .- A certain blonde. 
BETH C.: App.-Sweet and innocent. 
P.P.- Senior basketball practice. 
JOAN McC.: App.- Bewitching. 
P.P.-Linda. 
ROSEMARIE W.: App.- Little lost girl. 
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P.P.-Geography. 
DARLENE L.: App.-? 
P.P.-Geography. 
DARLENE B.: App.-Sleepy. 
MARILOU F.: App.-Hopeless. 
P.P.-Geography class. 
GINA LO M.: App.-Quiet ha! ha! 
P.P.-A certain gum chewer. 
LINDA D.: App.-Good things come in small 
packages. 
P.P.-Pushy people. 
CAROLE W .: App.-Talking. 
DEBBIE C.: App.- Strong silent type. 
P.P.-79tt rir.gs. 
DARLENE B.: App.-Look in the yellow pages. 
MARILOU K.: App.-Well?? 
JUDY M.: App.- Suspicious. 
P.P.-Opening the locker. 
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-'th Row: Joseph Perpich, Lawrence Neveu, 
George Targachoff, William Schertz:er, 
Peter Mateja, George Marcus, Donald 
Courneyeo. 
3rd Row1 Robert MacMillan, Kevin Wood, 
Robert Rutherford, Jacqueline Thurlow, 
Anne Mongeau. Pam Mongeau, Shelley 
Harshaw, Karhfeen Robinson, Donald 
Radford, Bruce Sweet, Peter OeYoung. 
2nd Row: Mr. Parr .. Wendy Sounders, Judy 
Whihon .. Nancy Spoiala., Rosemary Dro· 
bitch.. Darlene Clunis, Anne Watson, 
Diane Richardson, Miu Holl6r. 
hi Row: Rose Piccolo, Sylvia Needham. 
Jone Rozek, Jone Micsinszky, Lynda 
Stouch, Mory Lou Robitaille, Carol St. 
John. 
Absent: Bridget Smith, Jomes Pfaff. 
C108 
3rd Row: Glen Scose., Tom Hartleib, e,11c.e 
Harrost, Bill Braginez, Doug Hannon 
Mike Comtoi1, lorry Btistow, Jim Harvey: 
Brod Modoren. 
2nd Row: Ruth Janosik, Cathy Cook. Bonnit 
Treonor, Rosie Cahavara, Koren Paslemac, 
Brenda Jame,, Dionne Hutchins, Anno 
Martini, Jone Johnson, Andrea Theriault. 
l 1t Row: VJcky Rouka, Sera Tocco, Heolhtr 
!~~0 "ior~:;icJ~s::~'ria N~~~:,h!:;~hail, 
Absent1 Jeanette Hugall. 
9B 
,Ith Row, James Garber, Edwotd, Gochnik, 
Mortin Lucier, Thomas Woodrich, J~hn. 
Steen, Fronk Miesmer, Raymond Luu,er, 
Robert Glatter, Ronald Green. 
3rd Row: Wayne Specht., Terry Duronc•, 
Maurice Cousineau.. Michael McCou1ey, 
Bill Dunne, Edward Jones .. Mark McCarthy, 
Joseph Macisaac, Daryl Gellner. 
2nd Row: Mary Tychie, Donna Ponic,. Chr~, 
Moore, Marlene Ouipuis .. Oogmor f1iche • 
Donna Edwards, Lorraine Cobo, r;~ 
Grineau, Maureen Lesperance, 1 
Stewart. 
1 st Row: Arlene Guy, Mary Gee. Groce 
Allen, Mrs. Thurgood, Nancy Ford, Lindo 
Jones, Louanne Hanson. 
Absent: Rita Falzon. 
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PET PEEVES, FUTURE AND FAVOURITE SAYINGS IN ClOB f110B MR. TESTANI: P.P. ClOB. lJ ROSIE C.: FUT. '75. A certain P.D. 
and we don't mean probable destina-
tion. 
BRAD M.: P.P. Those stuck up, conceited Her-
man girls. 
NORMA M.: FUT. '75. Married with 6 crazy 
BS's going on the 7th. 
HEATHER W.: FUT. '75. Will it be P.M., J.G. 
or L.S.? 
TOM H.: FUT. '75. Still trying to get out of 
grade 10. 
BRENDA J.: F.S. "He came and apologized to 
me again." 
JIM H.: F.S. "Will you repeat that, Sir?" 
JANE J.: F.S. "Uh, I didn't know." 
LARRY B.: P.P. Girls in lOB. 
BRUCE H.: F.S. !!"!!"!!; - and that's not all. 
GLEN S.: F.S. "I do not wear nail polish." 
CATHY C.: FUT. '75. Still being a mother to 
Brenda. 
RUTH J.: FUT. '75. Leader of the pack. 
ANDREA T.: P.P. Certain people B.T. and N.M. 
BILL B.: F.S. "You really know how to hurt a 
guy don't you." 
SERA T.: FUT. '75. Waitress at the Italia. 
DOUG H.: FUT. '75. Still trying for a record in 
brownie marks. 
DEANNE H.: F.S. "I don't know what you are 
talking about." 
KAREN P.: FUT. '75. Still fighting the boys off 
(D.H.). 
MOTRIA T.: P.P. The whole gang L.B., N.M., 
B.T., B.M., B.H. 
MIKE C.: FUT. '75. Still hoping his jaw will 
soon heal. 
JANETIE H.: FUT. '75. Still recovering from 
her ailment in '65. 
VICKY R.: F.S. "I didn't know." 
ANNA M.: FUT. '75. Private secretary to Ein-
stein. 
MARY L.: FUT. '75. Private secretary for a 
large firm. 
BONNIE T.: FUT. '75. Still undecided about a 
husband. 
WHAT WOULD 9A TAKE TO THE MOON? 
9A DARLENE C.: Peace and quiet. ROSEMARY D.: Her friends. SHELLY H.: Her glasses, if she re-
members them. 
JANE M.: Her volleyball. 
PAM M.: Her comb. 
ANNE M.: Maybe Pete. 
SYLVIA N.: Her elastics, and bands for her hair. 
ROSE P.: Something or somebody. 
DIANE R.: The Jolly Green Giant (Ho, Ho, Ho.) 
KATHY R.: Mary Lou (Susie) and Rita. 
MARY LOU R.: Kathy and Rita. 
JANE R.: Her Clearasil tube. 
WENDY S.: Bob, Tony, Jack, Ron, John, ???? 
CAROL S.: Her red hair. 
BRIDGET S.: Murray or Harold. 
NANCY S.: A boy named Eddie. 
LINDA S.: Her shampoo. 
JACQUIE T.: A certain boy in 9A. 
ANNE W.: Her make-up. 
JUDY W.: Her glasses. 
MISS HALLER: Her cookbook and sewing ma-
chine. 
JIM P.: Bring his crutches. 
GEORGE T.: A razor. 
ROBERT M.: Sonny boy. 
DON C.: His bowl and comb. 
KEVIN W.: Blue sweater. 
ROBERT R.: 15~ for potato chips. 
JOE P.: Boy Scout badge. 
PETE D.: Toboggan. 
BRUCE S.: Toronto Maple Leafs. 
PETER M.: Water boy. 
BILL S.: Girls, girls, and more girls. 
LARRY N.: Spaceship full of girls. 
DONALD R.: Censored. 
GEORGE M.: His French book. 
WAYNE B.: Pair of tight pants. 
MR. PARR.: A piece of wood that's smooth, 
true, and level. 
A GLIMPSE INTO 9B'S CRYSTAL BALL 
9B MRS. THURGOOD: Is principal of W.C.I. JOHN S.: Is still a growing boy. 
TOM W.: Is right now studying a very important 
subject - girls. 
EDITH S.: Hairdresser doing Arlene's hair. 
RONALD G.: Is a famous playboy of many 
"talents". 
WAYNE S.: Is one of Peter Pan's Lost Boys. 
JOE M.: Is a 20th Century Robin Hood. 
ARLENE G.: Is Miss Universe????? 
DONNA E.: Is now living on the "Red Sea". 
DAGMAR F.: Is the first woman mayor of her 
beloved Guelph. 
MAURICE C.: Is a professional football player 
for the Puce Wildcats. 
BILL D.: Is a modern Don Juan. 
JIM G.: Is ???? Your guess is as good as mine. 
MAUREEN L.: Is OH No, not another George 
Harrison!!!! 
RITA F.: Is still pintsized and sweet but is still 
saying Sir in her sleep. 
MARTIN L.: Is a great manufacturer of combs. 
DARYL G.: Is still a devil in disguise living on 
an Island. 
MARLENE D.: "History" prof. of high standing. 
EDWARD J.: Is the Italian translator at Joe D's 
Cheese House. 
CHRIS M.: Preparing for a white wedding to D. 
MARK M.: Is now in a puddle of oil under a car 
in an auto mechanic shop. 
MICHAEL M.: Is advertising the smoker's cough 
on television. 
MARY G.: Leader of the Top Hat Jazz Band. 
Continued on Page 77 
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4th Row: Mot Heynsbroek, Paul Skowron, 
Wayrw, Walker, Bill Graham, Phil Borre, 
David Gammon, Doug Quinn, Bob Bloke, 
Chari•• Coum•y•o. 
3rd Row, Bill Slobodo, Emile Lendorf, 
John Willcock, Marjorie Bernard, Rosemary 
Levoc-, Wendy Turner, Neil Smith,. Greg 
Wild, Rick Shearon. 
2nd Row: fay Kander, Dione Steen,. 
Cotriono Cameron, Brenda Pastemac, 
Sand)' Sova, Deborah Jobin, Betty Hoger, 
Pauline Torigian. 
ht Row: Linda 8arnier, Dione Wemer, 
Nancy Thomas, Mr. Young, Susan Krona• 
cher, Dione Brasseur, Nancy Fasulo. 
Absent: Wayne Urquhart, Bill Gochnik. 
9C 
3rd Row, Mike Ondejko, John B.aulito 
Don Westfoll, Bab Pillsworth, aa,,.; 
Topok, Tom latouf. 
2nd Row: Pete Jussila, John Peris, Cathy 
~'::yh'ra~~:1.Y Radigan, Dove Ouquett., 
1 st Row: Valerie Farnham, Connie Moulder 
l1ndo Droke, Mr. Tesolin, Bonnie Bergeron' 
hobelle Fodor. ' 
Absent: Dave Corcoran, John Crease, Johft 
Deslippe, Sharon Eastman, Wendy Irwin, 
Jayne Thomas. 
9E 
4'th Row: Victor" Branch, Brien ~kttt, 
Reieon Pomerleau, Marcel Fortin, Gory 
Kehoe, Pat Miller, Kevin Sivell, Kious 
Nagele, Wolfgang Schwan, Clint Ryon. 
3rd Row1 Dino Rossi, Terry Neveu, laird 
Allon, Lois Howkins, Magdaleno Grebe~'· 
Charlene Myers, Michael Piskun, H,c.k 
Greason, John Drake. 
2nd Raw, Angaliko Kehl, Anne Pe<n;k, 
Kathleen Mailloux, Cathy Uttley, Gayle 
Oke, Bernice Btown, Sylvia Huckle, 
Marianne Schuller. 
1 st Row: Joan Morneau, Anne Mocecevic, 
Sandy Gelinas, Miss De Marco, Ann• 
Parent, Norma MacDonald, Joan Hartlen, 
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9B---Continued from Page 75 
MARY G.: Is a professional day dreamer. MARY T.: Is an American slave-driver in the 
FRANK M.: Only inhabitant on the moon. Congo. 
LINDA J.: Is a deep-sea diver for boys. LORRAINE C.: Is the Custom's Officer for 
EDWARD G.: Conqueror of Mt. Everest. Ethiopiea. 
GRACE A.: Is the swimming instructor for King TERRY D.: Is the star of a popular children's 
George School. show "The Red Giant". 
BOB G.: Is a great poet - HMM ... WHAT DONNA P.: Is a great movie actress in Tokyo. 
POEMS? NANCY F.: Is the head executive of Elegant 
LOUANNE H.: Is the renowned gossip columnist Peroxide Company, Incorporated. 
"Louanna Parsons". RAY L.: Is still a flirting Romeo. 
WHAT WOULD 9C BE LIKE IF 
9c BONNIE B.: Didn't want to quit school ? WENDY I.: Didn't have a different 
boy everyday? 
CATHY B.: Didn't say "Oh my Chucky Boy"? 
ISABEL F.: Lost her crush on M.L.? 
JANE T.: Started being sociable? 
CONNIE M.: Lost her knack for trouble? 
VALERIE F.: Quit doing her homework? 
GARY F.: Didn't have an answer for every 
question? 
JOHN P.: Didn't talk about B.K.? 
JOHN C.: Quit talking about Mike and Jackie 
and opened a barber shop? 
ROBERT P.: Got A's in every subject without 
studying? 
JOHN B.: Quit running away from school? 
THOMAS L.: Wasn't Dave D.'s right hand man? 
PETE J.: Got to be Mr. Thomas' Pet? 
DAN W.: Broke both of his legs? 
JACK D.: Quit being "Joe the Man"? 
BARRY T.: Didn't laugh at the errors that J. 
C. makes? 
MIKE 0.: Was sent to the office for bad re-
marks? 
DAVE D.: Didn't wiggle his ears and turn red? 
RANDY R.: Didn't have a million dollar ques-
tion in every class? 
WHO IS - OR- WHY DOES 
9D LINDA B.: 9D's greatest lover 'B"G'? JILL B.: A second Rose M. Levac? BOB B.: A baby in French? 
PillLIP B.: Like Small Brunettes? 
DIANE B.: Doug's talking companion? 
CAMERON C.: Believe in History? 
CHARLES C.: Depend on Matt H. for notes? 
NANCY F.: A brain in Math? 
BILL G.: Look like Brenda Pasternac? 
DAVID G.: Give Miss Duda a hard time? 
BILL G.: Advertiser for Graham Crackers? 
BETTY H.: A brain in History? 
MATT H.: Write certain notes for C.C.? 
DEBORAH I.: Shy when talking to teachers? 
KAYE K.: Well liked by Bill S.? 
SUSAN K.: Get along with Neil S.? 
EMILE L.: Such a big mouth? 
ROSEMARY L.: Swell, funny, and a big mouth? 
BRENDA P.: Such a nice flirt? 
DOUG 0.: Such a Casanova with Nancy T.? 
RICH S.: Mr. Young's favourite student? 
PAUL S.: Always make eyes at Dianne S.? 
BILL S.: Helpful when it comes to wrong an-
swers? 
NEL S.: Such a flirt with 9D's boys? 
SANDRA S.: The instigator of 9D's talkers? 
DIANE S.: Matt's and Doug's favorite girl? 
NANCY T.: Write a certain person letters (D.Q.)? 
PAULINE T.: J .W.'s best friend? 
WENDY T.: Instigator of trouble? 
WAYNE U.: Always absent-minded with Mr. 
Young? 
WAYNE W.: Idolize Bob H.? 
DIANE W.: Advertise Werner's shoes? 
GREG W.: Such a he-man? 
JOHN W.: Flirt with Wendy T.? 
9D - Mr. Young's favourite Class. 
WOULD 9E BE THE SAME IF 
9E LAIRD A.: Was tenor in the girls' choir? 
BRIAN B.: Didn't pop the question? 
VICTOR B.: Found the key to his locker? 
JOHN D.: Got to school on time after lunch? 
MARCEL F.: Replaced one of "Les Pierres 
Roulantes"? 
SANDY G.: Returned K. S.'s sweater? 
NICKY G.: Rumbled with G. K.? 
MARY G.: Replaced Miss Skelly in '74? 
JOAN H.: Didn't look so innocent? 
LOIS H.: Married Dino? 
ANGIE K.: Wasn't Miss Duda's "scatter brain"? 
GARY K.: Didn't always have footprints on his 
pants? 
SYLVIA H.: Had black hair? 
ANN M.: Stopped chewing gum? 
NORMA M.: Wasn't "Where The Boys Are"? 
KATHY M.: Didn't enjoy Willie's jokes? 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1965 
PAT M.: Ever stood up in class to answer a 
question? 
CHARLENE M.: Didn't live near a drug-store? 
JOAN M.: Liked Business Practice? 
KLAUS N.: Wasn't shy? 
TERRY N.: Didn't use "Greasy Kid's Stuff"? 
GAYLE 0.: Had a brush-cut? 
ANNE PA.: Didn't distribute mouldy sandwiches? 
ANNE PE.: Had green ears? 
MIKE P.: Didn't know the word "AH"? 
RAY P.: Went on a paper diet? 
DINO R.: Wasn't "The Red Headed Monster"? 
CLINT R.: Didn't carry a hair brush? 
MARIANNE S.: Wasn't called "Cobwebs"? 
WOLFGANG S.: Didn't return Miss De Marco's 
car keys? 
KEVIN S.: Wasn't called "Civil"? 
CATHY U.: Didn't tickle K. S.? 
BERNICE B.: Beat up 9E's lover boy? 
Page 77 
9G 
4th Row: Richard Heydon, John Juurinen, 
Tim Burton, Bill Nanson, Daniel Bonk. 
Philip Cox, Dion Fontouuo, Garth Eley. 
3rd Row: Thomas Boyd, Pete Watts, Mike 
Latimer, Richard Stephens., Louis Roffin, 
Robert Wild, Wayne Mortin, Christopher 
Griffiths, Paul Worby, Paul Mateciuk. 
2nd Row, Arlene Pecoric, Sylvia Cole, 
Candy Ryan, Abigail St. Louis, Pot 
Kwopis:z, Bonnie Wright, Hedy Dudek, 
Koren McHoughton, Barbara Archer, 
Roberta Sodlowski. 
1 st Row: Nancy rortor, Sandra Bisnett, 
Susan Teran, Mr. Hockey, Jo-Anne Smith, 
Carol Abrash, Carol Magda. 
Absent: Mory Mortin, George Szemon. 
9F 
4th Row, John Stewart, Michoel O'Rourb 
Carlo De Zan, Dennis Robertson, Donald 
Mcleod, Paul Innes, John Scott, Blair 
Stephenson, Alvin Broderick, Linn Hynd,. 
3rd Row, Michael Mody, Gregory Pt11ty 
Neil Michon, Mary Cipparone, Pam,I; 
Koval, Wendy Smith, Nancy Chou;notd 
John Crozier, Neal Carriere, Javed 
Hasnain . 
2nd Row, Philomena Del Fiacco, Judith 
Cleghorn, Sherrel Chopman, Donna NilOfl 
Barbara Keen, Nikki Holip, Jocqueli~ 
MocDonold, Sharon Green, Janet Bro'I<.,. 
1 ft Row: Rosemary Matos, RhodQ S<ott, 
Wanda Livingstone, Mr. Thomas, Gr«. 
Turnbull, Susonne Bechard, KallifYI 
Eorish. 
Absent: Sui.onne Cosey. 
9H 
Ath Row: Rod Vanstone, William GGn~eY', 
Gordon Smith, William Hamilton, Rich· 
ord Zuidwyk, Ronald Lynd, Robett l(o,ty,, 
Coru Hong. 
3rd Row· Richord Haydon, David Beatt)'h 
Steve ·orokich, Susan Pacey, Elizobtt 
Aueldine, Jim Amble r, George ~r,. 
Joseph Lamphier. 
2nd Row, Elizabeth Reader, Cheryl ~odd•!; 
Kore n Garde ner, Sharon Si1vente1n,. ~o 
Saunde rs, Donna Stewart, Jonet Hin • 
1st Row: Linda Pate rson, Joanne ~o~ 
Florence Rosenbaum, Mr. Russell, a 
Nenodovi(h, Candy Ooy, Shan Spo•"'· 




PROBABLE DESTINATION OF 9F 
9F 
MR. THOMAS: Strong enough to open 
his own window. 
SUSANNE B.: Bold. 
JANET B.: Married to Alvin B. 
ALVIN B.: Still in love with J. B. 
SUSANNE C.: Math. teacher. 
SHERRI C.: Married to N. H. 
JUDITH C.: Paid attention in class. 
MARY C.: Half-back on Puce team. 
JOHN C.: Instructor at Vic Tanny's. 
NEIL C.: Giving his curl a home perm. 
CARLO D.: Understudy to Marlon Brando. 
PHILOMENA D.: English teacher. 
KATHY E.: Getting Paul I's sick jokes. 
NIKKI H.: Getting a crew cut. 
BARBARA K.: Home with mother. 
WANDA L.: Teaching pigmies how to grow. 
JACKIE M.: Bubble gum manufacturer. 
PAM K.: Muscle throat. 
WENDY S.: Enemy of D. R. 
RHONDA S.: Talking as loud as teachers do. 
MIKE 0.: Home bleaching his hair. 
LINN H.: Ironing his hair. 
JAVED H.: Shyer than he is now. 
PAUL I.: Replacement for Santa Claus. 
MIKE M.: Slower than a turtle. 
JOHN S.: Curly black hair. 
DONALD Mc L.: Joining old race horses in the 
glue factory. 
DENNIS R.: Circus strong man. 
BLAIR S.: Mad scientist (Hick). 
JOHN S.: Ballet instructor. 
GRACE T.: Wanda Livingstone's first pupil. 
NANCY C.: Miss Walkerville of 1965. 
ROSEMARY M. Wearing different colours other 
than pink. 
A LETTER FROM 9G 
9G 
Dear Mommy and Daddy, 
I had a wonderful time at the circus, 
and have just returned. Mr. HOCKEY 
stepped smartly forward and announced the 
greatest class on earth. 
The strongman, BILL, N., amazed all with his 
rippling biceps, and his body-guard JOHN J. was 
armed with a dangerous looking brief-case. 
The clowns, BONNIE and PHIL, had everyone 
in stitches; even RICK, who was coming apart. 
The Flying Five Minus Three, ARLENE and 
GEORGE, were trapeze artists, angelic enough 
to deserve wings. As for entertainment, a run-
away Beatle, DAN B., drew the female category. 
A side chorus consisted of a lovely duet, CAROL 
M. and CAROL A. 
The magician, DICK S. performed an incredible 
trick with his assistant Miss SYLVIA C., on 
their way into the tunnel of love. When SYLVIA 
disappeared DICK came out with ABBY and 
ROBERTA. 
Swami KWAPISZ, a fortune-teller, read the 
dainty palms of GARTH, PETER, LOUIS and 
MIKE; she foretold how they would eventually 
become great Romeos. 
The main attractions were two Martins from 
Mars. Although unexpected, MARY and WAYNE 
proved to be quite friendly as they even offered 
to use their ray guns on us. 
Under the Big Top, we mistook SANDY and 
NANCY for two cute elfs. Under the cautious 
eye of our big man TOM BOYD, we kept track 
of them. Of course, TOM'S eye did wander and 
follow the pretty little ... 
Being shot from a cannon was DINO. He al-
most hit the net. Leading in the elephants, the 
trunks tight about their tiny waists, were 
KAREN, HEDY, JO-ANNE, SUZY, and BARB. 
Their lifetime ambitions had always been to be 
just like Tarzan. 
Reckless ROB, eager to spend his nickel, 
bought some CANDY. Yes, CANDY was a good 
friend of ours, and we'll never forgive ROB for 
devouring her so greedily. 
Of course, PAUL W. and TIM, olympic track 
stars, were a special attraction. It was quite an 
experience to observe their speedy game of mu-
sical chairs. 
Last of all, ClffiIS had a flattering southern 
drawl. He faithfully guarded the prized MAT-
ICUIKIAN, the most interesting, odd, different, 
or whatever you may call it, character in the 
circus. 
Lovingly, 
Your Pride and Joy. 
IN MEMORY Of 
FLORENCE R.: Who died when she JANE S.: Died after being beaten in chess. 
was proposed to by TONY PROPAS. JIM A.: Who's gun back-fired in the rifle range. 
SHARON S.: Who died laughing in MEG I.: Who tripped over a saxaphone. 
History; everyone suspected her teacher. BILL G.: Suffocated to death by a grapefruit. 
ROD V.: Who died chasing Gail around the park. LIZ A.: Killed after severe burns from lighting 
MARIA N.: Who died from an overdose of pink a bunsen burner. 
peppermints in English. RICHARD H.: Suffered severe blows from falling 
DICK Z.: Whose occassional intelligent question off his science stool. 
astounded the most strong-hearted teacher. CHERYL H.: Who died when R. S. spoke to her. 
ELIZABETH R.: Burnt with a match in Science. BOB K.: Who shot too many baskets. 
SUSAN D.: Who died of exhaustion from pro- SHAN S.: Died from an over dose of studying. 
nouncing a word in French. RON T.: He philosiphied himself to the grave. 
BILL H.: Killed by a £lying trombone slide. GORD S.: Whose gorgeous sweaters knocked 
LINDA P.: Killed by an avalanche of books from him out 
her locker. JOANNE C.: Swalled one too many reeds. 
STEVE D.: Who drew so much he died of lead JOE T.: Who had a heart attack when blowing 
a note on the tuba. 
9U 
poisoning. 
Continued on Page 81 
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4th Row: George Poimer ~ Bruce Lux ford, 
lee Grieves, Greg Dufmage, Paul Mc-
Arthur, Bob Scott, Dave Cape, Paul 
Mcleod, Dean Zalev. 
3rd Row: Elizabeth Mcivor, Janet Cross, 
Tino Jomrog, Joanne Proctor, Valerie 
Bigelow, Cathy Maclennan, Margo Co· 
meron, Diane Christie, Margaret Boker. 
2nd Row: Coral Perkins, Penny Gobrieou, 
Jo-Anne Pickford, Mory-Lynne Penney, 
Wendy Consection, Mory Belmore, Sandy 
Peterson, Cheryl long, Anne Lembke. 
1st: Gloria Winterburn, No ra Winterbum, 
Barb Moclochlon, Mr. Altmeyer, Lindo 
Richards, Joan Bartlet, Wanda Crovet. 













4th Row: Sam Kaner, Bob Thompson, Eric 
Fournie, Pot Codello, Herb lut:r:ac, Roy =~:\,:i!~,~edd, Robert Turner, Bill Curry, 
3rd Row, G.orge Thurgood, David Gordntr 
Pat Steele, Mary Dunlop, Allison Toppi111' 
Joan Sanderson, Gwyneth Robson, Ho"Y 
Logan, Jeff Cowan. 
2nd Row: Pot Ewing, Mary Anne Slrott011 
Ellen Gardner, Janis Jeffrey, Soph~ 
Drakich, Pot Swintak, Lynda You,1 Sharon Meredith, Mary Anne Konyu. ' 
1st Row: _Beth Allan, Heather Collins, Mar-
lene Ellis, Miss Duda, Pat Nixon, Bevtrly 
Wright, Susan Sanderson. 
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WHAT 91 WANTED FOR CHRISTMAS 
91 
BETH A.: Growing pills so she can 
marry "Wilt the Stilt." 
HEATHER C.: Contact lenses. 
PAT C.: A life time supply of chocolate-coated 
peanuts. 
JEFF C.: A swivel chair. 
BILL C.: A yellow clarinet. 
SOPHIE D.: A night on the town with Jamie D. 
MARLENE E.: A megaphone 
PAT E.: An unlimited supply of text-books. 
ERIC F.: An everburn Bunsen burner. 
DAVID G.: What's Christmas? 
ELLEN G.: Dancing lessons from Boris Mund. 
JANIS J.: Bruce all to herself. 
SAM K.: A night club billing for his tooth comb 
trio. 
MARY ANN K.: A Herb Lutzac doll. 
HARRY L.: A job in the Valley of the Jolly 
Green Giant. 
HERB L.: A Mary Ann doll. 
BILL Mel.: A new memory. 
SHARON M.: A Betsy Wetsy doll. 
PAT N.: A hanuner to hit Pat C. with. 
GWYN R.: A "hot line" to talk to S. S. with. 
RAY R.: A week away from Sam. 
JOAN S.: Jeff C. 
SUSAN S.: Water wings. 
SUSAN SC.: Pliable bubble gum for tuba players. 
PATS.: A final decision from M.G. about B.S. 
MARY ANN S.: A Psychiatrist. 
PATS.: B.C.'s hide. 
BOB T.: A bronze statue of E.R. 
GEORGE T.: A gold plated tenor tooth comb. 
BILL T.: Spoolies. 
ALLISON T.: A big Panda bear. 
ROBERT T.: Every volume 0£ Tarzan ever 
published. 
BEV W.: A certain football player. 
LINDA Y.: 100% in Science. 
MISS DUDA: A 9 I Voodoo doll. 
c aEBRITIES OF 9J 
9J MR. AL TMEYER: Charles de Gaulle. BOBS.: Snow White. LYNDA R.: Bashful. 
ANNE L.: Doc. 
MARGO C.: Sleepy. 
CHERYL L.: Sneezy. 
PENNY G.: Happy. 
CORAL P.: Grumpy. 
JOAN B.: Dopey. 
GEORGE P.: Tarzan. 
GLORIA W.: Jane. 
SANDY P.: Captain Crunch. 
JOANNE PI.: Cheetah. 
EUZABETH Mel.: Sea-Dog. 
PAUJL McA.: Lurch. 
BRUCE L.: Papa Bear. 
JOANNE PR.: Mama Bear. 
TINA J.: Baby Bear. 
DEAN Z.: Dr. Jekyll. 
MEL U.: Mr. Hyde. 
WENDY C.: Elsie the cow. 
JANET C.: Moby Dick. 
DAVE C.: Hitler. 
WANDA C.: Little Miss Muf£et. 
LEE G.: The Spider. 
PAUL McL.: The absent-minded Professor. 
BARBARA MacL.: Hercules. 
NORA W.: Sherlock Holmes. 
DIANNE C.: Bullwinkle. 
GREG D.: Lawrence 0£ Arabia. 
MARY-LYNNE P.: Liberace, 
CATHY MacL.: Alfred E. Newman. 
MARGARET B.: Ringo. 
MERYL K.: Florence Nightingale. 
MARY B.: Gold Finger. 
VALERIE B.: Little BoPeep. 
9H-Continued from Page 79 
DAVID B.: Slipped and fell on his drumstick. 
KAREN G.: Died while trying to win an argu• 
ment with Miss Hutchinson. 
DONNA S.: Died while trying too hard in gym. 
GEORGE C.: Who died while trying to get his 
combination straight. 
JANET H.: Died picking up the remains of D. M. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1965 
off the football field. 
CANDY D.: Died when she swallowed a piece 
of her flute. 
MR. RUSSELL: Vanished suddenly while apply-
ing what he thought was hair grower to his 
head. 
"REST IN PEACE" 
Page 81 
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LYLE'S MEN'S WEAR 
318 OUELLETTE AVE. 
254-7777 
A. L. ( Gus J MORIANTI 
INSURANCE AGENCY 
403 Canada Bldg., Windsor, Ont. 
Phones: Off. 256-7221 Res. 252-9402 








For over ninety years, the Commerce has 
been the sign of the fin est in banking 
services. Either at home, or wherever you 
travel, let the Commerce take care of your 
financial problems. There are branches in 
every major centre in Canada to off er you 
the finest in convenient, courteous service. 
CANADIAN IMPERIAL 
BANK OF COMMERCE 
Over 1300 branches to serve you 
3041 DOUGALL ROAD 









REAL COOL ... THAT'S MILK. 
DRINK MILK FOR 
THAT ZIP AND ZOOM FEELING. 
MILK EDUCATIONAL 
COUNCIL OF WINDSOR 
BALLS DRILLED AND REPAIRED 
CRESCENT BOWLING LANES 
NEW A.M.F. BALL EXITS - SPAREMAKERS 
1055 Ottawa St. Windsor, Ont. 
PRO SHOP 
Telephone 252-1109 Res. 945-3641 
MAC. J. BRIAN LIMITED 
PLUMBING, HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING 
925 Crawford Ave. 254-5181 
Windsor, Ontario 
JOHN FAHRINGER Res. Phone 969-7518 
Compliments of 
NICK HADDAD'S FOODLAND 
I.G.A. 
867 WYANDOTTE STREET EAST 
MARCUS MEAT MARKET 
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC FOODS 
Free Delivery 





2919 TECUMSEH RD. E. 
945-6318 
RENNIE'S MUSIC 
128 University Ave. West 
Opposite Capitol Theatre 
CONN 
America's Finest Electronic Organ 
Musical lnsruments 
Complete Line of Accessories and Parts 
The Most Modern Repair Department in Canada 
All Forms of Printed Music 
256- 1018 
"If It's a Spring - Give Us a Ring" 
FRONT END ALIGNMENT 
OLIVER'S SPRING SERVICE 
LIMITED 
NIGHT SERVICE 
O LIVER FAVOT 
1590 Parent Ave. 
Bus. 256-8214 
Res. 969- 1385 
Compliments of 
THE CHICKEN COURT 
535 PELISSIER WINDSOR 
BURSTYN'S DEPT. STORES 
Phone 254-4020 
1506 WYANDOTTE ST. EAST 
Windsor, Ontario 
1519 Wyandotte Street East Phone 252-8329 
MONARCH MATIRESS MFG. CO. 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
Compliments and Continued Success 
VANITY and CENTRE 
20th Century Theatres 
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SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Metropolitan General Hospital 
Windsor, Ontario 
The School of Nursing, Metropolitan General Hospital, offers to 
Qualified high school graduates o three year course leading to 
eligibility to write the Ontario Nurse Registration Examinations. 
This is one of the most progres.sive nursing schools in Ontario 
offering the newer program of eduction that is gradually being 
adopted by foremost schools in the province. 
PATTERN OF COURSE: 
Two year< basic preparation (Including experience in both 
classroom and hospital wards). followed by one year nursing 
internship. An allowance of $200.00 per month is given in 
the third year. 
FEATURES OF COURSE: 
No tuition fee. 
Residertce accommodation in modern school building with ex· 
cellent living and teaching facilities. 
Weil quoliri&d teaching staff. 
Experience in all major branches of Nursing. 
Opportunity for specialized experience in third year in 
Operating Room, Maternity, or Children•s Nursing. 
•s.e School Announcement re admission requirements. 
INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM, 
DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF NURSING 







EVERYTHING FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
334 WYANDOTIE E. 
Phone 2S6-0478 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1965 
Dealer: 
GRANT & MINGAY 
INSURANCE LTD. 
P.O. BOX 261 
WINDSOR 
SALES COLEMAN SERVICE 
GAS OR OIL FLOOR FURNACES, SPACE 
HEATERS - BLEND-AIR 
Now Owned and Operated 
by: 
Wm. T. Bygrove & Son S. M. GREEN 




Electric Eel Work 
Page 85 
Walter D. Kelly 
Funeral Home 
LIMITED 






90 UNIVERSITY ST. E. 
253-7982 
EVERYTHING IN SPORTS 
VERN PILLSWORTH 
SPORTLAND 
70 Chatham St. West 253-9092 
Windsor, Ontario 
We Specialize in Ski and Canoe Trips 
A FRIEND 
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BRI DLES • HARNESS • SADDLES 
WINDSOR HARNESS 
& SADDLE SUPPLY 
A Full Line of 
Equestrian Supplies, Western Wear and 
Square Dance Clothes 
Phone 253-5352 3132 Walker Road 
Windsor, Ont. 
Compliments of 
Farrell's Pharmacy Ltd. 
1495 TECUMSEH RO. E. 
256-3436 
252-4170 
N. TEPPERMAN LIMITED 
"A Business in Millions -
A Profit in Pennies" 
1214 OTTAWA ST. 
256-5421 
Windsor, Ontario 
DUPLATE CANADA LTD. 
Windsor Division 
SAFETY GLASS MANUFACTURERS 
18SO Walker Rd . 
Windsor, Ont. 








• Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade mark1 which identify only the product of Coci-Cola Ltd. 
Best Wishes From 
the 
"Top Hat Supper Club" 
Compliments of 




320 CAMPBEU AVE. 




HAWKESWOOD GARAGE LIMITED 
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE 
270 Erie Street East at McDougall 
Windsor, Ontario 
254-1108 . . . 254-1 109 
" PRIDE IN WORK M ANSHIP IS OUR TRADEMARK" 
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WHO GET THE BEST JOBS? 
Superior positions go to those with superior 
BUSINESS TRAINING 
Since 1903 W.B.C. has been leading the way with 
Superior Business Training. What we have done 





TRAIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL DO THE MOST FOR YOU 
WINDSOR . 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
R. J. SERVICE, Principal 
709 OUELLETTE AVE. PHONE 253-4921 





309 ELLIS AVENUE 
WINDSOR 
NATURAL GAS 
DOES SO MUCH 
.. . FOR SO LITTLE 
UNION GAS 
COMPANY 
OF CANADA LTD. 






SMEETON DRY GOODS 











Congratulations to the '65 Graduates Compliments of 
from CROLL and CROLL 
BARRISTERS AND SOLICITORS 
WILD STUDIOS 303 Canada Building 
ROGER ALLAN LUMBER LTD. Compliments of Two Alumni 
2187 Ottawa St. 
254-5129 
Mr. & Mrs. Walter L. McGregor 
Visit Our Store 
WERNER'S SHOES BURNSIDE HARDWARE LTD. 
WE NOW CARRY SENIOR BOYS' SHOES 1577 TECUMSEH RD. E. 
Running Shoes, Black and White 254-2722 
1528 Wyandotte Street East 256-6544 
Compliments of the 
AIRPORT MOTEL 
SALVATION ARMY 3775 WALKER RD. 
Partington Corps 969-3710 
. 
WEST AND SON Best Wishes 
471 Ouellette Ave. 
WINDSOR POLICE ASSOCIATION 
256-4997 
GRACE WILTON MILLINERY Compliments of 
1215 Ottawa at Pierre ELCOMBE ENGINEERING LTD. 
254-2738 3327 RUSSELL 
BERNHARDT'S FURNITURE LTD. 
Compliments of 
1645 Wyandotte St. E. R. P. SCHERER LIMITED 
1370 ARGYLE ROAD 
254-7568 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
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Compliments of 
Best Wishes and Success 
To All Students 
J - PHONE Bartlet, Macdonald & Gow nD. _ - 2S4-2SSI OUEUUTE AVENUE AT THE ltlVElt -DOSCO INDUSTRIES LTD. CANADIAN 
BRIDGE WORKS 
With Young Fashions 
WALKER ROAD WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
'fi'or All Students 
SEMPLE OPTICAL 
JACK'S CORNER STORE 577 Ouellette Ave. 
Windsor, Ontario 1198 Monmouth Rd. 
252-2454 253-2905 
VANITY BEAUTY SALON VICTORIA SERVICE 
2017 OTTAWA ST. JOE MANTON 
253-8860 1809 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
Office Phone 253-5216 Res. Phone 252-4156 Compliments of 
WALKERVILLE PLUMBING 
CO. LTD. ADELMAN'S DEPT. STORE 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
60 PITT ST. E. Represented by ALEX LIPISHAK 
801 Lincoln Road at Cataraqui W indsor, Ont. 
HOPPE'S NU-VOGUE 
"Fashion With Imagination!" TILE TOWN 
246 Ouellette Ave. 
3150 WALKER RD. 
254-9666 
NATIONAL PAINTING Compliments of 
AND DECORATING 
(WINDSOR) LTD. WOOLWORTH'S 
725 WYANDOTTE ST. E. 641 OUELLETTE AVE. 
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Three Locations to Serve You ... 
SHAMROCK CLEANERS 
3174 Walker Road 
Phone 252-9216 
Branch Store - 20 SS Wyandotte West 
In Riverside Call, RI VERSIDE CLEANERS- 94S-2 112 
LINDA LEE DAIRY BAR 
Lincoln and Tecumseh Rds. 
Compliments of 
ROBBIN'S MUSIC SERVICE 
Fred A. Nicholl Insurance Ltd. 
INSURANCE CONSULTANTS 
252-6591 2120 Gladstone 
Windsor 
Associates: G. W. BROWN, R. L. WITTKE, A. MARCHAND 
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COX, HYATT, ENNS and CO .. 
CHARTERED ACCOUNT ANTS 
SSS Tecumseh Road East 
Windsor, Ontario 
CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK 
OF COMMERCE 
OTTAWA and MOY 
Compliments of 
EMPIRE HANNA COAL CORP. 
LTD. 




65 Pitt St. East 
254-5262 
RESIDENTIAL SCH09L /,· 
FOR GIRLS _/ A -, 
Founded 1876 // ;~ Y k·r,J 
H i h School '• 'l.~ ''/ 
~rades IX to XIII \!1 }; 
Secretarial Science L 
Music Fine Art 
Dramatics 
Write for prospectus 
. d r,r,, 
Mrs. Stffle S1fton, B.A. B.E . ~ ·~~·~ 
Principal ~'I -l j 
Ill _ --. ---= 
nLmn 
COLLECE 





2034 OTTAWA ST. 
256-0401 
DEMIC VARIETY 
896 Lincoln Rd. 
256-7343 
LYMAN'S HI-FI CENTRE 
1430 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
256-0741 
Best Wishes f rom 
WINDSOR'S LEADING STORE 
FOR FASHIONS THAT PROVE 
GOOD TASTE IS NOT 
EXPENSIVE 
SAM'S DEPARTMENT STORE 
Windsor's Largest Selection of Suits 
1526 Ottawa St. 254-6481 
Compliments of 
J . C. TERON CO. LTD. 
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING 
Mariotti's and Curti's Restaurant 
851 ERIE ST. E. 
254-7041 
Page 94 
PEARCE LETINl:R LTD. 
(The Gold Shop) 
Jewellers • Gold & Silver Smith, • Antiquorion, 
345 Ouellette Ave., 253-8465 
Windsor, Ontario 
KEN BURLING B.A. SERVICE 
Ottawa and Kildare 
Phone: 253-7419 
ALEX'S CARPETS 
When You Think of Carpets, Think of Alex's 
1392 Wyandotte East 










"Gifts from Many Countries" 
OUELLETTE AVE. AT PARK ST. 
FURNITURE - CARPETS - APPLIANCES 
Buy with Confidence on Easy Terms 
BAUM AND BRODY 
Corner Chatham and Ferry St., Windsor 
VERA'S VILLAGE SHOPPE LTD. 
LADIES' WEAR 
DORWIN PLAZA 
KENDAN MANUFACTURING LTD. 
Windsor, Ontario 
AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS 
PRODUCTION MACHINING 
BLUE AND WH I TE, 1965 
-
Airport Tire & Battery Service 
Company Limited 
OPEN 24 HRS. A DAY 
FREDERICK E. MOORE, President 
3570 Walker Rd. Phone: 969-3238 
Windsor, Ont. 
- SCIENCE IS THE STEPPING 




493 OUELLETTE AVENUE 
Chuck Holmes Clothing 
MEN'S APPAREL 
1501 Tecumseh Rd. E. (at Gladstone) 
Footwear for the Whole Family At: 
ED HAAS FINE SHOES LTD. 
1555 Wyandotte E. 252-8421 
Compliments of 
H. GRAY LTD. 
OTTAWA & MOY 
ROBERTSON TEXACO SERVICE 
1780 Ottawa St. 
254-6747 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1965 
CAPPIE'S VARIETY 
1998 Wyandotte E. 




MARY LEE'S HA£Ct FASHIONS 
1380 Wyandotte East 
252-8711 
1965 SUMMER COURSES r-·············-~~~~·-~--~~ 
f 7 WEEKS 
! TYPING COURSE 
i JUNE 14th THRU AUGUST 27th 
i i Three weeks Holidays with Family Anytime 
l--A-------~---~----------------
Also Courses In © 
IP!,~ 
Speedw riting 
8 A.M. to 1 P.M. DAILY 
COME IN • PHONE • WRITE 
BULMER BUSINESS COLLEGE 
0. c. o· BRIEN, 8.A.. Pnnc,pal 
MRS. G. P. MATHOOEY, 8.A., Oirector of Training 
315 Pelissier St., Capitol Theatre Bldg., 253-8202 
FASHION MILLINERY SUPPLIES 
1448 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
LOUIS BERGER 
Your Personal Clothier and Tailor 




THE WINDSOR UTILITIES COMMISSION 
FRED A. BURR, B.A., Chairman 
MAC. J. BRIAN, Vice-Chairman 
JOHN W. WHEEL TON, Q.C., Mayor 
ROY R. HICKS 
ARCHIE W. GREEN, B.A. 
J. E. TECKOE, P.Eng., General Manager 
JOHN F. COOK, Secretary Treasurer 
For the BEST in QUALITY and SERVICE 
CALL ... 
--=::,. ~----=-
~H: : 1 rn" ~;-i~n:rm 
2,9,1 RIVERSIDE DRIVE Eost ..., I~ Phone, Cl 2· n .11 
*Ready-Mix Concrete *Concrete Blocks 





WINDSOR LTD . 
2310 WALKER ROAD 
252-1686 





Depends on what you do with It! It could become a prize 
rooster, get top billing in a fricassee-or end up as a 
splatter on the floor. The possibilities are unlimited-the 
egg Is Just a start. Like university. You discover as you 
go along the endless possibilities an advanced education 
can bring. But you have to make a start-and noteveryone 
can afford that. That's why the General Motors companies 
In Canada award 25 scholarships each year ranging 
In value up to $2,000 to help deserving students. More 
than 200 scholarships have been awarded since this 
programme began In 1955. Grants, too, are given to 
the universities themselves. Students can choose from 
any of 14 participating universities, pick the faculty they 
like, prepare in their own way to take their place In 
Canada's future. Ute Isn't always served sunny side up 
-but the GM scholarship plan can help. 
? 
Applications for General Motors Scholarship should 
be directed to the Registrars of the following par· 
ticipating universities: The University of Toronto; 
The University of Western Ontario, London; 
Queen's University, Kingston; The University of 
Montreal; The University of Manitoba, Winnipeg; 
The University of British Columbia, Vancouver; 
The University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon: The 
University of Alberta, Edmonton; The University 
of New Brunswick, Fredericton; Laval University, 
Quebec City; McGill University, Montreal; Memorial 
University, St. John's, Newfoundland; Dalhousie 
University, Halifax; and McMaster University, 
Hamilton. 
McKinnon 
1'-1 >l 'STHIES Ll~llTl·: I > 
SNbndlor~oJG,n<ral Motor• Corpor41U>II 
ST. CATHARINES AND WINDSOR 
l 




WINDSOR BOARD Of EDU(ATIO. Do NotTake From the Library 
tenders to the 
Students, Teachers and Principal 
of 





Wa rd V 
Its Congratulations 
on 
the Scholastic ti~d Other Attainm~nrs 
of the School Year 1964-65 
* 
WINDSOR BOARD OF ~OUCATION 
1965 
. K. C. Hortop, B.A. 
G. A. Buchanan, B.A. 
R. J. Whitty, M.D., D A.B., F.I.C.S., F.A.C.S., Chairman 
G. M. G rant, Q.C. 
.. . . D. W. Gray 
Separate Schools 
Vocational School 
L. F. Batterson 
G. A. l acy, B.A.Sc. 
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. 
T. Meconi, B.A. 
The Windsor Suburban District High School Board joins in congratulating 
those students from its area woo are attending your school. 
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